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Abstract
This investigation accepts that art is a term of western culture and that advertising is a
creation of an historical and social process firmly linked to the economies of western
industrialised nations. A cultural niche theory of the visual arts is employed to define the
various visual art forms and it is in this context that the development of the notion of fine
art, which had its origins during the Renaissance, is investigated with a view to how this led
to the commodification of art. The phenomenon of art as a commodity accelerated
throughout the nineteenth century and was moulded by the same political, cultural, social,
economic and technological forces that gave rise to advertising when, during the second half
ofthe century, the capitalist system of production became geared towards mass production
of products for consumption. This was also the period of significant European colonial
expansion in southern Afiica and consequently the development ofboth art and advertising
in the region was cast in a colonial, European mould, the effects ofwhich are investigated
throughout this research project.
This body ofresearch also seeks to explain how the meaning and the value of the art object
and its reproduced image, changed and became exchangeable as technology developed.
Significantly this occurred at a time when the needs of advertising shifted from a simple
system ofproclamation and announcement on the periphery of the national economy during
the nineteenth century to become a sophisticated system of communication which acts as
an influential social institution at the end of this millennium. That this appears to have
occurred at a time when the influence of fine art began to decline as a cultural force is
significant as it is in this context that advertising has become a primary carrier of meaning
in society.
This research project works within this paradigm to investigate the history and motives of
business support for the arts, particularly the visual arts, in the form of sponsorship with
particular reference to a culturally diverse and politically dynamic South Africa. In addition,
specific rhetorical devices that advertising employs, as a strategic tool of marketing, to
appropriate and (ex)change meaning from the value laden visual art object is investigated
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The evolution of the title of this dissertation from "Art in Advertising in South Africa" to
"Aspects of the Visual Arts in Advertising with particular reference to South Africa" is
instructive in that it explains the process and content of this body of research. Soon after
commencing the research project in 1995 it became clear that, because of its colonial
history, a study ofadvertising and art in South Africa could not take place without reference
to the historical and colonial context in which both disciplines evolved and functioned. This
was particularly true of the origins and evolution of advertising and advertising design in
Europe and the United States because it has had, and continues to have, an impact upon
practice in South Africa. Thus a sub-text of this thesis reveals how advertising in South
Africa was at first framed within a British colonial mould, during the latter part of the
nineteenth and the early part of the twentieth centuries, then influenced by international
(largely American) trends after the First World War (c. 1920) until the current bombardment
by varied global influences at the end of the millennium.
In order to understand fully the impact of this history it is instructive to consider what
Edward Said has explained in his text on Orientalism when he observed that the West in its
engagement with the Orient had a way of fashioning a representation ofthe"other" in its
own image (1995: 5). In a later text, Covering Islam he explains how this essentially
colonial approach still continues in the Western dominated mass media today (1997: 3). It
could be argued that the same is true of Western representations of Africa. This is
particularly true ofthe image created of the continent by colonialist inspired literature e.g.
Rider Haggard (1856-1925), painters such as Thomas Baines (1820-1875) and more
recently the modern mass media (Hollywood cinema and global television networks).
Importantly, Said goes on to make the point that the West not only framed the
representation of the "other" but also distributed capitalist production methods and
commodities to communities in the colonies (1995: 41). It is in this respect that Bush (1997)
considers graphic design in the West to have aided such distribution. She observes that "as
visual Orientalists, Western graphic designers have determined the global standard for good
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communication and, in so doing, have reinforced the perceived dominance of the West
through visual communication" (1997: 19). This investigation seeks to demonstrate how
Bush's assertion in respect of graphic and advertising design in South Africa maintains.
Thus the change of the title to include the phrase "with particular reference to South
Africa."
As this research project progressed it became equally clear that the power of the West to
fashion a representation of the "other" in its own terms also informs any discussion of the
term art and the practice of art production outside Europe. This is particularly true of how
the Westem colonialists viewed the cultural products of the indigenous peoples of the
territories that they controlled. At best indigenous art was referred to as "Primitive Art,"
a term that one observes is still in use in Parisienne galleries today (figure 1). Thus in
countries such as South Africa, a hierarchy between arts and traditional crafts with
considerable shades of grey in between makes a simple definition of the term Art difficult,
if not impossible.
As this text will demonstrate, to complicate matters, art production and appreciation can
also be viewed in terms of social class with yet another hierarchy between high art on the
one end and massed produced "popular" art on the other. Many have argued that
advertising itself is an important "popular" art form of the twentieth century (Josephson
1996: 5). It must also be recognised that design also has a complex relationship with art
which stretches from the term "applied arts" during the nineteenth century to "commercial
art" by the mid-twentieth century to current notions of design art. In advertising design, the
graphic artist, illustrator, graphic designer and the photographer are still regarded as
"artists" working within the creative department under an art director.
It is clear that throughout the twentieth century cross-references and transformations
between traditional craft and art, art and design, high and low art have taken place. Indeed
crossover and cross-reference are characteristics ofPost-Modernism. Thus I deemed it wise
to use the term ''visual arts" in the title to avoid the restrictions and misunderstandings that
the term art might imply.
figure 1
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It must be recognised that not all promotion is advertising. Some have argued that we live
in a promotional age, selfpromotion being but one form. Significantly during the twentieth
century many artists (Pablo Picasso [1881-1973], Salvador Dali [1904-1988] and Andy
Warhol [1930-1989] to name but a few) have chosen to promote themselves, albeit in
different ways, ultimately in order to sell their product (art). Here the cultural market, active
with art producers, publishers, museum curators and gallery owners, has a vested interest
in the promotion of art and artists. One aspect of this promotion that is common to both
artist and designer is the power of the creator's signature as a promotional device. One
could go further and argue that the reputation and the style of an artist or designer is often
regarded as being as valuable as the signature in the market place. As this text aims to
demonstrate, the use of style often leads to parody and pastiche, if not to a dangerous
infiingement ofcOPYright. Hence this text investigates the importance of the signature and
style as marketing tools.
Relevance of research
This text has been prepared with South African graphic design students in mind. As such
it is situated within the curriculum requirements of the current National Diploma in Graphic
Design and the newly introduced Bachelor of Technology Degree in Graphic Design to be
offered as a course ofstudy (1999) at the M. L. Sultan Technikon in Durban where I teach
the History and Theory ofDesign. My twenty years ofexperience in this capacity have made
me aware ofthe difficulty that many students have in understanding the relationship between
art and design. While much has been written, internationally, about the impact of advertising
upon art, very little has been written, either nationally or internationally, about the impact
that art has had on advertising. In this sense this text aims to make an original contribution
to the development of a relevant design history in South Africa.
In addition it is important to note that the transformation of South African education
requires more texts to be written from a South African perspective. All of the works that
Margolin (1994) lists as having gained "widespread recognition" in graphic design history
are from countries in the northern hemisphere and these texts are currently widely used in
South African graphic design courses. 1 An important function of this text therefore is to
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define what is meant by the terms advertising, advertising and graphic design and to
investigate how they function within what is known as the "marketing mix" within the South
African context.
In addition to this, it is evident that a multi-cultural student body often experiences difficulty
in understanding how culture, more specifically, their own culture and sense of identity can
be an important and dYnamic part of the marketing process. Once again, this is particularly
true of South African students who have no locally produced texts to which they can refer.
To that end, over the past two years (1997/1998), students have already benefited from
various sections contained in this project which have been used as discussion papers which
have replaced inappropriate, imported material.
The training of graphic designers in South Africa demands that the history and theory
aspects oftheir course should not only be culturally relevant, but also compatible with the
applied nature ofthe discipline. Hence there is a need to encourage an integration between
history, theory and practice. Thus this text aims not only to be understandable to a group
ofculturally diverse students, the majority ofwhom are English second language speakers,
but also understandable in both theoretical and practical terms. This divide is not an easy
one to bridge as Sean Brierley notes in his recently published Advertising Handbook in
which he protests the "ghettoisation" of academic life from real life practices. He observes
that universities and colleges generally teach advertising from two perspectives:
"for those on business courses wishing to go into advertising and marketing,
and those on arts and humanities courses who seek to examine advertising
in its widest cultural context. Ironically, many students on arts and
humanities courses also end up in the advertising industry and find that
much ofthe social or semiotic analysis they performed at college bears little
or no relation to everyday practice. It is tempting to suggest that the very
real uses of social and semiotic analysis are often rejected or
mis-appropriated by those in the industry." (Brierley 1995: 2)
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Advertising is an important industry in South Africa and is one of the few that can be
described as being truly, globally competitive. 2 (figure 3) My purpose therefore is not to
construct a theoretical critique of advertising nor the profession within which many design
students aspire to make a livelihood. Instead I seek to apply the issues raised by various
theorists, practitioners and critics in a manner that is accessible and allows the (student)
reader to draw their own conclusions. As Middlesex University academic Judith Williamson
points out there is a pressing need for the education system to encourage self confidence
amongst students particularly in any work that may theorise about advertising. To this end
she notes that most advertisements "intend to make us feel we are lacking and [therefore]
it would be terrible if 'theoretical' books about advertisements had the same effect" (1992:
8).
Another divide that this text takes cognisance ofis that which exists between art and design.
While it is clear that the division between art and design is not unique to South Africa, as
an art/design historian I am aware of a form of segregation that exists in South Africa
between artists and designers, art and design educationists, art historians and design
historians which tends to polarise each to his/her respective disciplines. In a very modest
way I hope that this research project will also facilitate the break down of the artificial and
unnecessary barriers that exist, not only between the fine arts and design, but also between
academics and the practitioners ofadvertising design in a manner that will do justice to them
all.
It is inevitable that in attempting to discuss design practice and how it relates to the
production of art, certain challenges and contradictions will arise. In nature and intention,
art and design are different. This not only affects the practice but also the product of the
creative process in both disciplines. It could be said that within the Western paradigm, since
the beginning of the Renaissance until quite recently, individual authorship has been an
important feature of art. Design by contrast tends towards being an anonymous,
collaborative effort. Similarly, within the Western notion of fine art, communication has
tended to express the view and/or the feelings of the creator. A number of critiques have
gone so far as to define this view as a male dominated one in which there is an assumed
figure 3
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male audience (Chadwick 1990: 10).
By way of contrast, the designer is expected to communicate ideas and feelings that are
appropriate to a "targeted" audience. Unlike the audience ofmost fine art, often the target
market requires that the designer address children and significantly, in advertising, the
audience is also often assumed to be female (Schudson 1993: 61). This view was explicitly
advanced by early South African trade texts promoting a new women's magazine Chat
(1940) which is described as being "designed, edited and published to interest the women
of South Africa, and to serve the alert advertisers who recognize in Chat a medium that
contacts the women of South Africa - a rich, consistent and money spending market"
(Anon. 1940: 8) (figure 2).
It should also be noted that the terms art and artist have, historically, had different meanings
within the design paradigm. Significantly the title, "commercial artist" was still used in
South Africa until end of the 1960's. The term commercial artist is revealing in that it
implies that the work of an artist has been put to commercial use. This body of research
suggests that, initially this was true, as will be seen in the advertisements produced by Henri
Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901) and his contemporaries during the later part of the
nineteenth century. As the needs ofadvertising changed from announcement to inducement
during the first halfofthe twentieth century, the demands upon an artist working within the
commercial domain changed dramatically. This often led to conflict which has clouded a
clear understanding ofthe terms art and artist within the commercial domain. Inevitably the
Western notion of"high" art and culture would accord an inferior status upon the work of
a "commercial" artist whose work was produced to function within the "low" cultural
domain of mass consumption. It is not surprising that conflicts should arise.
Design History
Currently there are no design history courses available at any South African University or
Technikon at either the Honours or Masters level, hence a body ofwork such as this that
aims to make a contribution to the establishment of an appropriate South African design
history and theory has to be produced under the auspices of established disciplines. In doing
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so it needs to be said that there are dangers in any interdisciplinary work in that one is
vulnerable to criticism from either of the pure disciplines regarding insufficient depth in
either field.
Another difficulty that has to be recognised is that the history of art is a well established
discipline and, although it may currently be experiencing radical ideological and
philosophical revision (this is particularly true of art in South Africa), it still has a wealth (if
not a weight) of literature and tradition behind it. Conversely, design history has not been
defined and there is a danger in a work such as this to consider it as an extension of art
history which it is not. To make things even more difficult, "the question of what design
history is about has never been thoroughly addressed or debated, which has resulted in
considerable confusion in the field" (Margolin 1994: 235).
Even within design practice and what little theory surrounds it, there is much that still needs
to be done to define the various design disciplines. This is particularly true of the
relationship between graphic design and advertising. While all graphic design may not be
concerned with advertising, it is an essential part in the creation of all advertisements,
especially print advertising, packaging, promotional material and corporate identities. This
is particularly true of the complex and sophisticated advertisements which employ the
artistic talents of advertising agencies and which are the focus of this project.
Hence the debate contained in this project is prepared, largely, within uncharted territory.
As such, this work does not pretend to be definitive. On the contrary, my intention in
venturing in this direction is to begin what I believe will be an on-going exploration, which
few people in South Africa have ventured into. Those who have done so have often
approached the subject as part ofanother discipline such as women's studies (Myers 1983),
cultural studies (Tomaselli 1993), marketing, communications (Green and Lascaris 1990),
sociology (Baudrillard 1985) and, in a few notable cases, art history itself (Buntman 1996).
This observation however, gives one a hint as to the nature of design and its history: it is
inter-disciplinary and, as such, this body of research does not always conform to the strict
confines of anyone discipline.
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This research is therefore placed within a complex social, political, technological,
geographic, economic and cultural matrix and, as such, is not intended as a stylistic
investigation. While this investigation will make particular reference to advertising in South
Africa, the country's colonial history makes it important to investigate, in appropriate depth,
advertising design in the United States and Europe since it has affected practice in a
culturally complex country such as South Africa. Consequently this dissertation has two
distinct strands in that it represents an attempt to tell an essentially simple and didactic story
about the development ofadvertising in South Africa while, at the same time, explaining (in
understandable terms) some theoretical issues that are pertinent. In part this explains the
extra-ordinary length and breadth of the research which is also reflected in the diversity of
images that are used to illustrate the text. Further, it is also intended that the large number
ofillustrations be allowed to communicate visually and to tell a story of their own thereby
acknowledging the role of the visual in academic discourse.
Methodology
As the bibliography shows, this body of research has necessitated extensive reading in the
fields of visual arts, design, art and design history, sociology, marketing and advertising.
The insights gained from these readings have been applied by working with primary sources
such as newspapers, magazines, posters and other items associated with advertising and
promotional campaigns in order to gain new insights. This survey has taken place within the
archives ofvarious libraries and many less formal venues where advertising and promotional
items can be found. Interviews and discussions have taken place with a number ofworking
designers, artists and cultural workers to gain insight into the context in which their artistic
and design products function.
Primary Sources
It must be recognised that most design, by its very nature, is transient and ephemeral and
this is particularly true ofadvertisements which are designed for the promotion of products
and services to a particular audience in a specific period in time. Consequently a great deal
ofresearch time has been spent working with primary sources to collect relevant examples
to validate the text. In the gathering ofthese examples a body ofknowledge that has already
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been established by others, primarily in Europe and the United States of America (USA),
has been applied to the South African context with my own insights. In this process, it is
hoped that a unique understanding of how the visual arts is used for advertising and
promotion purposes has been created.
Secondary Sources
As mentioned earlier, this interdisciplinary study has been based on a wide reading of texts
in the fields ofadvertising, design and art, and beyond. However this dissertation has been
influenced by specific texts. Because an important part of this research project concerns
itself with matters that pertain to the issue of consumption it is (almost) inevitable that
translated texts by French writers such as Barthes, Baudrillard, Bourdieu and to a lessor
extent, Foucault and Lyotard have had either a direct or indirect influence upon much of the
material. This is particularly true ofBaudrillard' s work which informs much of the content
of Chapter Three "Commodities: Objects of Desire." This chapter applies the theories
contained in his essays "The System of Objects" as reproduced in Thackara's Design After
Modernism and an expanded version "Subjective Discourse or The Non-Functional System
of Objects" published in his own text Revenge of the Crystal - selected writings on the
Modern Object and its Destiny, 1968-1983. These ideas are particularly relevant in the
South African context with respect to Ester Mahlangu's hand crafted BMW (1991)
produced for the "Art Car" series which transforms a mass-produced 5 Series vehicle into
a unique 'model' not intended for usage on the road as part of an image building exercise
for the manufacturer.
Baudrillard's later essay "The Ecstasy ofCommunication" is linked to McA1lister's text The
Commercialization ofAmerican Culture in that they both explain how, in the media age,
the boundaries between the private and public space have collapsed. As such both texts have
had an important impact upon my understanding of contemporary events and consequently
the contents of this dissertation.
Central to the subject of art and art history and how it relates to the mass media is John
Berger's Ways ofSeeing (1974). In this text Berger argued that modern publicity derives
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its system ofpictorial rhetoric from the European easel painting tradition. Although Berger
tends to downplay the metaphysical power of art, his views on the effect of the mechanical
reproduction of art on our "ways of seeing" has informed this body of research on the
subject of how the printed image has influenced the ways in which art functions in both
"high" and "low" cultural domains. On this subject Berger draws strongly upon an earlier
text by Walter Benjamin The Work ofArt in the Age ofMechanical Reproduction (1936).
In spite of the fact that he wrote about the reproduced image before the advent of the
microprocessor and the advent ofthe digital image Benjamin's ideas are particularly relevant
decades after they were conceived. The current revolution in high powered computers
ensures that images are not only stored but are received and transmitted on a global
network.
It was Benjamin's ideas that informed Andre Malraux's 1954 publication, The Voices of
Silence, and his subsequent text Museum Without Walls (1965), which has also influenced
aspects ofthis dissertation. Malraux maintains that the existence ofmuseums has irrevocably
altered the way in which art is experienced and that the millions of art reproductions
constitute a musee imaginaire, a museum of the imagination and of images, a museum
without walls. Malraux explains how, by mechanically reproduced means, the imaginary
museum extends the process set in motion by the physical museum and makes art available
to the private individual. This text suggests that Malraux's ideas apply to the visual arts of
different eras and cultures but occurs at the cost of de-contextualization and of providing
substitutes for originals. This dissertation contends that it is within this context that
advertising not only "substitutes the original" but also uses the de-contextualization of the
art object to create new meanings.
John A. Walker's Art in the age ofMass Media (1983) was intended to extend the debate
begun by Berger to examine what Walker called "contemporary fine art practice and the
ways it interconnects with the mass media" (1983: 9). However, for a different set of
reasons his chapter "Mass Culture Uses Art" precipitated a train of thought that informs this
text. In this chapter Walker refers to the BMW Art Car campaign in which artists such as
Andy Warhol (1928-1987), Alexander Calder (1898-1976) and Roy Lichtenstein (1923-
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1997) were invited to "decorate" a BMW car (c. 1978). Subsequent to this publication, as
mentioned above the South African painter Ester Mahlangu (b. 1936) was commissioned to
become a part ofthe BMW Art Car series and this event (1991) and Walker's views on the
BMW advertising campaign inspired me to consider the implications of the transformation
and de-contextualization of South African art in advertising.
Another important text, written in the tradition of both Berger and Malraux, is Believing
Is Seeing: Creating the Culture ofArt (1995) by Mary Anne Staniszewski. This text places
emphasis upon contemporary cultural developments and attempts to indicate how
"ideologies appear to be natural or the way things should be" (1995: 33). Central to her
argument is the ideology ofthe "culture of art" that "came into being in the late eighteenth
century when the authority of the European monarchies began to dissolve" (op. cit.102).
This dissertation seeks to create an understanding of art, culture and the culture of art and
as such is greatly informed by Staniszewski's argument. However where the challenge lies
in any discussion of art in South Africa is that the ideology that often defines our "lived
relation to the real" has been strongly influenced by colonialism and even more
devastatingly, by the segregationist policies that permeated the country.
On the subject of authority dissolving, Marshall Berman's All That is SolidMelts Into Air
provides the framework for my understanding ofhow modernism developed in three phases.
According to Berman the first phase began "roughly from the start of the sixteenth century
to the end ofthe eighteenth [when] people were just beginning to experience modern life"
(1982: 16). For the purposes of this dissertation this was a particularly important phase in
that it was during this period that the notion of the fine artist was first proposed.
Subsequently, during the second phase which, according to Berman begins with the great
revolutionary wave ofthe 1790's when "[with] the French Revolution and its reverberations
a great modern public abruptly and dramatically comes to life" (op. cit. 17). This was the
modem public that was to be the audience for the earliest forms ofadvertising.
In the third and final phase, the 20th century, the process ofmodernisation expands to take
in virtually the whole world, and according to Berman "the developing world culture of
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modernism achieves spectacular triumphs in art and thoughf~ (ibid.). This dissertation tracks
the parallel development of advertising through the internationalisation of modernism that
Berman describes~ to the globalized culture and economy that postmodernist writers such
as Jameson defines in his text Postmodemism or The Cultural Logic ofLate Capitalism.
While a wide variety of sources were used to define advertising a clear and simple definition
of art proved to be predicably difficult. As the title of this dissertation changed to
encompass the visual arts Susan Josephson~ s From Idolatry To Advertising - Visual Art and
Contemporary Culture proved to be invaluable. Josephson~ s notion of the cultural niche for
each ofthe visual arts from fine art to design art has provided an essential framework within
which my discussion ofthe visual arts and advertising takes place. On the subject of art and
advertising, Margolin~s text, "Product Appeal and the Aura of Art" (1992) proved
particularly helpful in that he identifies specific rhetorical devices that advertisers in the
United States use in appropriating art images in their advertising. In the same essay
Margolin also deals with the subject ofhow business in the United States became involved
in sponsorship of the arts during the 1960's. Serendipity played a part whe~ during the
course ofmy research, a similar initiative for business sponsorship of the arts, Business Arts
South Africa (BASA) was launched in South Africa during 1997. Margolin~s insights and
explanation of the circumstances in the United States during the 1960's enabled me to
understand the implications of such an initiative in South Africa over three decades later.
Robert Hewison has remarked that we live in an age of"commercial consumption and rapid
redundancy ofideas~~ (1990: 20). However~ this body of research maintains that the ideas
of artists such as Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968) about the de-contextualisation of the
object/image, Ma1raux~s museum without walls concept and Berger~s critique of the art of
publicity are not redundant but have a fresh currency at the end of the millennium. Once
again this is particularly true in view of the fact that the global village that Marshal
McLuhan defined during the 1960's (quoted in Steam 1967: 164) has become a virtual
reality thirty years later. Computers and the global information networks such as the Internet
and global television have realised his ideas and as such they have a new currency.
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Larry Allyson, the CEO of the computer software company, Oracle, in a BBC WorId
televison interview described the current information revolution as "a cultural revolution"
(Allyson on Hard Talk BBC, 13th December, 1997). The fact that one is able to quote
information which has been broadcast globally by satellite televison, substantiates the
contention that information retrieval has made the globe comparable to a village in the sense
that McLuhan intended it: "shrunk in the wash with speeded-up information movement from
all directions" (quoted in Steam 1967: 167). Hence various global radio and television
broadcasts are also used as an important secondary source for material for this project.
Notes
1. Margolin lists Philip Meggs' History ojGraphic Design (1983, revised and expanded
1992), Richard Hollis Graphic Design: A Concise History (1994), and supplementary
works such as Thirty Centuries ojGraphic Design: An Illustrated Survey by James Craig
and Bruce Barton (1987) and The Thames and Hudson Encyclopaedia ojGraphic Design
+ Designers (1992) by Alan and Isabella Livingston. All these texts are, currently, widely
used in South African graphic design courses.
2. In 1997 the South African advertising industry was estimated to be worth R15 billion
(Finance, 3rd August, 1997: 2). TBWA Hunt Lascaris and Ogilvy & Mather, Rightford,
Searle-Tripp and Makin were named by the prestigious US trade magazine, Advertising Age
as the International Agency of the Year in 1993 and 1996 receptively.
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Chapter 1: Advertising: Definitions and Terms
While many texts on advertising take opposing ideological positions most, if not all, agree
on its importance to contemporary society and culture. Critics of advertising such as Judith
Williamson goes so far as to maintain that "advertisements are one of the most important
cultural factors moulding and reflecting our life today" (1992 : 11 ). While others, such as
Gillian Dyer, maintain that "in a sense [advertising] is the "official art" of the advanced
industrial nations of the west" (1992: 1). Given the rhetoric that surrounds the subject
perhaps a background of the etYmology and a strict definition of the term advertising and
its practice may be useful and informative.
Advertising : etymology
The word "advertising" comes from the Latin adverto and advertere in which ad means
"to" and vertere means "to turn." Hence, according to Barnard the word advertising
"includes the idea of turning one's attention to something, of drawing or calling attention
to something" (1995: 26). Originally the word developed to give the sense of "giving
notice" or "telling someone about something." Barnard maintains that all the posted
advertisements that appeared at the end ofthe fifteenth century conform to this sense of the
word. 1 However, the use ofthe word "advertisement" in everyday language and the popular
press only occurred around the middle ofthe seventeenth century when notices were posted
by commercial concerns such as publishers informing the public of "An Advertisement of
Books Newly Published" (op. cit. 28). It is curious how even at this early stage, the newly
established print media were amongst the first to use advertising to promote their products.
According to Dyer it was during the second half of the nineteenth century that the term
"advertising" began to acquire its modem meaning in which the sense of "informing"
becomes subordinate to that of "persuasion." Dyer ascribes this shift to the Great
Depression ofc.1875-95 which caused manufacturers to pay more attention to advertising
their goods (1992: 41). Bamard agrees with this view when he asserts that during this
period the qualitative meaning of the term "advertising" changed "from an informative,
conditional innocent and naive sense to a persuasive, imperative, knowing and sophisticated
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sense" (1995: 30). It is in this context that the modem meaning of the term advertising
needs to be defined.
Advertising : a definition
In its simplest form, advertising is a system of communication which has advertisements as
its end-products. According to strict dictionary definition, in accordance with the etymology
of the term, the Oxford English Dictionary describes the verb to advertise as "to notify,
warn, inform, make generally known or to ask for by public notice" (1950: 20). However,
the Concise Oxford Dictionary defines it within its modem, commercial sense and describes
it as: "to draw attention to or describe favourably (goods or services) in a public medium
to promote sales" (1990: 60).
The generally accepted definition of advertising in most textbooks on the subject is that
written by Jeremy Bullmore, the London chairman of a leading advertising agency, 1.
WaIter Thompson who defines advertising as "Any paid-for communication intended to
inform and/or influence one or more people" (quoted in Douglas 1984: 10). Generally the
type ofcommunication that takes place in advertising is non-personal in nature. However,
recent developments in technology such as the Internet and the deployment of satellite
communication systems are challenging notions, not only about traditional media, but also
about the nature ofthe non-personal communications that they carry. For example radio has
changed to become a "talk back" medium with stations such as the Gauteng based 702
described in its advertising as "Talk Radio." Interactive television is not far off and nor is
the more widespread, interactive use of the Internet (Fletcher 1994: 101). According to
Fletcher, these developments will not only redefine the nature and practice of advertising
by allowing for interactive marketing, but also indicate the emergence of new forms of
paid-for communication which will challenge old practices (ibid.).
According to Brierley, an all embracing definition of advertising needs to take these
developments into account and should include all paid-for publicity (1995: 3). Paid-for
publicity is a growing trend that should not be confused with free publicity. By free publicity
Brierley means: a television interview or an article in a newspaper which is not, by
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definition, advertising, even though it promotes an idea or product and may lead to an
increase in sales. An example of how the lines have become blurred can be observed in the
strategy that British Airways (BA) used to launched the new livery on their aircraft during
1997. This example is ofrelevance to South Africa in that the work of South African artists
was not only an integral part ofthe new BA design identity but a small local airline, Comair
was bought by BA at the time of the re-launch as an internal carrier on the South African
route. In order to publicise these changes aircraft were flown, at great cost, to major
centres, such as Johannesburg International Airport, to launch the new design. Consequently
publicity followed in articles that were targeted in the popular press such as the Sun
newspaper in England and Fairlady magazine in South Africa (figure 1.1 &1.2). Significant
to later discussion on advertising and identity, the British Sun newspaper article (29
September, 1997: 3) focussed on the issue of national identity that would concern the
British reader, while the Fairlady (July, 1997: 17) insert emphasized the role played by three
South African women artists in the tail designs of two aircraft. In this way the
communication is tailored to capture the interests of a specific national market in order to
publicise what is being launched as a global product.
Media
Central to any overview of advertising and how it functions in contemporary society, is an
understanding of its relationship to the media. By strict definition what is referred to as
"media" in current parlance usually forms part of what is known as the mass media.
Although many historians date the invention ofthe printing press as the beginning of the age
ofmass media, it is rather, according to Walker, "a uniquely twentieth century phenomenon
(in that the expression) denotes certain modern systems of communication and distribution
which 'mediate' between relatively small, specialized groups of cultural producers and very
large groups ofcultural consumers" (1983: 19). In this sense advertising, itself: is regarded
as an important part of the mass media.
According to Fletcher the most important forms of mass media are the press, television,
photography, cinema, video, CD Rom, radio, magazines, paperback publishing, recorded
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is meant by the tenn mass media, it is important to note the way in which the media function
and to recognise that they are currently in the process of radical change. Inevitably these
changes have an impact upon the messages they communicate especially in advertising.
McAllister maintains that this is particularly true since the 1980s and early 1990s which "had
a spilt personality for the advertising industry, reflecting both the reduction of advertising's
control [of media] in some sectors and the freedom from previous restrictions in others"
(1996: 17). According to McAllister, in the electronic media, the video tape recorder with
a fast forward facility enabled viewers to "zip" through advertisements while, at the same
time the infrared control button allowed television viewers to "zap" from channel to channel
during advertising spots. "During this time, advertising as an institution felt an increasing
lack of control over media viewing behaviour, audience demographics and mediated
environment of ads" (op. cit. 18).
These technological developments have not only prompted advertisers to seek out less
conventional means of advertising which, as will be discussed, have proved to be invasive
of both the public and private space but, they also indicate a rapid trend towards what is
referred to as the de-massifiction of media. According to Fletcher the de-massed market
enables smaller niche markets to develop with significant implications for advertising in the
future (1994: Ill). A rapidly developing example of a de-massed audience is to be found
on the Internet which enables small groups of people to form a network which in turn
creates a sub-group that has its own set of interests and identifies with a particular mode of
address. While indications are that fine artists have been slow to utilise this new medium
and, while this is possibly due to the inadequacy ofcurrent soft and hardware to "carry" and
download images with the necessary speed and clarity, marketing interests have been quick
to recognise its potential.
The advertising debate
In spite ofwhat future developments in media may hold the contemporary urban experience
is saturated by all fonns of advertising. This fact is ofgreat significance to our cultural and
economic life and explains why advertising is often the focus of heated debate in both
cultural and economic terms. However, as in art history, there is much to be gleaned from
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both the practitioner and the critic, tempered by observations ofhow the practice functions
within society as a whole.
Much ofthe literature published about advertising tends to fall into two distinct groupings.
Firstly, there are the "how to advertise" guides that are published by renowned practitioners
such as David Ogilvy's Ogilvy on Advertising (1983) or Winston Fletcher's How To
Capture the Advertising High Ground (1994). Often these books not only attempt to give
practical advice but also contain spirited defences ofwhat advertising can, and should do
for the client and/or society. Equally spirited are the many critiques that not only contest the
efficacy of advertising (Schudson 1993), but are critical from an ideological point ofview
(e.g. Berger 1974, Williamson 1992).
The debate on advertising occurs in a number of different contexts: political, economic,
social, cultural and artistic. Those who defend advertising do so from a capitalist inspired
point of view on the grounds that it is not only economically necessary but has raised
people's standard ofliving by encouraging the sales of mass-produced goods which in turn
stimulates production that creates emploYment and prosperity. This argument is of particular
significance in encouraging growth in a developing economy such as South Africa. Equally
important for a young democracy, such as South Africa, is the argument that advertising
plays a democratic role by providing a freedom of choice within a "free" economy and in
the "free world" (figure 1.3).
However, academics such as Gui Bonsiepe have expressed concern about the viability and
sustainability of "a lifestyle and society centred on stimulation of sales and promotion of
merchandises" (1993: 5). The notion oflinking consumer choice with democratic choice has
also been contested by a number of anti-capitalist critics who maintain that the choice of
what and what not to consume is a substitute for real political choice. Stewart Ewen has
gone so far as to maintain that advertising is "a cultural apparatus aimed at defusing and
neutralizing potential unrest" (1974: 12).
To counter this type of criticism, there was an advertisement called "Your Right To
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Choose" for the American Advertising Association broadcast on the global television
broadcaster Cable Network News (CNN) throughout 1997, in which the viewer is asked
to imagine a world without advertising. The scene is a sports event. First the billboards
around the stadium disappear then the crowds disappear, then the stands, the field, the team
and finally the lights go out. The point is made that, without sponsorship and advertising
revenue, such events would not be televised and thus, might not take place at all.
Central to this argument is the perception that advertising is not only benign but essential
to a capitalist economy. This defence is to be expected from an industry which depends
entirely on advertising for its livelihood. However the reluctance of advertisers to sponsor
events or support television programmes, newspapers and magazines that might be deemed
to be controversial gives one a hint of the dangers of media being too dependent upon
advertising for its existence. This was borne out by the demise of The Rand Daily Mail
which lost significant advertising support when it took a stronger anti-apartheid stance
during the 1970's (Mervis 1989: 477). Marilyn Martin, the Director of the South African
National Gallery, noted, with reference to commercial sponsorship ofnational exhibitions,
that "sponsorship money is nervous money" (personal interview with Martin, 1996).
Sponsorship of the arts is the subject of Chapter Six.
Dyer makes a significant point when she observes that while advertising was originally used
by newspaper owners as a necessary and manageable support cost, "today it suffuses the
whole system ofmass communication and some economists argue that the media are in fact
not just part ofthe economy but its servants. The media convert audiences into markets, and
because they exist through "selling" audiences to "advertisers" (1992: 9-10). Hence it is
ironic that the very power that advertising has over the media can also make advertisers
themselves vulnerable to various pressure groups which can promote consumer boycotts.
Programmes sponsored by a single company can become particularly vulnerable e.g.
television programmes such as "Technics Heart of the Beat," "Gillette Super Sport," or
"Shell Road To Fame." In the United States the "nervousness" that Martin describes as a
factor in arts sponsorship has induced many commercial television programmes to avoid
contentious issues and thus constitutes a form of self-censorship that is the anthesis of"the
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right to choose.,,2 It is thus not difficult to imagine the consequence of corporate
sponsorship of the arts and how the threat of consumer pressure can adversely affect the
notion offreedom ofexpression and can subtly influence the content of exhibitions and even
the work of artists themselves.
On the other hand, it is important to note that, internationally, the power of the consumer
was used to force international companies to disassociate themselves from the Apartheid
regime and led to the disinvestment of many companies from South Africa e.g. Kodak and
mM. Throughout the 1980's and early 1990's consumer power was wielded by (black)
South African workers against specific companies and service providers as a political
weapon to meet their demands for better working and living conditions. Eventually these
disinvestment and consumer boycotts were essential tactics of the anti-Apartheid
movement's drive to make South Africa ungovernable (c.1985-1993).
Having hinted at the ideological implications of advertising in general terms it is important
to be specific in defining the various forms of advertising practice in order to understand
how pervasive the mediating influence of advertising can be. A definition and discussion of
the terms is also required in order to provide a framework within which subsequent
discussion on how the visual arts are used in advertising can take place. Firstly, it needs be
said that while advertising can be described as a strategic tool of marketing it is also a
communications medium that does not always confine itself to the selling of products.
Hence the first distinction to be made is that between non-commercial and commercial
advertising.
Non-Commercial Advertising
Strictly defined, non-commercial advertising refers to notices and appeals from charities,
religious groups, political parties, associations and government agencies. According to Dyer
this form of advertising is usually non-profit making but often uses the same persuasive
techniques associated with commercial advertising (1992: 5). The democratisation process
in South Africa has been characterised by a number ofgovernment advertising/information
campaigns for health, voter education and calls for public involvement in the constitution-
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making process. It is important to note that this form of social advertising often tries to
change not only peoples' opinions but also their behaviour e.g anti-smoking, and safe-sex
Aids awareness campaigns (ibid.).
While the debate about social responsibility and advertising is beyond the scope of this study
it is interesting to note that the political transformation of South Africa has been
characterised, however, by a large growth in the number of interest groups that have used
non-commercial advertising to promote notions of post-apartheid nation building. This is
particularly evident in the various "Peace" campaigns during the early part of this decade
(1990-1995) and more recently, anti-crime advertising campaigns launched by various non-
governmental organizations (NGO's) and business concerns (figure 1.4). As early as 1991
President F.W. de Klerk placed full-page advertisements in newspapers urging blacks and
whites to "listen to the dreams ofothers" and to build a united post-apartheid South Africa.
The advertisements featured the symbol of the dove of peace with the slogan, "Politicians
can work out a new South Afiica, but they can't make it work - only you can do that" (The
Independent, 4th February 1991).
While the "Peace" campaigns prior to the first democratic elections in 1994 continued to
use the universal symbol of the dove, the period 1990-1998 has been characterised by the
quest for images and symbols that create a specific South African identity. Significantly in
this quest the visual arts have proved to be a particularly rich source ofmaterial. Amongst
them is a recent example of a series of notices published by Anglo American Corporation
of South Africa in the national press during July, 1998. These non-commercial
advertisements, designed by the Johannesburg based advertising agency O
2
use quotations
from the Chainnan's Statement 1998 as a headline. Hence, "South Afiicans should put aside
a widespread cynicism and become active citizens helping meet the challenges facing the
country" is merged with a drawn image ofa "traditional" artefact such as a ceremonial stick
decorated with a beaded South African flag at the top to create a visual sense of national
identity (Mail and Guardian, July 17 - 23 1998: 7) (figure 1.5). This example and that
offered by the de Klerk advertisements re-enforces the necessity for all advertising to be




appears. To this end, the Anglo American advertisements appeared at the end of a week
which saw the South African currency lose much of its value on international financial
markets. Hence the use of traditional objects, beadwork and the national flag as a visual
sigffifier ofa South African identity can be seen, subliminally, as representing a different set
ofvalues that are required to help "meet the challenges facing the country" (ibid.).
The number of commercial concerns that have, like the Anglo American advertisements,
successfully managed to merge non-commercial messages with strictly commercial concerns
to produce a hybrid form of advertising is particularly significant. For example, the
supermarket chain-store Pick'n Pay, used slogans such as "Together we can make it better"
(c. 1988/9) as a headline juxtaposed with images of a multi-racial shopping environment in
which contented purchasers and smiling shop attendants created a sense ofwell being during
a period ofracial tension and politically uncertain times. Subsequently the same chain-store
has used eco-political slogans such as "Don't let the 20th Century kill the 21st" (figure 1.6)
illustrated by the sentimental type of drawing normally associated with popular realism as
produced by the American artist Norman Rockwell (1894-1978). Similar campaigns by
Kentucky Fried Chicken used both the sentimental image and a multi-racial group of
children to promote a literacy campaign "READ" at the same time as marketing fried
chicken products to create goodwill for their company (figure 1.7).
Clearly the dividing line between this type of advertising and formal propaganda is very
close. During times ofwar, governments are involved in propaganda campaigns to change
attitudes and modes ofbehavioUf. Posters such as Alfred Leete's "Britons Kitchener Wants
You" (1915) (figure 1.8) have become classic examples ofeffective government advertising
to create a sense of patriotism and to encourage enlistment. This is particularly true of
propaganda aimed at the hearts and minds of South Africans produced during the struggle
against apartheid, not only by the Nationalist government but also by the liberation
movements, unions and other anti-apartheid groupings (figures 1.9 a & b).
A recent development has been the involvement of established advertising agencies in the
promotion of the main political parties in South Africa since 1990. The Nationalist party
figure 1.8
figure 1.9a figure 1.9b
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employed Klerck & Barrett, Saatchi & Saatchi as early as the 1992 referendum, to plan the
"YES" campaign that addressed the white electorate. The white electorate had been asked
during the referendum whether or not they supported the proposals for a negotiated
settlement that eventually led to a Government ofNational Unity with the holding of South
Africa's first democratic elections in 1994. This example offers a powerful display of how
the visual art of journalistic photography can be used in advertising. The image plays on
liberal fears of a right-wing uprising at the time in the poster, "You Can Stop This Man"
(1992) (figure 1.10), in which a photograph of a balaclava covered Ystergaarde (Iron
Guard) member which appeared in newspaper reports about the training of right-wing
militia. This poster also represents an example of the powerful "message" advertising that
had characterized the London based Saatchi and Saatchi' s 1979 election poster campaign
for the British Conservative Party in the United Kingdom. This example also uses a
powerful, topical photograph - one of workers on the dole - which is merged with the
slogan, "Labour Isn't Working" (figure 1.11).3
Commercial advertising
According to Dyer, commercial advertising is perhaps the most visual kind of advertising
in western society. She points out that unlike non-commercial advertising, commercial work
tends to employ more expenditure, space and professional skill and is usually directed
towards a mass audience (ibid.). Besides consumer advertising, Dyer divides commercial
advertising into four types: (i) corporate (ii) trade and technical (iii) classified and (iv)
government and charity (1992: 4-6). An explanation of corporate advertising and a related
activity; sponsorship, is pertinent to later discussion of these topics elsewhere in this
dissertation.
Corporate advertising ( prestige, goodwill, business and financial)
According to Dyer a company's advertising that is not designed specifically to sell products,
but rather to create long-term goodwill is referred to as prestige or goodwill advertising (op.
cit. 5). The Anglo American, Kentucky Fried Chicken and Pick 'n Pay examples discussed
above can be regarded as part of this category. As can be observed in these examples the




pressure groups while in the process a sense of goodwill is created. According to
Vestergaard and Schr0der goodwill advertising is designed to promote public confidence
and create favourable business images rather than an immediate increase in sales (1985: 1).
A relevant and explicit example of this is an advertisement produced for Richards Bay
Minerals at a time when the company was subject to an environmentalist campaign to halt
the expansion of the company's dune mining operations at St. Lucia (Flying Springbok,
December, 1994: 92-93) (figure 1.12). It is important to note that this advertisement was
placed in an upmarket publication that was only available on South African Airways (SAA)
flights. The assumption is, therefore, that the audience will, in all probability, be educated
opinion makers. The photograph of the sand on the left hand page makes an obvious
reference to late modernist abstraction while the white of the page becomes a minimalist
white wall. Subliminal recognition of either this source or an even more subtle reference to
earth art will flatter the passenger/reader and creates a communications environment in
which other meanings can be made. This approach to corporate advertising is an example
ofwhat Williamson maintains is the ability ofadvertising, and, all ideologies, to "incorporate
anything, even re-absorb criticism ofthemselves, because they refer to it, devoid of content"
(1992: 167).
Sponsorship
An important aspect of promotion and publicity that is not easy to categorise as pure
advertising is sponsorship. According to McAllister sponsorship is a "corporate activity that
stresses both the philanthropic goals of corporate giving and its promotional goals" (1996:
178). He notes that within the act of"corporate giving" companies are able to "capitalize
on the philanthropic ethos ofpatronage as well as the promotional functions of advertising"
hence "the dualistic nature of sponsorship explains why the word often has multiple
meanings" (ibid.). In practical terms sponsorship takes many forms, but at its most basic it
involves the sponsoring company paYing to be associated with a particular event, usually in
the field ofsports or the arts. In the sponsorship of sporting events, the company may well
get the sole advertising rights so that the company becomes sYnonYmous with the event. For
example, the annual horserace the Rothman' s July Handicap or the internationally
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recognised professional surfing competitio~ the Gunston 500. This principle ensures a high
profile for the company, particularly if the event is to be televised (Douglas 1984: 103). As
McAllister points out sponsorship of live events that are televised is less obtrusive than
traditional advertising in that "the company can promote its name without obvious 30-
second spot commercials" (1996: 179).
This is particularly important for tobacco companies which are prohibited by law from
advertising their products on television. The Rothman's July Handicap and the Gunston 500
are both examples (and there are many more) that involve the sponsorship of sport by
tobacco companies. As will be noted Anton Rupert's Rembrandt tobacco group was an
important sponsor ofhigh profile art exhibitions and competitions in South Africa. Alcohol
is another product that does not enjoy unfettered advertising rights in South Africa and is
likely to come under increasing pressure from government in the near future. Hence the
moves by various alcoholic beverage companies such as Smirmoff and Absolut Vodka as
well as Pemod Riccard into the promotion of fashion and cultural events can be viewed as
a significant part of their advertising strategy and not as a series ofphilanthropic acts. As
will be discussed later, this provides a hint of the complex motives that may induce a
company to become a sponsor of the visual arts in South Africa.
Within the cultural and visual arts domain in South Africa sponsorship takes two forms:
contributions or sponsored events and/or products. While some contributions may be
viewed as primarily philanthropic (e.g. the establishment of the Nedbank Arts Trust),
sponsorship proper such as the Standard Bank sponsorship of the Grahamstown National
Arts Festival is, as will be discussed in Chapter Six, a promotional initiative in exchange for
publicity or advertising. As McAllister notes "Anonymous giving is not an option in
sponsorship (1996: 179). According to Colbert "companies that sponsor artistic and cultural
events are looking for prestige advertising vehicles. Their hope is that the popularity of the
group sponsored and the public's affection for that group will be transferred to the sponsor"
(1993: 57).
According to McAllister there are many factors that have led to a significant increase in
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sponsorship in the United States since the 1980's most notably the rising cost of traditional
advertising in a media saturated environment (1996: 181). Hence in the United States
"promoters view the sponsorship oflarge and small events as a way to stretch the traditional
advertising dollar, especially through free publicity" (ibid.). Given the rapid de-regularisation
of the media in South Africa by the Independent Broadcasting Authority (ffiA) with new
"free to air" television stations such as Etv and the proliferation of independent and
community radio stations one can anticipate an acceleration of the trend that has already
begun in South Africa.
Graphic Design
No definition of advertising would be complete without defining the creative process that
is an integral part ofits production viz. graphic design. In its simplest terms graphic design
is a "generic term for the activity of combining typography, illustration, photography and
printing for purposes ofpersuasion, information or instruction" (Livingston and Livingston
1992: 90). According to Livingston and Livingston the title "graphic designer" was first
used in 1922 by Wtlliam Addison Dwiggins (ibid.). However, this term did not gain currency
until after the second world war (WW2). In South Africa, National Diploma courses in
Graphic Design were introduced as late as 1966. Prior to that designers were trained-as
"commercial artists" within the National Diploma in Art and Craft (personal interview with
Andrews, 1997).
By definition, graphic design has been closely linked with a particular technology, i.e.
printing. According to Bonsiepe within this domain the graphic designer acts mainly as "a
visualizer who organizes visual components that are reproduced with the help of printing
technology" (1993: 3). As such, the graphic designer has traditionally been concerned with
design for the printing of typography, corporate identity, logotypes, stationary, layout of
books, magazines and newspapers, posters, package design and labels, point of sale
displays, signage, information design e.g. official forms, questionnaires, brochures and
pamphlets, advertisements and advertising campaigns (ibid.).
However, because of technological innovation and invention, it is clear that, like the fine
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arts, the contemporary practice ofgraphic design has gone beyond its "traditional" printed
domain to a multi-media environment that includes computers, digital design and television.
Because of this and different social needs, academics such as Bonsiepe believe there is a
need to re-define graphic design to recognise its role as "information and its organization"
(ibid.). Bonsiepe proposes th~t in these terms graphic design could be defined as the
organisation of "information for effective communication in the most diverse domains, from
education to entertainment" (ibid.).
It must, however, be said that the creative aspect ofproducing an advertisement is not the
sole responsibility of a graphic designer. Contemporary printed advertisements usually
contain a number of elements (not necessarily all at once) viz. illustrations (drawings,
paintings or photographs) which are usually accompanied by (i) a headline (ii) body copy
(iii) a logo and (iv) slogan. In South Africa, until the early 1960's, the headline, body copy
and slogan were developed by a copy writer who often came from a literary background.
A "commercial artist" was then required to create an appropriate logo or suitable
illustration to fit the copy produced by the copywriter (personal interview with Raff, 1996).
According to RaH: during the 1960's the separation between the artist and copywriter began
to break down and over the past three decades copy writers and graphic designers have
tended to work closer together on both concepts for advertisements and the campaigns.
This collaboration has expanded to the point where other specialists from marketing,
research etc. are included to form "creative teams" (ibid.).
However, although the conceptual process of the advertisement and the advertising
campaign may be a product of the collaboration between advertising executives, media
specialists, copy writers, researchers and artists working in teams, the actual production of
the artwork and the visualization of the advertisement is still the preserve of the graphic
designer. This does not mean however, that the work of a graphic designer is solely
concerned with the production of advertisements. Increasingly a graphic designer is being
viewed as a visual communications specialist in the widest sense of the word (Buchanan in
Frascara 1997).
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The South African Market
History has left a legacy that has created a complex society in South Africa, hence the
equally complex nature ofthe market. Inevitably, in a society in which low levels of literacy
and education, multi-lingualism and a variety ofdifferent cultural backgrounds are a feature,
communication is bound to be difficult. Cognisance of these facts needs to be taken into
account in any discussion of communication based activities such as art and advertising.
The official count ofSouth Africa's population in 1998 was 40,5 million people (Cresswell
1998: 13) and because ofthe historical factors already outlined, there is currently still a large
disparity in the spending power of the various groups within the South African market. A
recent study released by the Central Statistical Services (CSS) reveals that although black
South Africans constituted 76% ofthe population in 1995, their average household income,
per month, was less than R2, 000 while white households (13% of the population) on
average earn a household income ofR8000 monthly (Personal Finance, 1997: 1).
Advertising in South Africa, until the 1980's, as a purely commercial activity can be said to
have focussed on the white minority sector of the market. This is in spite of trade
advertisements published as early as 1936 that drew advertisers attention to the size of the
"non-European market" (figure 1.13). Initially advertising was also more focussed on the
English speaking audience with strong cultural ties with Britain. However, also during the
1930's the rise of the purchasing power of Afrikaans speaking people became a focus of
debate. "Would you neglect 60% ofyour market?" (1931) draws the attention of advertisers
to the potential of advertising to the Afrikaans speaking audience (figure 1.14). Tellingly,
the black majority of South Africans were not included in the statistic and this notice
provides evidence of how dominant white English speaking interests were until the 1930's
and 1940's. The September, 1940 edition of the advertising trade journal, South African
Advertising and Selling (figure 1.15) blatantly drew advertisers' attention to the fact that:
"A war is on..... production especially in gold mining and its subsidiary industries, is at high
pressure, labour is in great demand and because of all this activity the "Bantu people" are
"in the money" (South African Advertising and Selling, September, 1940). However, eight
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effect in undermining the potential of "Bantu people" to be "in the money" with the
introduction ofjob reservation. Similarly, the policy of Bantu education was to create a
gross disparity ofeducation levels to the extent that South Africa currently experiences high
levels of illiteracy.
These political policies not only promoted the financial interest ofthe white minority but had
the effect of consolidating the cultural dominance of the group. Hence the market
(audience) in South Africa prior to 1990 was viewed by advertisers as primarily a white one.
As Green and Lascaris (1990) put it:
"You marketed to whites because they had the money and you tacked blacks
on at the end of your marketing plan (if you bothered at all) because they
were secondary to your company's main marketing thrust. They just did not
have the spending power to push their way further up the agenda..... By the
end of the 60's that was short sighted. By the end of the '70's it was short
on logic too. " (1990: 35-36)
However, according to Green and Lascaris, it was not until "the 1980's (that) the wage gap
(between black and white South Africans) began to close and the trade union and the anti-
apartheid movements were quick to recognise the potential of using black consumer
boycotts to prove the point. Clearly the market was signalling that things must change."
(ibid.) William Kirsh the CEO ofthe Primedia Group (the second largest media group after
Nasioml1e Pers - owners ofM-Net, Radio 702 and Ster-Kinekor) agrees and maintains that
the South African advertising industry was moribund before the "new" South Africa and
that "opportunities [only] opened with the passing of the Independent Broadcasting
Authority (illA) Act, the internationalisation of South Africa and a new focus on emerging
consumers" (1997: 109).
These observations re-enforce the view expressed earlier that South Africa has a
multi-cultural, yet strongly Western consumer-orientated audience. This presents a number
of challenges to advertising agencies, who are charged with advising clients how to
communicate with their market and where their money is best spent in this endeavour. In
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1990 Green and Lascaris cautioned against i~terpreting the South African market in racial
terms. The preferred market segmentation criteria they proposed was one in which
education and occupation are paramount as "these criteria put the emphasis upon the things
that joined us rather than the things that kept us apart" (1990: 35-36).
While it could be argued that much ofthe advertising that has taken place during the period
1990-1998 is characterised by a search for commonality and a quest for a sense of a
common identity it remains true, as they mentioned in an earlier text, Third World Destiny
(1988) that South Africa has a "parallel market" with "one foot in the First World and one
in the Third" (1988: 38). Hence it must be noted that while the developed sector of the
market can be seen in terms ofliving broadly within Western standards, the underdeveloped
sector is still characterised as living within standards that are typical of other
underdeveloped and developing economies, more specifically those associated with Africa.
This complexity is also reflected in the nature ofmedia in South Africa. Whereas, in the rest
of the world television is the main advertising medium in South Mrica print media and to
a lesser extent radio are still dominant.
Notes
1. According to Barnard:
"At the end of the fifteenth century, the first posted advertisements began
to appear. These were handwritten announcements and they were posted on
church and cathedral doors by clergymen, looking for work. Lecturers and
teachers were, perhaps surprisingly, quick to use this medium to advertise
their services. These advertisements where known as "siquis" as they took
an "If anyone ..... then....." form. Indeed, the first advert printed from
moveable type, by Caxton around 1480, was a siquis" (1995:28).
2. A case in point is when Candice Bergman's character in the "Murphy Brown" television
series fell pregnant. The subject ofHollywood promoting single motherhood as a desirable
role model was made a "family values" issue by the then Vice-President, Dan Quayle, in the
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1991 election campaign. Threats of boycotts were made to advertisers by right wing
Christian groups unless they withdrew from sponsoring the show.
3. The emploYment of an advertising agency to promote the National Party is not the only
example. Equally fascinating has been the transformation of the African National Congress
(ANC) from a liberation movement to a bona-fide political party promoted by one of South




Chapter 2: Towards An Understanding of Art, the "Cultural Niche"
and the Culture of Art
"Art is a term of Western culture but a very inexact one. The threshold
between what may be judged a work ofvisual art and another kind of man-
made object is often a matter of dispute." (Vansina 1984: 1-2)
While Chapter One defined advertising in as full a sense of the word as it was possible to
do, the above quotation by Jan Vansina from his text Art History in Africa gives an
indication of how problematic a definition of art in the South African context would be.
Even in Western cultural terms, a definition of"art" is problematic in that art is a word that
has many meanings. To complicate matters one has to take cognisance of the fact that there
is an important subjective element at play in that an understanding ofwhat is, and what is
not, art, in that it changes from generation to generation as it is dependant upon shifting
values - hence the current plethora of post-modem texts that aim to (re)define art in terms
that go beyond the constricted confines of modernism (figure 2.1).
Etymology
It could be said that much of the confusion begins with the basic term "art" as opposed to
the "arts." Munro maintains that the full extent of their ambiguity is not commonly realised.
"In the first place, the word 'art' is applied to certain kinds of skill or technique, and also
to the products ofthese skills - works of art" (1992: 17). It is in this sense that the Oxford
English Dictionary defines the noun "art" both as "a human skill or its application" and as
"work exhibiting this" (1990: 60). The term the "art of' is defined as "a skill, aptitude or
knack." An artist is therefore defined as "a person who practices any of the arts" or "a
person who works with dedication and attributes associated with an artist" (ibid.).
Roget's Thesaurus links "art" with two other words: skill and stratagem (1970: 415).
Interestingly, the dictionary definition ofa stratagem is "a cunning plan or scheme especially
for deceiving an enemy. The other meaning is trickery" (1990: 1252 ). Given the negative
ideological criticism levelled at advertising in the previous chapter, some would have little
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hesitation in accepting that this term aptly defines the practice of the "art of advertising" in
as much as it is often regarded as the "art of persuasion."
As previously mentioned, within the Western hierarchy of a "high" and "low" culture the
status ofart and artist is reserved for fine art and the fine artist. Within this paradigm many
terms are used to classify the arts into various groups, such as "fine and useful arts," "major
and minor arts," "decorative arts," and "arts ofdesign" are also very differently understood.
Thus, according to Munro "our present nomenclature of the arts, though adequate for
casual use, is far from being precise or standardised for technical discussion" (1992: 17).
In order to avoid confusion, and for practical purposes, this body of research accepts that
the word 'art" is laden with a number of meanings but suggests that the term "visual arts"
can, more easily, be used to reflect the diversity of different kinds of art in contemporary
culture. The term "visual arts" has the other advantage of accepting, that from time to time,
there are permeable borders between the different categories of art. In order to describe the
term "visual arts" this body ofresearch adopts the cultural niche model proposed by Susan
G. Josephson in her 1996 text From Idolatry To Advertising - Visual Art and
Contemporary Culture.
Cultural Niche
Josephson raises the cultural niche theory of art as a functionalist theory that defines art by
its cultural setting. She explains that, "what carries the constitutive essence of art is not the
individual objects dubbed art, but the institutions that do the dubbing" (1996: 15).
Josephson divides the term "visual arts" into four main categories to include Fine Art,
Popular Art, Folk Art and Design Art, of which graphic and advertising design are
themselves, important components. Clearly there is room for many more sub-divisions such
as Religious or Worship Art, Community Art etc. but, as already mentioned, the
development ofa definitive model is not the aim of this chapter. The aim is rather to create
a framework within which the subject ofhow and why the visual arts are used in advertising
can be investigated.
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It is interesting to note however that, in response to the changes in media outlined in the
previous chapter current trends in marketing also emphasise the need to recognise the
"niche" in order effectively to communicate with a diverse audience. According to
McAllister this audience is a part of the contemporary "fragmented society" which can no
longer be conceived of as a mass but rather as a "conglomerate of demographic and
psychographic [sic] groupings (1996: 21). It is to be expected that in such a society the
various forms ofthe visual arts will, inevitably, have a variety of different meanings, values
and uses.
As was mentioned in the Preface, and will be amplified further in this chapter, it must be
. appreciated that as technology changes, so too do the lifestyles and values of societies
change. In part, this explains why fine art can be viewed as providing a smaller part of the
total cultural value ofart in contemporary society than in the past. Josephson maintains that
these new values are carried by the "art" broadcast to us "over the mass media and on the
products we buy to the point where the visual arts play a large part in shaping our values,
fantasies and lifestyles" (1996: 2).
Josephson bases her model upon the writings of the Marxist academic Arnold Hauser who
maintained that the visual arts are differentiated by the different social classes that they
serve. He wrote that "there are as many different art trends running parallel to each other
in any given historical period as there are cultural strata in society" (1996: 3). According to
Josephson, Hauser's concept of differentiating between the visual arts on the basis of the
different class interests that it serves is limited in that other factors are at play in
contemporary society and in order to understand these factors, cognisance needs to be taken
ofthe different institutions, ideologies and distribution systems that impinge upon the visual
arts today (op.cit. 4). This is particularly true of contemporary South Africa where not only
class but multi-culturalism, race and conflicting nationalisms are at play.
It should be noted that both Hauser and the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu are in
agreement that lifestyle and levels of education are important determinants of the cultural
values to which each stratum subscribes. As Bourdieu notes in his text Distinction "art and,
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cultural consumption are predisposed" to "fulfil a social function of legitimating social
differences" (1994: 7). Given the history of South Africa the "legitimating [of] social
differences" has been compounded and inextricably linked to this is the issue of taste which
will be discussed later. Suffice to note, as lones does, that in Western society, "the dominant
group today consists of, not only those with what Bourdieu called economic capital, but
with those who posses "cultural capital" - artists, academics and others from the curator-
professions" (1994: 195).
In part, this explains why the term "art" defies simple definition, because of the multiplicity
of values placed upon it. However a "cultural niche" model that accepts a number of
different arts existing simultaneously enables one to identify differing values and enables one
to compare works ofart cross-culturally and across time which is the paradigm within which
advertising often uses art.
Fine Art
In South Afiica, as elsewhere in the world, fine art is the art that, until recently, is displayed
primarily within the museum and gallery system. Hence, in its present form, fine art is
produced outside ofthe mass-media and mass-marketing systems for no other purpose than
to be appreciated as art. However it must be said that this definition does not invalidate the
capacity offine art to be used as a force for cultural change. For example the anti-apartheid
movement's call for art to act as "an instrument of struggle." However, even one of the
strongest proponents of this call, Albie Sachs, significantly commented that "it [art as
cultural weapon] results in an impoverishment of our art" (1989 :10). In his paper
"Preparing Ourselves For Freedom" Sachs lauded the metaphysical powers of art to
"express our humanity in all its forms" (op. cit.ll ).1
As will be noted throughout this dissertation fme art has a special significance in Western
culture. The importance attributed to it is a focus of this research project in that advertising
draws upon a number of the values that Western culture places upon fine art in order to
promote products and services. However, in order to gain an understanding of the precise
nature ofthese values and their significance, one needs to reco8I1ise that they are inseparable
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from a unique historical development spearheaded by the institutions that supported and
promoted it. In contemporary society this means the museums, the gallery system and its
attendant market as well as current educational practice.
Walker points out there is nothing intrinsically special about the practices, materials and
media that a fme artist uses in order to distinguish it from any other forms "but rather the
way in which materials and tools are habitually used (the different formal conventions), and
the social institutions within which works are produced, distributed, consumed and
categorized" (1983: 9). The institutions of support will be discussed in more depth in this
and the following chapter. However it is important, at this juncture, to note that, for
strategic reasons, it is also in the interests of business to support the notion of a fine art
which has developed since the Renaissance in Europe.
The origins of fine art
Notwithstanding what has been said above about the right of each of the cultural niche
categories to be recognised as art-forms in their own right, it is a fact that fine art has been
used, in Western culture, as the standard against which all other art forms are judged. In
order to understand the importance ofthis cultural viewpoint an investigation of the history
of fine art may be useful and instructive in that it has a direct bearing on how advertising
uses all the visual arts.
The case for a fine art was first advanced by Leonardo da Vinci who argued that painting
was a liberal art because a painter needed geometry and depended upon sight, which had
been acknowledged by Plato and Aristotle as the noblest of the senses (Brolin 1985: 43).
However, Brolin contends that even Renaissance artists such as Leonardo da Vinci, who
enjoyed the luxury ofliberal-minded patronage, still had to work within the confines of art
as a tool ofpropaganda as it had been since the ancient times ofPlato and Aristotle (op. cit.
50). He goes onto argue that this is particularly true ofMichelangelo who was often forced
by papal decree to execute work. Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel frescos (1508-12) is one
such work. 2
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Staniszewski maintains that what is referred to as art in the modem sense "did not exist
before the modem era" (1995: Ill) and asserts that this era began when the authority of the
European monarchies began to dissolve (op. cit. 102). While this dissolution was heralded
by the American and French revolutions (1776 and 1789 respectively), equally important
was a parallel development: the birth of the industrial revolution in Britain and its
consequence, mass production. As has already been mentioned, it is essential to recognise
that both fine art and advertising are fields of representation that are unique to modernity
and that they both developed within the establishment of the modem capitalist state during
the latter part of the 18th century.
According to Brolin fine art in the sense of an art concerned primarily with beauty, as in art
for art's sake, only evolved during the second half of the 18th Century when Immanuel
Kant's Critique ofJudgement (1790) provided a full-fledged philosophical underpinning for
fine arts (1985: 73). The aesthetics of pure beauty and the new concept of genius put forth
in Critique ofJudgement, were not only to have a profound effect on the practice of fine
art but changed significantly the relationship between fine artists and what was to be known
as applied artists, designers and craftspeople, thus creating a hierarchy that persists today.
Equally significant was Kant' s emphasis on originality and, by implication, innovation and
unconventionality - significant not only by laying the foundation ofmodernism, but also in
providing a platform for the creation of a concept of "high" art as part of what was
perceived as "high" culture, as opposed to the "low" culture of mass production that
developed throughout the nineteenth century. Hence the fine art /popular art divide. It was
within this mass production culture that both fine art and modem advertising evolved.
Technological progress during the Industrial Revolution improved production and not only
paved the way for mass production of goods and services, but the means of reproducing
images ofthem. Producers had to find new consumer markets and expand existing ones to
maintain profits and keep control over prices. The role that visual images played in this
process was enormous.
However, for the debate about fine art as opposed to design art, it is significant that it was
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in this economic environment that Theophile Gautier published his formulation of l'Art pour
l'Art in the preface to his novel Mademoiselle de Maupin (1835). "Nothing is really
beautiful unless it is useless; everything useful is ugly, for it expresses a need, and needs of
man are ignoble and disgusting, like his poor weak nature" (op. cit. 72). It is in this context
that the distinction between the fine arts and the applied arts has come to be explained in
terms of the non-utilitarian/utilitarian opposition.
Popular Art
Popular art is essentially art that is produced for popular taste. Instead ofbeing situated in
museums and galleries recognised by those whom lones describes as "possessing cultural
capital" (1991: 195), popular art is to be found in "popular" galleries, even on the side of
the road and at flea-markets. Admittedly many amateur artists produce this type ofpopular
art, however, a significant proportion is produced by professional artists whose sole
earnings are derived from such sales. In South Africa this is in stark contrast to the large
number of fine artists who have to work as academics at one time or another in order to
make a living. Hence the term of a "Sunday painter" to denote an amateur or non-
professional artist is not always a fair description.
The main site ofdisplay for popular art, however, is in the mass media and this is the art that
the American art critic, Clement Greenberg, attacked on the grounds that it represented a
diluted, substitute culture called kitsch. According to Greenberg kitsch is "mechanical and
operates by formulas. Kitsch is a vicarious experience and faked emotions" (1961: 10). The
subject of what mayor may not constitute kitsch, especially in the multi-cultural South
African context is too complex to be entered into here. Suffice to say that Greenberg's
views re-iterate the importance of the different value systems that are imposed by different
individuals in determining what is and what is not considered to be significant art.
Significantly Greenberg visited South Afiica as a judge of the 1975 Art South Africa Today
Competition and provoked a great deal of controversy by choosing the work of a "Sunday





A great deal oftalent and skill goes into the production ofpopular art and in many cases it
has a very important role to play in society. Defined interest groups, for example,
institutions such as the Natal Parks Board (NPB), often commission professional "wildlife"
artists to paint animals with fidelity so that the various rangers are able to recognise specific
animals in their reserve. These original paintings are often displayed in public places such
as NPB headquarters at Queen Elizabeth Park in Pietermaritzburg or in the foyer of the
various reserves. In some cases the painting is sold or prints are made as an essential part
of fund raising.
Josephson maintains that this type of art is made for "a whole spectrum of class tastes and
not just the middle class" (1996: 5). The mass media form of this art is often the work of
graphic designers and illustrators and seen in books and magazines, on greetings cards and
calendars, compact discs (CDs) and posters. Having said that, it is interesting to note how
permeable the borders between fine art and popular art can become. Not only has
advertising entered the museum as in Pop Art imagery but professional designers such as
Barbara Kruger (b. 1945) have become recognised gallery and museum artists (figures 2.5
& 8.5). However it is in the marketing of art as a commodity that significant shifts in the
meaning ofart have come about. A visit to any major museum or gallery in Paris, London
or New York reveals how the "fine art" on display is marketed in a variety of books,
postcards, T- shirts and posters (figures 2.2 a & b). According to Garth Walker of Orange
Juice Design (OID) who designed the promotional material for the Durban Art Gallery
(DAG) (figure 2.3) local galleries are slow to realise the commercial and financial
possibilities of selling their product as a popular art form "especially to overseas visitors
who want to take something (cultural) from Africa that is light and portable back with
them" (personal interview with Walker, 1998).
Folk art (craft)
In the Western context both Hauser and Josephson use the term folk art to describe the craft
objects of the peasant classes (1996: 5). As such this title has a slightly different meaning
in the South African context where one requires a term that encompasses not only European
related crafts but also the traditional arts, crafts and objects of the material culture of the
figure 2.3
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indigenous peoples of the region. In the mail\ these types of objects have been replaced in
Western Europe and North America by mass-market goods. However, in the developing
countries ofEastern Europe, Asia and much of the Southern Hemisphere, one is still able
to find "traditional" arts and crafts that are still manufactured within the communities that
consume them although they are disappearing rapidly. This is particularly true of South
Afiica which has been affected by industrialization since the end of the nineteenth century.
The mining industry in particular has contributed greatly to the breakdown of"traditional"
community structures with the migrant labour system. Rapid urbanization in South Africa
has also adversely affected the social structure of rural communities in which traditional
crafts once thrived.
Significantly, in many developing countries, traditional arts and crafts are often revived in
order to meet the demands ofa new market - tourism. However it needs to be said that the
culture that tourism draws upon is not necessarily the "true" culture of any given country.
It must be recognised that within the production of"goods" for tourism, mass production
has become a process that occurs outside of the communities it is meant to represent. It is
often modified to meet foreign tastes and ease of transportability (Preston-Whyte and
Thorpe 1989: 123-124) (figure 2.4). Sadly, it has been alleged that many pieces of
indigenous beadwork sold in hotels, airports, holiday resorts, flea-markets and in galleries
are in fact manufactured in Taiwan where factories have been established to create
American Indian beadwork for export into the United States market and Zulu beadwork for
the South Afiican etc. (personal interview with Guille, 1997). All of these factors mitigate
against the development of a sustainable revival of traditional skills in South Africa as a
source of employment which is currently the focus of many agencies in the region. In
KwaZulu-Natal this effort is a long standing one that began with Jo Thorpe's cultural
brokerage at the African Art Centre during the early 1960s.
In South Africa, the presumed, racial and cultural superiority of colonialism accorded an
inferior status to indigenous material culture. The latter had (and in a limited sense,
continues to have) a very different purpose and meaning to fine art in Western culture. In
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a stabilising force within society in that it showed respect for ancestors and the past.
However, a great strength ofcraft, possibly because ofthe circumstances of its manufacture,
is that it encapsulates a very powerful sense of identity. As Aynsley notes, "many of the
circumstances which determine whether a design is considered national or international lie
beyond the individual object, in the structures which help it to be bought or to be used by
different groups" (1993: 31). As will be discussed in Chapter Five, the capacity of"craft"
to embody a strong sense of identity has made it a particularly important art form for
advertisers in their quest for signifiers of an African identity.
However, in South Africa there is a pressing need for a balanced debate before the status
and potential role of craft in contemporary society can be resolved. One of the negative
consequences of the art/craft divide is to be seen in the lack of traditional art and crafts in
the vast majority of collections of the various museums in South Africa. As Brendan Bell
puts it, the "debates around issues ofwhether indigenous ceramics should be considered art
or craft, ethnographic, anthropological, or material culture, have served to highlight one
glaring omission - museums in this province do not have enough representative examples"
(1998: 1). Significantly South African academics and galleries have begun to recognise the
cultural wealth within the crafts that have previously been ignored. Hence a comprehensive
exhibition ofregional ceramics at both the Tatham Gallery (24 March - 26 April 1998) and
The Durban Art Gallery (6 May - 26 June 1998) is significant.
In part, the intention of the exhibition Ubumba - aspects of indigenous ceramics in
KwaZulu-Natal was, according to Bell in the Foreword of the exhibition catalogue, "to
enhance attempts to preserve a common heritage" (1998: 1). In this endeavour, the
exhibition not only traced the history of pottery in the region from c.500 AD - thereby
confronting the colonial fiction that the region was essentially a vacant land to be occupied
by European and migrating Nguni 4 speaking settlers at the same time - but it also
represented a body of work that had previously been denied the status of art in a South
African gallery prior to 1988.
At the height of apartheid in 1965 an exhibition of work, produced by a similar group of
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artists and crafts-persons from the Evangelical Lutheran Church Arts and Crafts Centre at
Rorke~sDrift in Kwa Zulu-Natal~was only deemed to be fit enough to be displayed in the
foyer ofthe Durban Municipal Library on the ground floor of the same building that houses
the DAG. Early recognition from overseas buyers was noted in a newspaper article of the
time which reported that the "hand-spun blankets which are the work of 73 African men and
women at the mission are exported to Europe where they are eagerly sought after because
of their lasting quality and fine workmanship" (Natal Mercury~ Apri114~ 1965: 3).5
By contrast the Ubumba display gives recognition to a group of artists, designers and craft
persons who are known mainly within the communities for whom they manufacture
traditional products.6 It must be borne in mind that Western notions of art, especially from
a modernist perspective, values individualist originality and consequently community -
based, repetitive, decorative work that characterises much of the art of Africa is accorded
little value. Marion Arnold has argued that there is a gender dimension to this divide as
"in many traditional communities women have been responsible for working
in clay, cloth and beads to make functional objects which both embody
social-cum-ritual meaning and manifest a delight in visual structure, not only
have such forms been designated as craft, possibly because the forms are
repeated rather than being unique, but the visual sensibility they manifest is
accorded little recognition." (1991: 2)
The inclusion of contemporary work in exhibitions such as this is important as one of the
dangers in mounting traditional exhibits is that, implicitly, they deny the innovation and
dynamism of culture. This is particularly true of exhibitions of African art which is often
deemed to be either traditional or transitional, both terms which tend to categorise such
work and fail to recognise variants. Collectors have also had an influence upon the values
placed on either traditional or transitional pieces. The quest for "authenticity" has led
collectors to place value on older pieces. Bell comments on this when he notes that "there
is no lack of people plundering the rural regions of Kwa Zulu-Natal for prize pieces the
majority ofwhich end up in foreign collections, selling for prices that our museums simply
cannot afford" (1998: 1).
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The importance ofa museum in according status to objects will be discussed in detail later,
however it is pertinent to mention at this point that the three decades that separates the
Rorke's Drift display and the Ubumba exhibition and the institutional support (or lack of
it) is an indication of the influence that different sets of cultural values and political
ideologies have had in South Africa on what is considered worthy ofboth academic research
and official display. In her essay "Collections, Exhibitions and Histories: Constructing a
New South African Art History" Nettleton notes that "the way in which art-historical
discourse in South Africa has been shaped by exhibitions and acquisitions of collections and
catalogues of both, has been part of a process of staking claim to, and exercising power
over the construction of a national art history" (1997: 1).
Clearly the definition ofthe nature offine art and craft in South Africa is a part of a broader
struggle to define the visual arts and their history in something other than Westem terms.
However this remains a long way off and consequently this body of research has to work
within the current state offlux. The same can be said of business support for the visual arts,
although it needs to be recognised that business, for a different set of strategic and
ideological reasons, is not always a passive element. 7 However, as will be observed in the
chapter on business sponsorship of the arts (Chapter Six) the capacity of the "neglected"
traditions in South Africa to provide the distinct sense of"a common heritage" described
by Bell has also been used for differing ideological and commercial purposes by sponsors.
Design Art
Josephson maintains that the design arts are essentially new forms of art created by the
Industrial Revolution (1996: 6). However it should be noted that the history of design is
more complex and it cannot be said to have its sole origins during the nineteenth century.
Having said that, it needs to be recognised that throughout the Industrial Revolution
technological innovation not only transformed society but defined the nature of craft (folk
art) as opposed to mass manufactured products (design art). Thus for the sake of clarity this
body of research accepts the term "design art" to mean all forms of industrially, mass-
produced goods. Hence the design arts include fashion design, package design, industrial
design, interior design, graphic and advertising design (1996: 6-7).
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The relationship between desi~ art and industry is a complex one. At one extreme, design
can be created for industrial purposes while at the other it can be closely aligned to art.
Graphically the relationship between art, design and industry can be represented as follows:
ART ......:.< ~D:_:=E~S~IG~N~ >INDUSTRY
In terms of the above illustration it is important to note that design functions on a sliding
scale between the two extremes - art and industry. Hence certain design forms (product
design) are closely aligned with industrial applications with, often, no apparent reference to
aesthetics, while others, most notably graphic design are invariably closely aligned to the
fine arts. Chapter Four will explore the "crossover" from the fine arts to design during the
late nineteenth century but it must be recognised that the reorientation of art to use
industrial production as its medium was recognised by a number of fine artists during the
early part of the twentieth century, most notably at the Bauhaus in Germany. The
Constructivists in Russia also set about using "productivist" ideas in building a bridge
between art and industry for the benefit of the masses (Anikst 1987: 15). In doing so these
artists and designers (both in Russia and Germany) did a great deal to develop what is
recognised as "high" design art today.
According to Burkhardt, "design implies a commitment to mass production, within an
industrial logic" (1988: 146). Hence the profession of the designer is a relatively young one
and is inextricably linked to the phenomenon of industrial expansion (op. cit. 145). It is in
this context that Bonsiepe's definition ofgraphic design in the previous chapter needs to be
considered. The technology that provided for the mass production of images and text which
is central to the profession of the graphic designer also provided the impetus for the
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Renaissance in Europe. Consequently the invention of the printing press and movable type
was to have an equally profound effect upon the development of fine art.
Medium Cool
Levi-Strauss maintains that there are two types of societies: "hot" and "cold." One
definition he offers for a "cold" society is that they are without writing. He likens them to
clocks in that they aim to maintain themselves in a state of equilibrium, minimizing friction.
In this respect they are more egalitarian than "hot" societies which depend for their
functioning on the existence of internal differences i.e. social hierarchies. Levi-Strauss
argues that the emergence of these hierarchies is intimately related to the invention of
writing, which he maintained was an instrument of power that came to be used by one class
for controlling another (quoted in Wiseman and Groves 1997: 98-99).
McLuhan agrees with Levi-Strauss but maintains that it was the invention of the moveable
typeface by Gutenberg that heralded the "hot" society of the Renaissance by exploding "the
world of tribal man, creating via print the open society, modern individualism, privacy,
specialisation and mechanical-repeatable techniques" (quoted in Steam 1967: 251). Even
at this early stage mass production of information was to transform society and in The
Medium is the Massage McLuhan maintains that printing
"provided the first uniformly repeatable 'commodity,' the first assembly line
- mass production. It created the portable book, which men could read in
privacy and in isolation from others. Man could now aspire - and conspire.
Like easel painting, the printed book added much to the new cult of
individualism. The private fixed point ofview became possible and literacy
conferred the power of detached, non-involvement." (1967: 50)
McLuhan identifies two important points that have a direct impact on this dissertation.
Firstly, the invention of the printing press laid the foundation for the modern media and
secondly, the fact that the notion ofpossessing commodities, either books or works of art
for private enjoyment became a major cultural force at a time that the first wave of





(art or otherwise) for private consumption and enjoyment should not be divorced from the
fact that it was during the Renaissance that explorers were sent to "discover" other
continents that were to become colonial "possessions." 8
Investing in the Masterpiece
Clearly, the issue ofpatronage and art cannot be separated. As will be discussed in Chapter
Six this is particularly true of corporate patronage of the arts in South Africa where an
important motivation behind contemporary corporate sponsorship is aimed at associating
goods and services with the "status" and value ofart. However the status given to the artist
and the "masterpiece" is derived from its value within a modem concept: the culture market
which enables individuals and companies to associate themselves with the values embodied
within the work. Interestingly the designer turned artist Barbra Kruger has commented on
this in her work "You invest in the divinity of the masterpiece" (1982) (figure 2.5). The
"divinity" of Michelangelo' s Sistine Chapel "masterpiece" is used, extensively, in South
Africa to sell products as diverse as "Pilkington non-reflective glass" (preller Sharpe Rice
1994) and services such as "American Express Card" (Ogilvy & Mather Direct 1996)
(figures 2.6& 2.7).
According to Alpherson art is also valued "as embodiments of particular qualities of form;
as means of exercising the imagination or as carriers of expressive, representational,
religious, moral, social, political, or historical meaning and force; as personal or domestic
adornment or as emblems of wealth, status, privilege, or sophistication" (1992: 2). It has
already been noted that advertising draws a great deal from the notion of the visual arts as
valued carriers ofmeaning or as emblems ofwealth, status, privilege and sophistication. To
this end advertising has developed a number of rhetorical devices which will be discussed
in Chapter Seven. However, at this juncture a pertinent example of the value laden
"masterpiece" which is used as an "embodiment of particular qualities of form" is to be
found in an advertisement that was used extensively in South African photographic trade
magazines to communicate the ability of Agfa products to reproduce quality images. "The
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In this example, digital imaging products have enabled the designer convincingly to merge
the gold silk garment in the painting with the cloth that extends beyond the picture frame
on to the museum floor. The "tongue in cheek" humour is echoed in the copy, "with Agfa's
state-of-the-art digital imaging products clever image manipulation is a (master)piece of
cake." In this gentle irreverent manner the interest of the potential consumer is not only
arrested but the status of the Rubens painting remains intact as the text maintains that
"Thanks to imagffig technology, art can also be enjoyed outside the museum" The implicit
message therefore is that "the technology of Agfa" is equal to "the art ofRubens."
The examples ofadvertisements referred to above serve to confirm that Renaissance culture
and artists, such as Michelange1o, are "popularly" regarded as a high point in the Western
history of art. This is perhaps because Western art histories, written since the end of the
eighteenth century, have promoted the notion of the great (male) individualist artist during
the Renaissance in the mould ofa Romantic inspired modernist. Although many feminist and
post-modern histories have forcefully challenged this view it can be argued that the
perception of the majority of the audience to whom advertising addresses itself is still a
conservative one. In part this explains why so many Renaissance inspired images currently
abound in South African advertising.
The traditional art historical view has also had a long gestation period. According to
Staniszewski, the history of art "as we understand it was invented during the rise of
modernism" (1995: 28). She maintains that this occurred in the eighteenth century when in
1764 Johann Joachim Winckelmann published The History ofthe Art ofAntiquity in which
he wrote about art in terms of style (op. cit. 181). This method of writing art history was
particularly influential in that it organised the past in terms of growth and decline (op.
cit.182). At this juncture it must be said that, until quite recently, this is how texts used as
sources in South African schools such as Helen Gardener and H.H. Arnason have presented
the subject to matriculants. Perhaps even more influential upon the practice of graphic
design in South Africa has been the prescribed text for the National Diploma in Graphic
Design in most design schools: Philip Meggs' linear and chronological, A History of
Graphic Design (1983) which al-so tends to £oncern itselfwith "great" wDfks produced by
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"great" men. Ideologically this approach to history in many South African schools and
design schools has served to confirm the hierarchies that exist in both the traditional art and
design histories.
As previously mentioned, according to Said these hierarchies, linked to the ideology of
racial and cultural superiority have led to the traditional practice of art, design and craft in
colonies such as South Africa as not only being neglected, but also devalued and in many
cases, destroyed. Sadly, human beings were also subjected to the same degree of
objectification cf Pippa Skotnes's Mis-cast: Negotiating the Presence of the Bushman
(South African National Gallery, April, 1996).9 This historical legacy has emptied
indigenous cultures of their original value and meanings which has made them vulnerable
to exchange. Emptying culture of its original value and meaning has by no means been
restricted to the southern tip ofthe continent. As Vansina points out, a wide recognition of
African arts began in 1905 when European avant-garde artists in France then in Germany
recognised them as such. "However this enthusiasm was dominated by an interest in artistic
form only. Social content and meaning were irrelevant" (1984: 19). Hence at best, even
when African Art was accorded recognition, it was only recognised in Western terms and
was regarded as art trouve - a found art to be appropriated by artists such as Picasso and
Brancusi in European modernist terms.
It will be argued later that the notion ofindigenous material culture in South Africa existing
as art trouve, devoid of social content and meaning, to be exploited and appropriated for
commercial purposes, is a significant feature of contemporary advertising.
Taste
The ideological role that museums play in South Africa has already been referred to, as has
the fact that the same technological innovations that produced products for mass
consumption also provided for the mass production of the art images. This technological
development had, and continues to have, a curious effect upon the relationship between
"high" and "low" culture. In current conventions it is still customary to regard the fine arts
as high culture and the popular art ofthe mass media as low culture to say nothing of the
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low cultural status accorded to folk art (crafts). According to Bourdieu, in his chapter on
"The Aristocracy of Culture" this distinction is often based upon sociological notions of
race, class and taste (1994: 11-96). The issue of taste and art is, once again, related to
Kant's ideas about pure beauty which, he maintained, is only to be found in nature and in
art. According to Kant, beauty created by God is nature, and beauty created by man is Art.
"To produce Art one must be endowed with genius and to assess Art one has to have taste"
(quoted in Brolin 1985: 73).
The issue ofhow art is used as a signifier oftaste in advertising will be dealt with in Chapter
Seven. However, it is important to note that the division between high and low culture has
already been identified as informed by taste. In all cultural contexts this is a complex issue
that is dominated as much by class, educational and economic status, as by cultural
background. As Bourdieu explains: "A work of art has meaning and interest only for
someone who possesses the cultural competence, that is the code, into which it is encoded"
(1994: 7). In this context the consumption of art and culture can act as an important social
and political indicator. As Said states "we live ofcourse in a world not only of commodities
but also of representation, and representations - their production, circulation, history, and
interpretation - are the very element of culture" (1994: 67).
Steiner and Haas point out that most people are unaware of how culture functions and
maintain that "most people are as unaware of their own culture as they are of oxygen,
evolution or gravity. Culture is our environment; it is the "natural" way to think and to
behave, as unquestionable as water to a fish" (1995: 5). According to Staniszewski, this is
the basis for an "efficient ideology" in that it is "accepted and unquestioned" (1995: 33).
However, culture is also dynamic and in a constant state ofchange. The chapters that follow
will discuss how advertising can be a powerful agent in shaping culture by making certain
modes ofbehaviour appear to be "natural" in the manner that Steiner and Haas suggest.
Duchamp not only recognised the power ofthe ideology implicit in museum exhibition when
he contested the notion ofwhat appeared to be "natural" with his ready-mades but he also
recognised the importance of taste in determining the value of art. When Pierre Cabanne
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asked him about how he "saw the evolution of art," Duchamp replied "I don't see it,
because 1 doubt its value deep down. Man invented art. It wouldn't exist without him. All
man's creations are not valuable. Art has no biological source. It's addressed to taste"
(quoted in Cabanne 1971: 100). When Bourdieu addressed the issue of taste he confirmed
its role in creating various cultural hierarchies. He explained that even within the arts there
is a "socially recognised hierarchy of the arts, and within each of them, of genres, schools
or periods, corresponds a social hierarchy of the consumers. This predisposes tastes to
function as markers of ' class'" (1994: 2).
Significantly, it was Clement Greenberg who expressed his views on kitsch during the
period of the crucial merging of high and low culture beginning in the 1950's and then
blooming during the 1960's with the celebration of popular culture (Pop Art). Walker has
noted that this celebration prompted a number of critics to "argue that modernism was
exhausted, that it had become a period style" (1990: 82). Hence, "the term post-modernism
entered the critical vocabulary" (ibid.). Pop Art in both Britain and the United States
blurred, amongst other things, the dividing line between the "commercial" and what was
considered "art" and this has a great influence upon the development of the cultural niches
of Fine and Popular Art as defined as part of the cultural niche theory. On this subject
Sobieszek maintained that one ofthe failures ofmodernism has been the illogical separation
ofwhat is considered "commercial" from what is considered "art" (1988: 10).
High and low culture and the mechanical image
The merging of high and low art/culture can also be regarded as a consequence of
modernism's pre-occupation with modernity and with the technological means of
reproducing and transmitting images. However, the blurring of lines between high and low
culture that takes place because of changes in technology should not mislead one into
believing that technology obliterates the notion of fine art. Malraux discussed how
reproductions of art works have created an imaginary museum which we carry within our
memories called "a museum without walls" in an essay originally published as Le Musee
Imaginaire in 1965. For Malraux the development ofmuseums and reproduction techniques
has ensured that "for over a century our approach to art has been growing more and more
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intellectualised" (1967: 10). Photographic reproduction of images has enabled artworks and
artefacts to be used as they are in this dissertation viz. photographed, photostated and
scanned into digital form. In the process the images are further removed from their original
context, reduced and juxtaposed, with no true indication of their original size, patina,
texture or colour, to create new meanings.
Berger, in his text Ways ofSeeing commented upon this and explained how the uniqueness
of every painting was once part of the uniqueness of the place where it resided. "The
invention of the camera also changed the way in which men saw paintings painted long
before the camera was invented. Originally paintings were an integral part of the building
for which they were designed" (1974: 21). As Staniszewski has pointed out, "it is perhaps
no coincidence that photography was perfected in 1839, a time when the cult of originality
began to develop within modem art" (1995: 78).
But the issue of the reproduction of art and its consequences is even more complex.
Particularly important for this investigation is that, as Berger explains, when the camera
reproduces a painting, it destroys the uniqueness of its image. "As a result its meaning
changes. Or, more exactly, its meaning multiplies and fragments into many meanings"
(1974: 21). A significant result ofthis fragmentation in meaning is that the uniqueness of the
original lies in it being the original of a reproduction and the meaning of the original work
no longer lies in what it uniquely says but in what it is (ibid.).
The implications ofthis phenomenon in a consumer society is that fine art is often perceived
to have a value based upon its rarity. Hence monuments become "priceless" and the value
ofeasel paintings, drawings and sculpture is affirmed and gauged by the price they fetch on
the market. At the height of the "art boom" at the end of the late 1980's Van Gogh's
"Sunflowers" were sold at an auction for $39.9 million. It is significant to note how many
articles were published on the subject commenting on its status as a high-yield investment,
which has taken over whatever other function it had. An example ofhow the financial value
of a fine art piece translates itself in to popular art can be observed in the subsequent
popularity ofthe "Sunflowers" as an image in the marketing of Simba Chips amongst other
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things (figure 2.9). This process was referred to by Karl Marx when he wrote,
"The process, then, is simply this: The product becomes a commodity, i.e.
a moment ofexchange. The commodity is transformed into exchange value.
In order to equate it with itself as exchange value, it is exchanged for a
sYmbol which represents it as exchange value as such. As such a symbolized
exchange value, it can then in turn be exchanged in definite relations for
every other commodity. (quoted in Williamson 1992: 11)
By the end of the 1980's the culture market had developed to the point where Robert
Hughes in a Time magazine story entitled, "Art and Money - Who's winning and who's
losing as prices go through the roof' observed that:
"the hardest lesson ofthe past decade is that liquidity, to many people, may
be all that art means. The art market has become the faithful cultural
reflection of the wider economy in the '80s, inflated by levered buyouts,
massive junk-bond issues and vast infusions of credit. What is a picture
worth?" (1989: 48)
To answer his own question Hughes comments on the third highest price ever paid for a
work of art at an auction at the time, Picasso's Au Lapin Agile (1905):
"Only $40.7 million. And was that less or more than the GNP of a minor
African state? On the other hand, wouldn't it buy only the undercart of a
B-2, and maybe the crew's potty? Or a dozen parties for Malcolm Forbes?
That a night's art sale could make a total of $269.5 million and yet leave its
observers feeling slightly flat is perhaps a measure of the odd cultural values
of our fin de siecle." (ibid.)
The "odd cultural values" that Hughes refers to above, inform the thesis that the
development ofthe notion offine art over the past two hundred years has enabled art to be
valued and traded as a precious commodity in the manner that Hughes describes. In tandem
with this development, the value and meaning of art has also become transferable. This
thesis proposes that the notion ofart as a "tradable commodity" is most evident in the realm
of advertising which, as has been explained, was born ot: and developed within, the same
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political, cultural, social and economic matrix as art itself.
Notes
1. Preparing Ourselves For Freedom was written for an ANC in-house seminar on culture
held in Stockholm in 1989.The full context for this quotation is as follows:
"Allow me, as someone who has for many years been arguing precisely that
art should be seen as an instrument ofstruggle, to explain why suddenly this
affirmation seems not only banal and devoid of real content, but wrong and
potentially harmful. In the first place, it results in an impoverishment of our
art. Instead of getting real criticism, we get solidarity criticism. Our artists
are not pushed to improve the quality of their work, it is enough that it be
politically correct." (1989 :10)
2. It is interesting to note that in a sense the working to a brie:f, framed by the needs of a
demanding client, is not dissimilar to the way an advertising designer works today. The
Sistine Chapel frescos functioned in a way that was closer to what we understand as
Corporate advertising today. Fisher describes the Renaissance artists' relationship with
contemporaries and patrons as "Usually the artist recognised a two fold social mission: the
direct one imposed by a city, a corporation, or a social group; and the indirect one arising
from an experience which mattered to him, i.e. from his own social consciousness. The two
missions did not necessarily coincide" (1964: 47).
3. For example Esme Berman notes that Greenberg stated that of all the South African
painting he had been able to view on his visit the work of Cecil Higgs could be what he
described as "of international standard" (Berman 1984: 215). Greenberg was equally
insensitive when I witnessed Greenberg, in a public lecture, remonstrate with Paul Stopforth
that "you have read all the right books young man" (Greenberg public lecture at University
ofNatal 1975).
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4. The term Nguni is used here in the same sense that Paul Maylam uses it "as a label of
convenience" to describe collectively "the Zulu, the Swazi, the Xhosa, the Thembu, the
Mfengu, the Mpondo and the Mpondomise" (Maylam 1986 : 21).
5. Also on display were the relief prints of the graphic artist Azaria Mbatha (b.1941) who
went into self-imposed exile in Sweden shortly afterwards (1969).
6. Some exhibitors such as Nesta Nala (dates unknown) have already received a degree of
recognition. Nala, in 1994 had work selected to represent South Africa at the Cairo
international Biennale for ceramics and during the following year was awarded first prize
in the FNB Vita Craft Competition. She was also awarded first prize at the National
Ceramics Biennale in 1996 (Bell 1998: 48). Bonnie Ntshalintshali (b. 1965) has also been
the recipient ofmany awards. In 1989 she was the joint recipient of a first prize (with Carol
Haywood-Fell) ofthe Corobrick National Ceramic Award and her collaborative work with
Fee Halsted-Berning won the Standard Bank Young Artists Award in 1990 (op. cit. 93-96).
7. Nettleton gives details of how the Standard Bank Foundation has dictated the
appointment of a selection committee and the purchasing policy of The Standard Bank
Foundation Collection ofAfrican Art. According to Nettleton the sponsors demanded that
the collection be expanded through the acquisition of contemporary art by "named", urban,
black South African artists.
"So from 1990 onwards there has been a concerted effort to create a
representative collection of contemporary art by black artists within the
larger collection, which thus appears to construct a history of art made by
black people in South Africa. This history emerges as a seamless garment,
whose ruptures through modernisation are disguised by levelling of all
objects to the status of "art" works and the equalisation of their makers
through the colour of their skins." (1997: 3)
8. McEvilly chronicles what he calls "a deep complicity between European so-called high
cultural traditions and European colonialist delegations of the rest of the world."
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"In 1442, two years after Donatello's David, while Fra Angelico was
working on his Annunciation, the first Portugese slave ship raided sub-
Saharan Africa. In 1455, as Renaissance perspective was being perfected as
a means to objectivy [sic] space for possible penetration into it, Pope
Nicholas V granted Portugal exclusive rights to make laws and exact tribute
in southern Africa, promising "to all those who shall be engaged in said war
complete forgiveness of all their sins". In 1509 Leonardo was working on
The Virgin and Saint Ann, the first ship loaded with enslaved Africans
moored in the Caribbean. On and on the sad recital goes, reaching a kind of
culmination in 1884-85, one decade before the founding of the Venice
Biennale, when European nations carved up Africa for their feast at the
Berlin Conference." (1997: 2)
9. The Skotnes exhibition of San material culture graphically shows how San! Bushman
"art" was perceived by the settlers as the work of children akin to graffiti. Because of
colonial notions of cultural supremacy, the SanlBushman culture was destroyed and their
people hunted for sport and in retaliation for cattle raids. Women's breasts were used for
commodities such as tobacco pouches and body-casts were placed on display in the very
museums that mediated the way modern culture was to view art. A Khoisan woman,
Saartjie Baartman became an "object" ofcuriosity and taken to England in 1810 for display.
Her skeleton still remains in the Musee de I'Homme in Paris.
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Chapter 3: Commodities - Objects of Desire
Over the past couple of decades a number of academics from a variety of disciplines have
shown a burgeoning interest in "material culture." While economists may have always
studied patterns of mass consumption for practical purposes, increasingly, a study of
consumption for a broader understanding of society and culture has become the focus of a
new field that has been referred to as "social archaeology" (Miller 1987). Not surprisingly,
sociologists have been at the forefront of this type of investigation and in this regard the
writings of the French sociologists Bourdieu and Baudrillard have been particularly
influential. In this relatively new "discipline" material objects are viewed as instruments for
the reproduction, representation, and manipulation of culture and, as such, is important in
any history/ theory that concerns itself with the interaction of art, design and advertising.
The mass consumption model ofmodem capitalism requires that products be manufactured
and marketed as objects to be desired. The relationship between products and desires is as
complex as the history that binds them together and Jhally observes that:
"At the material, concrete and historical level advertising is part ofa specific
concern with the marketing of goods. It rose to prominence in modem
society as a discourse through andabout objects. It is from this perspective
that an analysis of advertising has to unfold. More particularly, this
discourse concerns a specific, seemingly universal relationship: that between
people and objects." (1990: 1)
Human beings have always used objects drawn from nature, not only to satisfy what
Maslow has termed "real needs" such as food, shelter and tools, but also to fulfill social and
self-actualisation needs (quoted in Brierley 1995: 30). As Baudrillard puts it "every object
has two functions: one is practical, the other of being possessed (1990:44). While
anthropological studies have extensively documented how "primitive" societies used goods
as utilitarian objects and/or as social markers, it is curious as Sparke points out, how few
people have looked at mass produced artefacts as cultural forms (1995: viii). This chapter
seeks to do just that: as central to this investigation is an understanding of how the
figure 3.1a
RULES SAY COMPARATIVE ADVERTISING IS, ILLEGAL.
FACTS SAY IT:~S IM,POSSIB~~.
figure 3.1b
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development of fine art has contributed to the"commodification" ofboth art and artefact
and how this has facilitated their exchange of value and meaning within the framework of
marketing. To this end an understanding is required not only of the development of art as
object, but also of the notion of an abjet d'art as a signifier of taste. As Sparke puts it
"through objects and styles which represent it, taste communicates complex messages about
our values, our aspirations, our beliefs and our identities" (1995: 1). Hence the medium of
advertising that markets products has inevitably to concern itself with these complex
messages as central to the advertising process is the issue of exchange of either information
or objects.
According to Wolfe the merging of the art object and information occurred during the first
half of the twentieth century in fine art to the point where the work of art ceased to stand
on its own merits as an object. Consequently it became necessary for it to be explained in
words (1975: 109). In this scenario the ability to decode art inevitably becomes a signifier
ofwhat Bourdieu refers to as one's "cultural competence" (1994: 2). The notion of cultural
competence as a signifier of taste has had a significant impact on the marketing of"upper
market" goods in South Africa and this is borne out by the number of esoteric references
that are used in the marketing ofprestige products such as BMW (figure 3.1). Interestingly,
Hunt Lascaris TBWA, the advertising agency with the BMW account, is also the agency
for the Standard Bank which, as it will be discussed in Chapter Six, are high profile sponsors
of the arts in South Africa
Hobsbawn has observed, with reference to the work of the Dadaists and Surrealists, that it
is ironic, that radical modernist movements that had remained so isolated from the tastes and
concerns ofthe mass have impinged more upon the public than is generally recognised. In
the process, the art of the avant-garde has become "as it were, part of established culture;
it became at least partly absorbed into the fabric of everyday life, particularly advertising"
(1994: 181). Current trends in advertising reveal that this is true even when art is created
with the express purpose of avoiding becoming a commodity e.g. Land or Earth Art. For
example television advertising campaigns for British Airways broadcast in South Africa
during 1995/96 drew explicitly upon the conceptual art of Christo Javacheff (b.1935)
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featuring a small group of unnamed islands wrapped in coloured fabrics. Hunt Lascaris
TBWA drew upon the same source to advertise BMW cars in 1995 and, in a series of "me
too" advertisements for Mercedes Benz, DMB&B also drew upon Christo' s rhetorical use
ofthe wrapped object (figure 3.2). To the same end, addressing the same audience, Berry
Bush placed an Anthony Caro-esque sculpture on the roof of an even more elite product,
the imported Volvo (1996) (figure 3.3).
I propose that this apparent "allure of the avant-garde" not only appeals to the "cultural
competence" ofthe target market, but the striking images inspired by these art forms serve
a practical need for the advertisement to stand out from what is referred to as the "media
clutter." Media clutter is a term that is used in the advertising industry to describe a
communications environment that is saturated by words and images. Significantly Fineberg
makes the point that grand and bold projects by artists such as Christo "have their most
poignant effect during a briefdisplay period" (1995: 355). According to Fineberg, Christo' s
projects are not only "empowered by sheer visual beauty" but are designed to "engage the
public en masse in a critical debate on values" (op. cit. 350). Importantly, "Christo was the
first artist to communicate his aesthetic ideas successfully on a scale that enabled him to
compete [my italics] with big corporations in shaping the public's perceptions of events"
(ibid.). As in an advertising campaign, Christo "sets all his huge temporary projects in public
spaces, [and] no one pays for them" (op. cit. 355).1 Christo maintains that "I don't believe
any work ofart exists outside of its prime time" (ibid.). Hence the grand gesture, designed
to "engage the public en masse," performed for free, in the public space by a company (02)
promoting domestic appliances such as "Speed Queen" clearly owes a great debt to the
Marxist inspired Christo (figure 3.4 a & b).
Interestingly, addressing a different audience, Ogilvy & Mather use the pop artist Claes
Oldenburg as a prop in their advertisement for the VW Golf (figure 3.5). In Chapter Seven
Ogilvy & Mather's exploitation of de Stijl imagery to promote the Citi Golf during the
1980's will be discussed in detail, however, during the period 1996/97 Volkswagen's
products were associated with other popular art sources as is observed in their promotion
for Citi Chico (figure 3.6). It is important to note that Volkswagen was conceived by Hitler
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as part of a national socialist dream of a "people's car" hence the German name
'Volkswagen.' Thereafter a number of advertising campaigns for this manufacturer were
aimed at "the people" and the target market of the entry level Chico is specifically aimed at
young people by using popular art images.
South African advertising agencIes have clearly absorbed the notion of "cultural
competence" as can be observed in advertisements for the subscription television network,
M-Net (c. 1995) which made use of the Art Povera rhetoric of Michae1 Heizer (b. 1944) to
create a series of copy and visual puns that signify a variety ofmeanings (figures 3.7 a &
b). The image ofa large M carved into the landscape is eye catching and slightly humorous.
Humour is widely used as an advertising device and when art is used humourously it is used
primarily in two ways. Firstly, as a parody such as this M-Net advertisement which mimics
a style. 2 In this advertisement the reference to earth art and the grand gesture not only
provides the advertiser with an opportunity to catch the potential consumers attention but
creates a positive communications environment in which subtle coded messages can be
conveyed. Thus, without offending an ignorant party, parody has the effect of
complimenting the person who recognises the references. This fact can be used to target
audiences in very subtle ways. Hence this M-Net advertisement is in sharp contrast to the
popularist advertisements of the national broadcaster SABC which makes no such
references or allusions.
The other rhetorical device that is used is pastiche which is defined as "a medley. A picture
made up from or imitating various sources" (COD 1990: 870). As will be observed in later
discussion, the various references employed in pastiche can have the same positive
communications effect as the one described for parody. A case in point is "Anderson
Consulting" (figure 3.8). Pastiche in the post-modem sense allows for a liberal "borrowing"
of styles which will be discussed later. However, it must be recognised that fine art has
become vulnerable to this type ofappropriation and exploitation in two ways. Firstly, in the
absence of a common social understanding of the meaning of an artwork, different values
and meanings than those intended by the artist/ producer can be invented or presumed for
marketing purposes. Secondly, as previously explained, the notion of fine art functioning
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within a "high" cultural domain makes it an important signifier of cultural competence and
taste and this brings considerable dividends to anyone wishing to use it as a communications
tool in a marketing exercise.
The mass produced product and the objet d'art
In his book, Captains ojConsciousness - Advertising and the Social Roots ojthe Consumer
Culture, Stuart Ewen discusses the consequences of the separation of the object and the
producer in an industrial society. He argues that ever since Henry Ford instituted the line
production system for maximum production economy in 1910 not only the nature ofwork
changed but also the austere social values ofthe nineteenth century - discipline, denial and
thrift - became anachronistic. "As the question of expanding old and creating new markets
became a function ofthe massification ofindustry, foresighted businessmen began to see the
necessity of organising their businesses not merely around the production of goods, but
around the creation of a buying public" (1974: 25). Thus according to Ewen, mass
production began to reflect the needs of industrial capitalism rather than the real needs of
consumers and necessitated that "men and women had to be habituated to respond to the
demands of the productive machinery" (ibid.). Consequently, the need to create desires in
the newly enfranchised consuming public necessitated a shift away from a stress solely on
products, to a context where it was the relationship between people and products that was
important. It is at this point that Baudrillard's view that the status of the modem object is
dominated by the opposition ofthe unique object to the mass-produced series is particularly
relevant in that it is within this paradigm that the unique object "assumes the meaning of an
object of affection" (1990: 45).
It has already been explained how Romantic notions of art ensured a break away from the
"archetype" in favour ofa unique art object produced by an individual that was given value
because ofits uniqueness (Walker 1983: 16). Thus the notion ofthe objet d'art during the
nineteenth century not only had important implications for subsequent consumption patterns
ofmass produced commodities that were to be offered on sale in large departmental stores
by the end ofthe century, but also for the development of the popular art niche as defined




Francesca Balladon traces the development of the notion of the objet d'art in her paper,
"1'Apparition du terme Objet d'art : quelques hypotheses socio-culturelles" which begins
with an investigation of the lexical origins of the term objet d 'art which she maintains was
firmly established in the French language by 1847 (1996: 2). She maintains that in cultural
terms France, during the nineteenth century, can be described as an important centre of
Western culture. Significantly, it was also there that lithography, chromo-lithography,
photography and cinema were developed with incalculable consequences for the
reproduction of the image and consequently mass culture. Equally important were Kant' s
philosophical writings by 1770 occurring at about the same time the industrial revolution
developed in England.
However, as already noted, it was the French Revolution in 1789, that signalled the
beginning of the shift in Western culture to the middle class, capitalist state (Staniszewski
1995: 102). According to Balladon, this revolution was, in effect, a decade long (1789-
1799), and saw the plunder and pillage of"precious" objects from the overthrown "ancien
regime." She explains that the early nineteenth century saw the proliferation of secondhand
and antique shops in France run by a new class, the bourgeoisie, who traded in these
"precious" objects. These objects were often utilitarian, snuffboxes, fans, porcelain etc. The
purchaser was a "collector" and these items were put on display in one's home as an
indicator of one's own taste.
In contemporary South Afiican advertising the importance ofthis notion as a marketing tool
is to be observed in "The Italtile Centre" advertisement (1996) (figure 3.9). This double
page advertisement appeared in Style magazine throughout 1996. Television personality
Dali Tambo is featured to the right, below a headline that declares "People who come to my
home will always see me even when I'm not home." The implicit message therefore is that
the individual can be "seen" in the objects and furnishings that one chooses for one's home.
Curiously, on the left hand side of the advertisement a "classical" interior features Italian
tiles on the floor and a replica of Roman fresco on the wall. The northern hemisphere
inspired interior is in contrast to Tambo's image as the arbiter of "African" style on his
SABC television programme "People Of The South." Tambo' s stylish image is therefore
figure 3.8
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merged with Italian "style" which is encoded in the fresco and, most importantly, in the
product being promoted: Italian tiles available at Italtile. Thus Tambo' s image, as the
purveyor ofstyle, is used as a commodity that is transferred into the notion of Italian style
as signified by the fresco and the tiles on sale.
Another example of this principle is to be observed in a promotional feature in
Cosmopolitan magazine which features the South African fashion designer Jenni Button
surrounded by African masks (from Relen de Leeuw) (figure 3.10). The text reads: "Like
a perfect accessory, the house showed off her best advantage: it seemed designed to flatter
her" (Cosmopolitan 1995: 139). Button's hair is pulled back to emphasise her face which
is echoed in the Afiican masks. With reference to the earlier discussion on African arts and
crafts, the choice of an African identity for an unashamedly Eurocentric designer such as
Button creates an image ofher as committed to the notion ofan Afiican style. Curiously this
is the reverse of the Dali Tambo advertisement in which he, the committed African, is
promoting an unashamedly Eurocentric product. It could be argued that in both cases the
notion of the African is used as an accessory in the promotion ofEuropean products.
The third variation on this theme was published in the BMWMagazine (1996) and features
a fashion designer well known for his "designer label"ofthe same name- Daniel Rechter.
Once again he is featured "at home" surrounded by "fine" things. Re is described as "The
Napoleon of fashion and in stature" and an "avid collector of art" (BMWMagazine 1996:
3) (figure 3.11). Framed by the door Rechter is surrounded by artworks by Malcolm Morley
and Andy Warhol. The confidence of his pose expresses power which is confirmed by his
possession of significant and valuable works of art. Implicitly the status of the designer
(name/label) is equated with the status of the work of these artists.
According to Balladon by the mid-nineteenth century, a "marketplace," had been created
in the streets ofParis and, what was left ofthe aristocracy became the collectors ofvaluable
and fine things. "This represented a conscious effort on their part to conserve what they
believed to be a disappearing heritage" (personal interview with Balladon, 1996). Fine
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object characterised by poor aesthetic quality.3 It is not hard to imagine why, in a newly
industrialised society, the past, even the not so distant past, became a "thing" to be
preserved. This need for preservation is echoed in the stated intention of the curators of the
indigenous ceramics exhibition, 'Ubumba," mentioned in the previous chapter "to enhance
attempts to preserve a common heritage" (Bell 1998: 1).
It is significant that, just as in nineteenth century France, where the aristocracy began to
seek out what they perceived to be a vanishing heritage, so predominantly white South
Africans became "collectors" ofwhat they perceived to be a vanishing legacy. As already
pointed out there are significant investment considerations that may motivate collectors to
acquire work. Interest in the market potential of ethnic objects followed initiatives within
the high cultural domain. In 1987 the South Afiican Association of Art Historians convened
a conference at Stellenbosch University that called for the Re-writing of Art and
ArchitecturalHistory ofSouthern Africa.4 Soon thereafter in 1988 exhibitions such as The
Neglected Tradition - Towards a New History ofSouth African Art (1930 - 1988) were
mounted at the Johannesburg Art Gallery to draw attention to the large body ofwork that
has been produced outside the mainstream of art practice in South Africa. It could be
argued that in the process the previously neglected (undesirable in the terms of the
collector?) became an object ofdesire.
However, the "discovery" ofthe "neglected tradition" by academics and collectors and the
subsequent quest to preserve it in the form of private collections and museum exhibits was
motivated by a complex set ofvalues which will be discussed in due course. Suffice to note
that in this context it is inevitable that "status" and meanings of the indigenous crafts
become quite different from those intended by the producers. Thus as with any form of art
that is "emptied" of the meanings intended by the producer it became vulnerable to
appropriation by different institutions, be they the culture market, museums or the
advertising industry. This serves to confirm the capacity of craft not only to represent
notions of skills and craftsmanship but also to act as a form of nostalgia for what is in effect
a romanticised past. Hence it can be argued that the crafted objects from African material




rather than ofthe present. This notion of the past is thus implicit in "traditional" crafts and
this can, and has been, used as a rhetorical device in advertising to avoid allusions to the
dynamic, and thus potentially dangerous, notion of contemporary Africa.
As explained earlier, technology cannot be seen in isolation as it exists in a symbiotic
relationship within the society that develops it. It is equally clear that a symbiosis exists
between technology and technological innovation and the form and content of artistic
expression. 5 The effects of the industrialisation of society, predominately in the Northern
Hemisphere, have been well documented and these studies are particularly relevant in the
developing world. Alvin ToIDer referred to traditional pre-industrial society in his text The
Third Wave as a "first wave," society based on an agrarian economy (1980: 4). In pre-
industrial societies the relationship between people and things is mediated by old ethnic
cultures. In this context objects are given meaning by being integrated within older forms
ofcultural life based around family, religion and community. In this type of society "objects
are embodied with the spirits ofthe producers" (Jhally 1990: 195) (figures 3.12 a & b). He
notes that by contrast, a capitalist society creates a separation between object and producer,
so little meaning can be derived from this sphere (ibid.).
This was the view ofthe Romantic-inspired Arts and Crafts Movement that looked back to
the past for solutions to the problems implicit in industrialization. Hence, an attempt was
made by the Arts and Crafts movement to elevate beautifully crafted objects to the status
of a fine art. This was a notion that was to be embodied in the influential Bauhaus
movement which contributed, in no small measure, to the International Style that spread
throughout the Western world, including South Africa, during the twentieth century.6
Thus during the nineteenth century, previously utilitarian objects came to be collected by
the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie to be placed on display in their homes as objets d' art at
the same time that art itself was placed on display in museums as fine art. By 1850 the
paradigm had shifted to the point where, to quote Gautier again : "nothing is really beautiful
unless it is useless; everything useful is ugly, for it expresses a need, and needs ofman are
ignoble and disgusting, like his poor weak nature" (quoted in Brolin 1985: 72). This
figure 3.13
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explains why it was considered tasteful to have interiors of late nineteenth century homes,
especially, Victorian homes, "cluttered" with fine but useless objects (figure 3.13).
According to Sparke, the open display of these objects was a social indicator of one's class
and taste. In her text As Long As It's Pink - the sexual politics of taste she explains that
during the nineteenth century while the world of politics and commerce was considered to
be the domain of men, the home was that ofwomen.
"Taste - that is, the capacity not to be vulgar - was not simply a means to an
end, it was also valued in and for itself, implying that a housewife had
enough time on her hands, or servants to help her, to involve herself with
activities of an aesthetic, not merely utilitarian, nature. Thus taste made
visible became an important social sign. (1995: 30)7
As mentioned in the first chapter, it is significant to the subsequent promotion of products
that women were considered by early advertisers to be the target of their communication
(figure 2). Schudson points out that by the 1920's, "it was a cliche among advertisers that
women are the 'purchasing agents' of their families; the trade journals cited the figure that
85 percent of all consumer spending is done by women. Even shaving cream and safety
razors were advertised to wives" (1993: 173).
The culture market
In the interim, during the nineteenth century, the traditional sources of patronage for
working artists disappeared. A significant number of creative artists worked and exhibited
outside the academies, within what Brolin calls the "culture market" (1985: 58). In addition
an equally significant number of artists such as Cheret and Toulouse-Lautrec, created
pop,-I1ar art to cater for the "popular taste" in the commercial "marketplace." Thus in the
"culture" marketplace fine art was produced to be sold to "collectors" within the monied
class and reproduced popular art images became available to the mass. Ironically, as
previously discussed, artwork, based on Kant' s notions of individual subjective response,
originality and genius, had the effect of re-enforcing the concept of the "original" as
collectable for its investment value (Hughes 1989). Ironically, while the creation of a
Romantic avant-garde removed the artist from the clutches of the marketplace - in Kant's
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terms: "one was obliged to disregard conventional taste" (Brolin 1985: 74) - rarity and
uniqueness ensured the artwork's value, along with "objets d'art," as objects of desire.
The status of the signature
In his essay "Subjective Discourse or The Non-Functional System Of Objects," Jean
Baudrillard discusses uniqueness, rarity and value when he maintains that:
"Value is conferred on a particular object by the simple fact that it once
belonged to some famous or powerful person. The fascination with artisanal
[sic] objects derives from them having passed through someone's hands, and
whose labour is still inscribed on them: it is the fascination with that which
has been created (and which is therefore unique, since the moment of
creation is irreversible). But the search for the creator's mark, from actual
impressions to signature, is also the search for filiation and paternal
transcendence. (1990: 37)
Hence in the marketing of mass produced products the connection of the 'series' with the
unique 'model' produced by a recognised artist or designer is highly desirable. In clothing
and perfume products this manifests itself when the status of haute-couture is conferred on
the off-the-peg item which is distinguished by the exclusivity ofthe designer label. Invariably
this indicates the importance of the signature in creating a sense ofuniqueness within the
mass production model. Interestingly, Staniszewki points out that, du~ng the first two
decades ofthe century, Cubism emphasised the objective nature of the painting to the extent
where the series work ofPicasso and Braque at L'Estaque became inter-changeable to the
point where "often the only thing that distinguishes Cubist works was the signature of the
,artist'" (1995: 207).
Significantly the commercial possibilities of this audacious modernity was exploited by a
Parisienne fashion designer, Coco Chanel, a member of the elite group that included
Gertrude Stein and Picasso. Charles-Roux notes that it is significant that Chanel's perfume
"Numero 5" which was launched in 1920 was "presented in a spare, minimal bottle - a
flagon as clean as a cube - that stood in stark contrast to the frippery then favoured by
figure 3.14a figure 3.14b
figure 3.15
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perfumers" (1979: 127). The "clean cube" with an anonymous name chosen for a "designer"
perfume reflects the aesthetics ofCubism and captures the essence of modernism at the time
(figure 3.14 a & b). In these terms Chanel's simple, geometric, black dress can also be seen
as the fashion equivalent ofmonochromatic, analytical cubism or, as Charles-Roux prefers,
"the sleek modernism of the Art Deco style" (op. cit. 157).
It could be argued that a glass cube numbered "5" and exploited for its commercial potential
is a significant example ofart entering the real world in a way not anticipated by the artists.
In the process "Chanel No. 5" has become a "classic" product and the packaging has
remained unchanged since 1920. Significantly the packaging of another exclusive perfume,
Jean Paul Gaultier's "Le Male" reflects the same concern with confronting convention by
using avant-garde fine art sources (figure 3.15).
With hindsight it is interesting to speculate on Picasso's self promotion and the way in
which this undoubtably influenced Andy Warhol's promotion of his life as the object of art. 8
Equally curious is to draw parallels between the commercial value of the artist's signature
and that of the designer label. To that endfigure 3.16 shows the importance ofPicasso's
signature as an icon for publicity outside the Musee National Picasso in Paris. In
commercial advertising in South Africa the significance of the artists' signature in signifying
status can be seen in an advertisement for Telkom screened on television during 1997. The
advertisement, "Love Song" by the Agency, is aimed at the new middle class in South
Africa. A young man plays a soulful tune over the telephone to his girlfriend and while a
conventional signifier of class (and taste), the hi-fi, is unidentified the signature ofPicasso
is strategically placed in the background (figure 3.17). Without detracting from the
corporate identity ofTelkom Picasso's signature acts as an additional meaning laden "logo"
framed within a white boarder of the reproduction.
As mentioned in the previous chapter in museums in Europe and north America that exhibit
"priceless" art works, the signature of the artist is used to "endorse" expensive but,
"affordable" products such as scarfs and greetings cards on sale in the museum shops




a urinal, which he titled "Fountain" and exhibited as art in 1917, he did so to emphasise the
role of the artist as the giver of the status of art to objects through the power of his
signature (figure 3.18). As Staniszewski points out, "the signature is the mark of authorship
and guarantee of authenticity" (1995: 106).
The art market referred to by HUghes in the previous chapter, trades in these "names." That
Duchamp made this crucial point, at a time when no concept was in place to explain such
a transgression, is an indication of how early the avant-garde had identified art as
object/object as art as a central issue. So central that, by the end of the century, Gablik in
reaction, wrote in The Re-enchantment Of Art that "commodity fetishism is the
distinguishing mark of our culture, and the artist's consciousness has been fatally enriched
with this knowledge" (1991: 37).
Ester Mahlangu's BMW
An example of commodity fetishism, with a great deal of relevance to art and advertising
in South Africa, is embodied in Ester MaWangu's BMW (1991) (figure 3.19). Ester
MaWangu (b. 1936), a South African painter, well known for her mural design in Ndebele
villages, was invited by the German motor car manufacturer BMW along with Alexander
Calder (1898 -1976), Roy Lichenstein (1923-1997), Robert Rauschenburg (b. 1925), Andy
Warhol (1928 - 1987) and Frank Stella (b. 1936) to "decorate" a BMW 5 series.9 All these
cars have become part of a travelling promotion, exhibited as the "BMW Art Car
Collection" in "prominent museums, such as the Louvre, the Centre Pompidou in Paris, the
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York" (BMW AG PR 1991: 5) and in less
auspicious venues, such as the BMW Show Room in central Durban, South Africa during
1991.
Mahlangu's BMW 525i was the twelfth car to be included in the "Art Car Collection" and
was the first to be created by a woman artist. According to the catalogue "this form of
design/painting is undertaken only by the women of the tribe and MaWangu learnt
'traditional' Ndebele design/painting from her mother. Further, in keeping with traditional




Hence, the catalogue notes that "the BMW 525i painted by Ester Mahlangu is a transfer of
tribal tradition to the modern idiom of high technology" (ibid.). But according to Walker
the "BMW Art Car" does not celebrate "high technology" as much as it celebrates the
notion of"high art" in that "what was already a status symbol was given the status of art"
(1982: 57). Ironically or strategically BMW chose the prestigious 5-series car to illustrate
Baudrillard's points about the opposition between the series object and the unique model,
and the fact that objects have two functions: as utilitarian tools and as possessions that act
as social markers (1990: 43-45).
Hence the catalogue notes that "as with the most recent additions to the BMW Art Car
Collection, the Mahlangu BMW, while complete in every respect, will remain exclusively
a work ofart and will never be driven on the road" (BMW AG PR 1991: 53). In the words
ofWalker "paradoxically, the decorated cars are not for sale: they have become 'works of
art' and are therefore 'priceless.' Thus, the fact that works of art - just as much as cars - are
commodities under capitalism is denied" (1983: 57). Significantly in the process, the mass
produced work of the industrial designer has been made into a unique work of art, hence
this promotion and the advertisements that follow the exhibition "attempts to reconcile the
irreconcilable: art and industry, individualism and mass production" (ibid.) (figure 3.20).
Thus, implicit in this campaign is the fact that no matter how special the status of the mass
produced object, such as a BMW, it is unable to attain the status of "high" art on its own.
The machine surfaces have to be hand crafted and individually "signed." All other
considerations to one side, Mahlangu' s signature (figure 3.21) is an indication of how far
the concept of art as commodity has penetrated "traditional" art/design practice in South
Africa. The tradition of art/design/craft in Africa that Mahlangu's work represents has no
precedent for the signature of the "artist." This is a Western concept, intrinsically linked,
to the fine art tradition that has evolved, as previously explained, over the past two hundred
years. For these reasons, Ester Mahlangu' s BMW embodies an even more interesting





1. According to Fineberg, Christo accepts neither grants nor sponsorship for his projects.
"Instead, he and Jeanne-Claude raise the extraordinary sums required by selling small
sculptures and works on paper, and then they spend all the money thus accumulated (and
more) to build the work, which they remove after a one -to three week display period"
(1995: 355).
2. Parody is defined by the dictionary as a "humorous exaggerated imitation of an author,
literary work or style" (COD 1990: 866). As will be observed later the visual and graphic
nature ofcertain works with "classic poses" or grand gestures seem to lend themselves to
parody.
3. According to Naylor, this is evident in the criticism levelled at products produced
throughout Europe shown on the Great Exhibition held at the Crystal Place in London in
1851. An article in The Times dealt with the issue thus: "The absence of any fixed principles
in ornamental design is apparent in the Exhibition, it seems to us that the art manufacturers
of the whole ofEurope are thoroughly demoralised" (1971: 21).
4. With hindsight it appears that the call for the Re-writing of art history was already
underway and a number of revisionist publications appeared in quick succession. e.g.
Matsemmela's Echoes ofAfrican Art (1987), Younge's Art ofthe South African Townships
(1988), Williamson'sResistence Art in South Africa (1989) and Nettleton and Hammond-
Tooke's African Art in Southern Africa -From Tradition To Township (1989) were all
published before the end of the decade.
5. Consider the influence that the development of the portable metal tube had on art
production during the nineteenth century. It enabled artists, like the Impressionists to paint
alla prima in situ. Similarly, improvements in chemical paint technology also enabled the
mass production of a wider range of "clean" colours which undoubtedly broadened the
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range of options available to artists.
6. One ofthe influences that the Arts and Crafts movement was to have upon the Bauhaus
was the idea that the beautifully crafted object was worthy of the status of art.
7. Sparke points out that this feminine taste was to be attacked, unrelentingly, by
masculine dominated Modernist taste (cf Adolf Loos : "Ornament is a crime") throughout
the first half of the twentieth century.
8. Cook mentions that another artist who was well known for self promotion, Salvador Dali
wrote and appeared in an advertisement for Lanvin Chocolate in which he "bites into a bar
ofLanvin with the words 'Je suis fou du chocolat Lanvin' and the ends of his 'trademark'
moustache vibrate and curl upwards" (1992: 212).
9. The "BMW Art Car Collection" includes cars by:
Alexander Calder (1975), Frank Stella (1976) Roy Lichenstein (1977), Andy Warhol (1979)
Ernst Fuchs (1982), Robert Rauschenberg (1986), Ken Done (1983), Michael Jagamara
(1989), Matazo Kayama (1990) Cesar Manrique (1990) A.R. Penck (1991) and Ester
Mahlangu (1991) (BMW AG PR (Bd.) 1991).
10. The notion of "traditional" Ndebele painting has been questioned by Elizabeth Ann
Schneider. In her essay "Art and Communication: Ndzundza Ndebele Wall Decorations in
the Transvaal" she points out that "historical records up to and including the first forty
years of this century give no evidence of such decorated homes" (in Nettleton and
Hammond-Tooke 1989: 103). Schneider goes on to show how Nationalist government
became the patron ofa "typical" ethnic Ndebele village with "traditionally" painted homes
for the Tourist Bureau by 1953 (op. cit. 111-112).
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Chapter 4: Images for Sale - the early history
The first part ofthis chapter seeks to investigate the conditions in which the art image was
first used in advertising in Europe and thereafter deals with some of issues raised as they
pertain to the relationship between art and advertising in South Africa prior to WW2.
Indispensable to this investigation is an understanding of the importance of the media that
convey, and often mediate, the image. To this end the views of Marshall McLuhan have
already been noted (Chapter Two) when he maintains that the mass-produced movable type
enabled the mass production of images, reading matter and subsequent spread of literacy
that paved the way for the transformation from the medieval view to that of the
Renaissance. Hence it is significant that one of the earliest advertisements uncovered in the
course of this research was for a printed book. Equally significant is that in this early
example it can be observed how the conventional use of the image during medieval times
was transformed in a marketing exercise.
In 1491 a Belgian publisher printed a woodcut advertisement to promote a new translation
of Histoire de la Belle Melusine by Jean d'Arras (figure 4.1). A translation of the text
promotes the work as "Lately translated from the French into Flemish and adorned with fine
personages and scenes as the text demands. This story, as well as a great number of other
new books, can be purchased at the place written hereunder" (Gabor 1974: 26). What is of
interest is how the conventions of art at the time are translated into a marketing image.
Gabor contends that this poster may be the earliest advertisement in which a woman's
sexuality is used to enhance a product. Although the naked, serpentine-like female figure
was not an unusual image in medieval religious art, this image is extraordinary in that this
relatively crude poster shows the heroine of the story, Melusine, taking a bath (op. cit. 27).
It could be argued that by the end of the fifteenth century wood-block prints were already
an established Popular Art form. Crude plaYing cards, although disapproved of by the
clergy, were popular (Meggs 1983 :73). These cards featured printed images that replicated
the type of images that the nobility, such as the Duke of Milan, had commissioned by




technology is developed initially it uses the forms, ifnot the content, of the technology it is
about to replace. Hence Gutenberg's revolutionary movable typeface initially replicated
handwritten script. His "Letters ofIndulgence" c.1454 not only replicates script, but is laid-
out in the same manner as the illuminated manuscript that the printing press was about to
make redundant (figure 4.2). In part this is explained by Adrian Forty in his essay "Images
of Progress" when he explains that "for all its benefits, progress can be a painful and
disturbing experience" (1986: 11).1 So it was that in printing (which was introduced into
Europe from China earlier in the fourteenth century) prints replicated the "art" conventions
of painted and sculptured images of the saints in the form of small devotional cards.
Leiss, Klien and Jhally provide an interesting insight when they refer to the "cultural frames
for goods" (1988: 277). They make the point that "in earlier societies individuals became
acquainted with the meanings carried by objects through culture and customs. In a consumer
society 'needs and commodities' must be introduced by some other means. Marketing and
advertising become chiefmatchmakers." Thus they maintain that marketers and advertisers
start constructing props (ibid.). Hence in these terms the Histoire de la Belle Melusine
represents a very early example of how an established cultural convention (art) is used as
a "prop" to seek the attention ofa potential consumer and for the selling ofgoods. However
the "prop" of the woman's nudity to attract attention for the promotion of a prod\lct was
essentially new but was to become both a fine and popular art convention in itself
The Gaze
Another fine art convention that is utilised in advertising for its practical value of engaging
the potential consumer is the gaze. Oil painting was another important technological
development that spread during the fifteenth century with consequences for both society and
the form and content ofWestern art. Jan van Eyck (1390-1441) is credited with creating the
technique of oil painting; putting down thin glazes of oil paint and slowly building up
transparent layers to create a naturalism that was notable for its time (figure 4.3). But,
according to Panofsky, Van Eyck created a significant innovation that could only have been





In contemporary advertising it would appear that the device of a model in an advertisement
addressing a potential consumer has been incorporated from the convention invented by van
Eyck over five hundred and fifty years ago. Berger's views on the Renaissance have already
been noted but he goes further when he explains that "the surface verisimilitude of oil
painting tends to make the viewer assume that he is close - to within touching distance of -
any object in the foreground ofthe picture. If the object is a person such proximity implies
a certain intimacy" (1974: 97). The suggestion of intimacy is particularly useful within the
mass media context in that advertising requires a communications environment in which an
element of intimacy is created in order to address the mass audience in a manner that
engages the individual. It could be argued that the invention of photography during the
nineteenth century provided advertising designers with the definitive medium whereby both
the gaze and the "certain intimacy" that Berger refers to could be incorporated into
advertising (figure 4.4).
It has already been established by Scharf that during its initial development photography
appropriated the visual language offine art in its quest to be accepted as a legitimate visual
art form rather than a popular novelty (1968: 233-254). The subject of photography's
complex relationship to fine art is beyond the scope of this dissertation however it is
significant to note that fine art conventions were soon deployed into early advertising.
However, while feminist critiques have tended to emphasise the role of the "assumed" male
spectator who observes women in paintings as objects of desire (Chadwick 1990: 352),
Myers makes the point that in advertising women are often the target market "hence the
assumed observer is a woman who looks at the woman in the advertisement as an object of
personal desire" (1983: 3). As Williamson has said: "they show you a symbol ofyourself
aimed to attract your desire: they suggest that you can become the person in the picture
before you" (1992: 65). 3
Hence it can be seen that fine art conventions undergo subtle but significant changes when
translated into either popular or design art depending upon the motives of the user.
Historically this transformation can be traced back to the number of fine artists who worked
as "commercial" artists beyond the strict confines of the fine art niche. This transformation
was to become fundamental during the nineteenth century when the development ofmore
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efficient means of reproducing the image became available to both artists and advertisers.
Fine Artist to Popular Artist.
It could be argued that Albrecht Diirer (1471-1528), was one of the first fine artists who
also worked as a "commercial" or popular artist when he designed and printed "best seller"
block books such as, "The Apocalypse" (1498, reprinted in 1511) and "The Life of the
Virgin" (1511). Thereafter, a whole new reproduction industry developed and art works
were reproduced by specialist "craft" printers. These "art" prints were an early precedent
for a "museum without walls" that would, like contemporary mass media, be able to defy
the limits of time and space. Hence artists living in the Netherlands, such as Rembrandt
(1606-1669) were able to see, and be influenced by, the works ofCaravaggio (1573-1610)
without ever going to Italy (Wallace 1971: 30).
However it would not be until the nineteenth century that the artist would, once again,
become directly involved in the creation and reproduction of printed Popular Art forms.
This was a direct result ofa set oftechnical innovations. In 1783, Firmin Didot (1764-1836)
added an iron bed and a copper plate to his printing press making it possible to print large-
format sheets. This process, called "stereotyping," not only enlarged the print size but made
longer (print) runs possible (Meggs 1983: 147).4 Prior to this innovation the hand press,
which had remained almost unchanged since Gutenberg's time, could only produce a
maximum of three hundred sheets per day and printing had reached the point where there
was only one step missing: a process whereby the text and its illustrations could both be
printed at the same time, using the same machine and the same paper" (Jean 1987: 105 -
113).5
The discovery in 1796 of lithography by Aloys Senefelder (1771-1834) and of colour
lithography soon thereafter provided the answer. According to Meggs, when Senefelder
"began experimenting with multicolour lithography, in his 1819 book he predicted that one
day this process would be perfected to allow reproductions of paintings" (1983: 182).
Chromolithographie, as it was called in 1837, enabled the artist to work directly onto the
stone thus allowing the original work of the artist to become mass produced. In an




medium facilitated the transformation offine art forms into the popular art niche and in this
paradigm shift a significant "crossover" in the visual arts took place throughout the
nineteenth century.
Unprecedented growth in advertising also took place when the next major mass printing
breakthrough - the application of steam power to printing - paved the way for the mass
production of information in the form of newspapers and popular novels. 6 This was
accompanied by higher levels of literacy and increased leisure time among the middle and
leisured classes (Dyer 1992: 17). The development of better quality paper by the mid-
nineteenth century and the abolition of the advertising tax in England during 1853 resulted
in a growth in the volume ofadvertising and an increase in newspaper circulation (Craig and
Barton 1987: 118). Linked to the increase in manufacture and the expansion of trade it was
inevitable that these events would affect developments in colonies such as South Africa.
The advertising poster
The period 1848-1898 not only witnessed the triumph ofthe middle class in Europe but also
the expansion of both the economy and colonial power upon which the middle classes
depended for their wealth. Gallo maintains that during these fifty years "the map ofEurope
and the world changed profoundly. Europe became so powerful that it looked beyond its
boundaries to new territories and established vast colonial empires" (1989: 26). He explains
that "one reason behind the push for new territories was that Europe was bursting with
manufactured products for which both raw materials and outlets were needed" (ibid.).
This is the middle class that is to be seen in the paintings of the French Impressionists and
Post-Impressionists which invariably, show people at leisure, boating, bathing, walking in
the park, at the theatre or reading. However, feminist critic, Linda Nochlin notes in her
essay Morisot's Wet Nurse that it is men in particular who are shown at leisure as the
majority of the women in the paintings are working, either as mothers, nurses, dancers,
barmaids or prostitutes (1991: 43). Hence it was within this political, economic and cultural
environment that fine art first came to function as a tool of advertising. On this point it is
important to note that the triumph of the middle class was coterminous with the




in Paris began to break away from the official salon exhibitions. Significantly this occurred
at the same time that new freedom of the press and censorship laws in France allowed
posters to be displayed more widely (Vamedoe and Gopnik 1991: 231).
According to Meggs, the new law of 1881 led to a booming industry for poster artists and
designers and "the streets became an art gallery for the nation as even the poorest worker
saw the environment transformed by images and colour" (1983: 222). When Napoleon III
commissioned Baron Haussmann to demolish many of the narrow streets ofParis to create
the wide boulevards, the newly exposed walls on the sides of the buildings provided a space
which "modernized the business of advertising and set it on a course to intersect with the
development ofmodern painting" (Varnedoe and Gopnik 1991: 233). They explain that the
bigger spaces required larger advertisements and "the big ad for a small product was a
distinctive sign of the times" (ibid.) (figure 4.5).
It should be remembered that the Arts and Crafts movement had, by this stage, created a
new respect for the "applied" arts and respected fine art painters had no hesitation in
producing advertising posters. e.g. Edouard Manet's Champfleury - Les Chats (1869).
Jobling and Crowley make the point that artists who grouped together as the Nabis during
the 1880's, were committed to the ideal that the contemporary artist should be responsible
for the creation of objects for everyday use (Jobling and Crowley 1996: 83).7 In 1894
Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901) in an interview went so far as to call for "fewer artists and
more good craftsmen" (ibid.). This call was to become the ideal that motivated artists and
designers at the Bauhaus and the Russian Constructivists over two decades later.
The poster as Art
In 1866 a painter, Jules Cheret (1836-1933), had started to produce colour lithographic
posters from his own press in Paris and by 1884, some of Cheret's posters were produced
in sizes up to seven feet tall by printing the image in sections to be joined on the wall by
"afficheurs" (Meggs 1983: 223). The drive to cover the large wall spaces in Paris had a
considerable influence upon the nature of the image used by early advertising artists. The
sheer size of the space demanded a simplicity that could be read from afar. In this way
advertising posters, with clean black lines and a clear dominant patch of colour can also be
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linked to the popular Japanese "ukiyo-e" woodcuts which were widely available at the time
(Jobling and Cowley 1996: 92). In this creative environment Jobling and Cowley have noted
that:
"The number of artists who had been attracted to designing colour
lithographic posters by the 1890's had simultaneously upgraded the
standards of commercial printing and created a new market for art dealers
and collectors. Consequently, the status of posters at this time oscillated
between art and commerce - produced in the first instance to promote
various products and services, posters in themselves became objects of
desire for consumers." (op. cit. 85)
However, whereas Barnicoat maintains that while the posters of Cheret can be seen as part
ofthe painterly tradition ofTiepolo, the posters ofHenri de Toulouse-Lautrec "take(s) the
poster further away from the book illustration or the traditional easel painting" (Barnicoat
1975: 25) (figure 4.6). Peters goes further and maintains that Toulouse-Lautrec's
advertising work provides a crucial link betweenfin-de-siecle posters and future advertising
conventions. Toulouse-Lautrec's poster for the entertainer, Aristide Bruant (1893) draws
upon the Japanese print and his skills as a draughtsman to render a silhouette ofBruant as
a simplified caricature (figure 4. 7) An essential part of the simplification the Bruant image,
is achieved not only by means of caricature but by symbolically emphasising the red scarf
and large black coat (1988 : BBC, South Bank Show). The distinctive scarf and coat became
a symbol for Bruant that Lautrec used in all subsequent posters, sheet music, and
advertisements that he designed for the performer. In the process Lautrec not only created
an early example of a consistent corporate image, but demonstrates an understanding of
how a simplified image ofa celebrity can be exploited to communicate with the admirers of
the "star" (figure 4.8).The technique of simplifying the image of an entertainer into an
instantly recognisable image in the mass media is as important today as it was a over a
hundred years ago.
Whereas these examples ofposter advertising reflect the Parisianfin-de-siecle concern with
representations of pleasure and entertainment, the advertising of mass produced products




process. During the nineteenth century, a number of factors contributed to stimulate the
growth of product advertising in the West. The most important development was initially
in England where a number of industrial companies began mass-producing products thus
using economies of scale. This enabled manufacturers to produce massive quantities of
goods at low unit price. According to Brierley "between 1740 and 1821 there was a major
transformation in the markets for the production and consumption of goods and services.
Markets were transformed as new mass-production techniques in cotton, iron, cutlery and
pottery enabled goods to be distributed much more widely" (1995: 6). As noted in the
previous chapter, in order to maintain mass-production of these products companies needed
to create mass-consumption but, as Brierley put it "the consumer market (including those
with disposable income to buy goods) was restricted" and significantly "industrialists either
exported to new markets outside Britain or attempted to stimulate demand in new
ways"(ibid.). This led to the drive to export products to colonies such as South Africa while
in Europe it paved the way for the development ofmass marketing and the creation of credit
facilities. 8
It is important to note as Brierley does that "it is no accident that the first mass advertisers
ofthe nineteenth century were from industries using cheap colonial labour from the British
Empire: Lipton's (tea), Cadbury, Fry's and Rowntree (cocoa) Pears and Lever (vegetable
and animal fats for soap), Tate and Lyle (sugar)" (ibid.). This was because of the need to
keep prices low and it was this combination ofmass production and multiple retailing that
enabled manufacturers to start "branding" their products. As Forty explains, during the
latter half of the nineteenth century companies began to package their products, not to
simply protect them and preserve their quality, but also to establish an "identity" by the use
of the company's name. In this process, instead of leaving it to the retailer to determine
which company's products a customer would buy, they began to build their own relationship
with the customer (1986: 77). This required an image that the customer could relate to.
The mass production ofgood quality images went hand in hand with the promotion of these
mass produced products. Another important technological development that had a profound
impact on both art and advertising, occurred c.1890 when the invention ofphoto-engraving
provided the means whereby art and advertising would become inextricably linked
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(Goodrum and Dalrymple 1990: 162). Photo-engraving permitted the reproduction of a
gradation of tones of light and dark (halftones) as well as multi-plate colours to produce
pictures that looked like paintings rather than drawings only. Particularly important was the
fact that photo-engraving was cheaper. 9
The invention of photo-engraving occurred at the same time that business in Europe and
America began to appreciate the selling power of advertising and the benefits of developing
"brands" that could become household names. The need for "branding" stems from the
mid-nineteenth century when the market was flooded with a mass of similar, unidentified
products produced by a plethora of small companies (Myers 1986: 21). This led to intense
competition between the different manufacturers. In their endeavour to become market
leaders manufacturers realised that advertising had the potential to create an "identity" for
their product. This was the marketing background to what was to be known as "the soap
wars" during the 1880's, when a battle for market leadership broke out between the two
biggest soap manufacturers viz. A&F Pears and Lever Brothers.
Fine Art and the Soap Wars
The ferocity of the "soap war" battle was indicative of how early the importance ofboth
advertising and art were recognised in the marketing of products as both Pears and Levers
used improved design and works of art to promote their products. According to Forty:
"the history of soap shows design being used commercially to create
demand in a particular class market. Unlike printed cottons, where class
differentiation in design had long been accepted, soap products were not
manufactured for specific classes of consumer until W.H. Lever began to
market his new soap, Sunlight, by giving it a brand image with specific
working class appeal." (1986: 76)
W.H. Lever realised that working-class households "were tending to spend more money on
soap" and in 1884 he resolved to capture this market. For this he needed a distinctive
product with a distinctive name, so in 1885 he introduced the name "Sunlight" for all the
bar soaps he sold. In order to draw attention to the brand he sold it in one pound tablets,
wrapped in imitation parchment with the name printed on it. Prior to Lever's development
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ofa "brand" there had been nothing about the appearance of the tablets of Sunlight soap to
identify it in consumers' eyes as a working class soap. (op. cit. 78-79) Significantly
thereafter, Lever Bros issued reproductions ofwell-known Victorian paintings in exchange
for these soap wrappers. In response, their competitors, Pears issued Christmas Annuals
containing chromolithographs and heliographs of popular art works from 1891 onwards.
These campaigns constitute the first deliberate attempt on the part advertisers to use "high
art" in the promotion of goods to a working class audience. As such these campaigns
provide an early example of how signifers of class and taste (the parchment wrapper and
Fine Art images) can be linked to the notion of "civilized" behaviour patterns that the
manufactures of soap wished to promote. This marketing effort led to an unprecedented
increase in advertising expenditure and by the end of the century both companies combined
spending was in the region ofhalfa million pounds on promotional campaigns (Jobling and
Cowley 1996: 247). Much of this expenditure has been attributed to the cost of using
"high" art in advertising but clearly the advertisers felt the expense was a good investment. 10
From a South African perspective it is interesting to note that soap, at the height ofEmpire,
was associated with the saYing that "cleanliness is the next thing to Godliness." According
to Pieterse "washing blacks white had been a popular motif in the advertising of soap.
Playing on connotations ofthe distinction black/white, such as dirty/clean, dark/light, it gets
at the foundations of racial thinking" (1992: 195). This led to a type of advertising that
implicitly, and sometimes overtly, created a perspective in which "clean," "white," "fair,"
"light," "good," go together as the foundation of aesthetics and civilization. In the process
soap became both a SYmbol and a yardstick of civilization (op. cit. 196)11 (figure 4.9).
It is not unlikely that the desire to associate their product with civilised values induced both
companies to consider the values associated with what a potential consumer would consider
as "high" art. In 1886, the desire ofPears to find a visual symbol that would enhance their
product in this way encouraged 1. Barratt to purchase the COPYright of "Bubbles," an oil
painting by Sir John Everett Millais (1829-1896) This early example of art in advertising is
significant in that the advertisers not only chose to emphasised the monetary value of the




cards that were handed out c.1887 the copy read "Put this in your Scrapbook. It cost
£20,000 to purchase the first editions [of the cards], inclusive of £2,200 for the original
painting" (Bemstein 1997: 130) (figure 4.10). This type of promotion is a forerunner of the
current trend in corporate, "public service" sponsorship of the arts which will be discussed
in Chapter Six.
Two points are significant in the choice of this work. Firstly, Barratt purchased the
cOPYright from the Illustrated London News which was an early example of a mass media
publication with a readership that, by definition, would have been middle class. Secondly,
as Dyer points out "Millais was unquestionably the richest and most popular painter in late
Victorian England" (1992: 35). Consequently Pears was guaranteed public acceptability by
virtue ofthe artist standing both as a Popular Artist and as a respected member of the Royal
Academy.
The social acceptability ofa Royal Academician was a prize to be cherished by advertisers.
Myers, has made the point that by the late nineteenth century advertising, along with "quack
medicines, side shows and vaudeville," was regarded as cheap and vulgar. The general
perception was that only inferior products which couldn't sell themselves needed
advertising. In this context Pears' use of"Bubbles" can also be interpreted as an attempt to
upgrade the image of advertising as a whole (1986: 17). This is confirmed by Millais' son
who modelled for the original painting who claimed that the advertisement would "raise the
character of our illustrated advertisements" and "lead to the final extinction of such
atrocious vulgarities as now offend the eye" (Bemstein 1997: 130).
Unlike their colleagues in France, established British artists were initially unwilling to
venture into the world ofcommerce. In this regard, Millais was no exception. However, he
"warmed to the idea because of the quality of the engraving Pears intended to reproduce"
(Dyer 1992: 35). Many members of the public were still hostile to what they perceived to
be the "prostitution of Art" and The Times carried letters on the "debate" as late as 1899,
three years after Millais' s death. (ibid)
Although target marketing (i.e. the tailoring of advertising to a specific social group
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characterised by class, age, income levels and gender etc.) was not a common practice in
the 1890's, the Pear's "Bubbles" campaign astutely catered for prevailing Victorian taste,
as can be seen in the sentimental use of a "cherubic" child to sell a product. Significantly,
the appeal ofchildren, animals and young women in advertising still prevails today. During
the late 1960's Pears Soap revived its association with Victorian art and paintings ofyoung
children when they commissioned another Royal Academician, pop artist and Victoriana
enthusiast Peter Blake, to paint the portrait of the winner of the annual Miss Pears
competition.
In spite ofMillais' hesitation, during the early development of advertising, generally, there
was no caste distinction between the fine artist and the advertising artist. (Goodrum and
Dahymple 1990: 157) Almost all advertising art was done by contract, directly between the
agency or magazine and the artist. As more artists began to specialise in this commercial
process they became known as "commercial" artists. However by the 1930's the divide
between Fine Art and commercial art (popular and design art) began to widen and
Goodrum and Dalrymple argue that this was a result of "the strictures of the Depression
that forced both advertisers and publishers to tighten up and cut corners, and it became
increasingly common to have an art department that turned out designs by salaried in-house
designers" (ibid.).
The status of "commercial" art in South Africa c. 1900 -1920
In South Africa, a survey ofearly editions of the Natal Mercury (1900 - 1920) reveals that
graphic design/artwork still tended to be imported from England and this practice persisted
throughout the first halfofthe twentieth century. Green and Lascaris confirm this when they
note that the minutes of an early congress of the South African Newspaper Press Union
(December 1890) speak of"standing advertisements received from home andforeign (our
italics) Advertising Agents" (Green and Lascaris 1988: 29). Forty-six years later "standing
advertisements" from "home" were still an issue and an editorial in the April, 1936 edition
ofthe trade publication, South African Advertising, focuses upon some of the problems that
arise when design is imported from abroad. The article includes an advertisement which
shows a "native" (sic) dressed in a suit while cleaning the kitchen (figure 4. JJ).




Interestingly this example is an extension ofthe discussion ofhow soap was used by colonial
advertisers in a racist manner that associated cleanliness with civilization The focus of the
text in the editorial is aimed at an alleged lack of understanding of South African
conventions by an "overseas" artist who had been employed to prepare artwork for the
South Mrican market.
"What he might have said was 'Missus! Come, look at my new suit!'
Natives do not clean kitchens when they are wearing their 'Sunday Best.'
They wear a kind ofhouse uniform. This picture is so out of place that it has
defeated its own purpose. We believe it was prepared overseas, which
explains a lot." (South African Advertising, April, 1936 : 11)
An earlier editorial in the same publication in 1931 provides a number of insights into the
attitudes ofthe industry towards the status ofart and the artist and the role that they should
play in South African advertising.
"Versatility is one of the chief assets of the commercial artist practising in
South Mrica. I have already mentioned a few of the subjects he may be
called upon to illustrate. Overseas in London, New York, Paris and Berlin
artists find it profitable if not absolutely essential to specialise. You have in
London, Barribal, who does nothing else but pretty girls~ Fougasse,
humorous black and white; and many others specialising in such subjects as
labels, lettering, motor cars, children, mechanical drawings, book covers,
magazine illustrations and so on. The commercial art field in this country is
not large enough to support the specialist, consequently the artist in South
Afiica is compelled to tackle all sorts of subjects to be competent in all the
various mediums." (Henderson 1931: 7)
The article is patronizingly titled "Our Long-Haired Friends" and it is clear from the
discussion that the status ofthe commercial artist in South Africa was not very high (figure
4.12). Nor were they as well paid as their counterparts in Europe and the United States and
further on in the editorial Henderson writes that "artists as a class seldom give the income
tax authorities much overtime or many sleepless nights, so pay the man the price" (ibid.).
As patronizing as the article is, it was clear about the role that the artist could play in a
figure 4.12
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successful advertising campaign: "Remember that he is absolutely essential to the profession
of advertising. He can create the correct atmosphere for your products; his message is
couched in a universal language and reaches the trade and public more vividly and more
memorably than any other" (ibid.).
A topic that is of importance to the current debate on the need for originality and creativity
in South African design art (which includes advertising design) is revealed in this early
editorial. It is evident from the above that commercial artists in South Africa during the
1930's were not expected to be at the cutting edge as avant-garde artists and designers in
Europe were. In fact, quite the opposite appears to be the case as local artists were
obviously expected to "copy" styles from "overseas" magazines.
"Some of the tasks set him are well nigh impossible. To be handed a full
page in colour from the 'Ladies' Home Journal,' or a particularly brilliant
effort from 'Punch' by Fougasse or Bateman, with the request for something
'after that style of thing, and can I have it to-night or first thing in the
morning?' and to have a 6-inch double column to work with, is not so
uncommon." (ibid.)
The influence of the cutting edge in Europe
The previously mentionedfin-de-siecle, the posters ofToulouse-Lautrec , Beardsley (1872-
1898) and Alphonse Mucha (1860-1939) to name but a few, collectively belong to a new
approach to art (1'Art Nouveau) that soon became an "international" style. Evidence of this
influence is to be seen in early examples of advertising in South African newspapers at the
turn ofthe century. An advertisement for Southalls' Mosquito Cones published in the Natal
Mercury in 1893 shows just how early this style had become an international one (figure
4. J3). This early South African example is important in that it represents how the notion of
a "new" art at the end of the century was grasped upon by advertisers as a means of
associating their products with the mood of modernity that prevailed at the time. As
Varnedoe and Gopink observe:
"The growth of advertising in the early twentieth century depended on a
constellation of strategies for making certain objects or products take on








affinities with modern art's insistence that the world be seen anew, as well
as with its general spirt of invention and demand for change." (1991: 245)
Art Nouveau was not only international in scope but was the "initial phase of the modern
movement" in that "modern architecture, graphic and industrial design, surrealism and
abstract art have roots in its underlYing theory and concepts." (Meggs 1983: 220) Whereas
nineteenth century Art Nouveau advertising was concerned with the representation of
pleasure and entertainment, modernist designers in the new century were to be concerned
with utopian ideals. The idea of modernism carried with it not just an optimistic faith in
progress, but the belief that individuals and societies could benefit from and have control
over the radical restructuring brought about by modernism (Hewison 1990: 35). This is
certainly true ofthe graphic design that was taught at the Bauhaus, which in turn was to be
influential upon subsequent developments in art and design education and practice
throughout the world, including South Africa.
The visual language of modernism was not only defined by the early European art
movements but "the image ofadvertising was also transformed, as was most subsequent art
and design" (Sobieszek 1988: 33). In this process Cubism, Russian and Hungarian
Constructivism, De Stijl, Art Decoratif and the work of graphic designers and
photographers at the German Bauhaus were all successfully incorporated into the domain
ofadvertising. Thus the period was characterised by an unprecedented integration of art and
design with a number of artists working unashamedly as advertising designers. In the
process European graphic design and typography after World War 1 was transformed by
contemporary developments. According to Sembach:
"by 1930 the influence ofexpressionism was already a thing of the past, and
instead the catchword "New Objectivity" (Neue Sachlichkeit) had been
coined. In this context 'new' probably did not imply "renewed" but was a
synonym for 'unfamiliar, striking.' No doubt the choice of this name was
inspired by the preference during those years for precision without
atmosphere, for cool, subdued colours, a harsh metallic sheen and elegant
contours." (1972: 10)
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This was the design that spread to the rest of the world when the rise ofHitler in Germany
forced many artists and designers to flee Nazi accusations of cultural bolshevism. In this
way the modernist "style" was destined to become a truly "international" style by the end
ofWW2. 12 During the post-war years modernist ideals in advertising design were to spread
via Britain and the United States to South Africa. In the interim a closer analysis of graphic
design during the late 1920's and early 1930's reveals that within European modernist design
it is possible to detect two distinct trends. Jobling and Cowley have identified the work of
theorists and designers such as Herbert Bayer (1900-1985) and Jan Tschichold (1902-
1974), who both worked in the field of typography and layout. Bayer was particularly
influential as the professor of the newly established typography and graphic design
workshop at the Bauhaus in 1925 and it was Bayer who advocated the use of sans serif
typeface as the typographic expression of the age. It is his typeface, Universal (1925) that
one associates with Bauhaus design (figure 4.14).
The rejection of the classical rules of typographic symmetry which established the
importance ofasymmetric typographic principles was codified as Die Neuwe Typographie
by Jan Tschichold in 1925. Inspired by Bauhaus principles, "The New Typography" was
intended to replace an outmoded commercial style, but in a very short time, became a
commercial style itself (figure 4.15). Based on a grid system, with a doctrinaire insistence
upon simplicity that rejected decorative elements as "bad taste," both designers extensively
used white space as an essential part of their layout. When Tschichold fled to Britain to
escape the rise ofNaziism he worked for Penguin Books in London and it was the modem
paperback revolution in the 1930's initiated by Penguin Books that carried the banner of the
avant-garde typography as a Popular Art form, throughout the war years and into the early
1960's.
It is interesting to note that as modernist inspired design came to be promoted as the
epitome of"good taste" in both layout and product design both white as a colour or as an
empty space became a signifier oftaste. "White goods" such as stoves and fridges and other
kitchen appliances were to become dominant in the post war years and it is interesting to
note the images used in the marketing of these products. For example, a Natal Mercury
advertisement in 1951 for Frigidaire features a group ofpeople flocking around an oversized
figure 4.16
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white fridge that looms over them as if it were a place of worship (figure 4.16). In this
advertisement the fridge is used as a quasi-religious monolith. As mentioned earlier the
notion of the "modernist" product and "advanced" technology as an object ofveneration
has its roots in fine art movements at the turn of the century such as Art Nouveau and
Futurism. Curiously however, the curved surfaces and sleek lines of the Frigidaire fridge
have their origins in the "objets d'art" of Art Deco, a modernist inspired design art
movement of the 1930's. Streamlining, which had swept through the American design of
products from the early 1930's, echoed Italian Futurism and subsequently influenced the Art
Deco style (derived from the Paris Exposition ofDecorative Arts of 1925) which in turn,
domesticated modernist angularity and abstraction even in South Africa.
The notion of taste as a signifer of class and race has already been explained but it is
important to note how the ideology of modernism was to become dominant in the field of
design art and it should be noted that this essentially European conflict led to problems in
multi-cultural societies such as South Africa where not all communities share the same value
systems in the arts. It could be argued that as an "International Style" modernism in both
art and design contributed to the difficulty experienced by artists and designers in South
Africa in establishing a sense of identity on the African continent.
Another identifiable trend in modernist design during the 1930's that lasted into the 1950's
only to be revived in eclectic terms during the 1990's, is represented by what Meggs refers
to as the "Post-Cubist pictorial modernists" (1983: 300). Designers such as A.M.
Cassandre, born Adolph Jean-Marie Mouron (1901-1968), Jean Carlu (b.1900), and E.
McKnight Kauffer (1890-1954) used the spatial organization and synthetic imagery of
Cubism in their work and in the process displayed their "modernity" in a more restrained
graphic design style using flat, simple shapes with a careful integration of letter-forms into
the overall composition (Jobling and Crowley 1996: 149). Hence the broad planes of
restricted colour and the objective, bold geometric abstraction that one also associates with
Cubism is also seen in Cassandre's poster for the train '~ord Express" (1927) (figure 4.17).
The stylized lettering in this poster was inspired by Cubist use of typography. Subsequently
this type became a standard for Art Moderne typography (including Cassandre's own
typeface Bifur) which has since been adapted and used by many designers (ibid.). This is
figure 4.17 figure 4.18
figure 4.19
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particularly true of revivals that aim at reviving a sense of nostalgia (figure 4.18). A South
Afiican advertisement for Wilsons Mint Imperials (c. 1990) can be seen in the same context
(figure 4.19).
The spread of the influence of pictorial modernism during the 1930's is be observed in an
early example ofa tourist poster for the Cape Peninsula Publicity Association and the South
Afiican Railways (c. 1930) (figure 4.20). This poster produced by an unnamed designer uses
the broad planes ofrestricted colour and bold geometric abstraction that one associates with
Cubism and is particularly striking in it's use of precise cool, subdued colours with elegant
contours. Hence in style and image this poster for the promotion of tourism in the Cape
Peninsula is given a strong European identity. Interestingly the target audience for "With
your car at the Cape" was expatriates in the rest of Africa. In 1940 France had fallen under
German occupation and an article in the March 1941 edition ofSouth African Advertising
and Selling noted:
"But these Belgians from the Congo, these Frenchmen from the Cameroons
and neighbouring territories, and the Englishmen from Kenya, Uganda and
the Rhodesias still take their two or three months' annual vacation. Nor
have they less money to spend on their holidays. The question for them is,
"Where shall we go?" That is where South Africa, particularly Cape Town
comes in." (Anon 1941: 13)
Hence there was a very clear incentive to substitute the Cape for Europe as a holiday
destination and in order to do this there was a practical purpose in utilising an explicitly
European style. Significantly this was at odds with most other tourism promotion of South
Afiica at the time which was targeted at a European-based audience. This can be observed
in a press advertisement for "A young country with an Ancient History" which appeared in
conjunction with the Empire Exhibition at Johannesburg in 1936 (figure 4.21). This
advertisement is typical ofcolonial promotions of the period in both style and content. The
colony is conventionally portrayed (photographically) in its rugged geographic glory and
in human terms - the stereotypical drawing of a tribesman with a shield. The images of
underdeveloped Afiica are accompanied by a text that describes South Africa as a country








advertisement is aimed at an overseas audience interested not only in the scenic beauty and
cultural tourism but the developmental potential of the region hence, in spite of the
"ancient" history the copy explicitly states that 'judged by European standards South Africa
is a new country." The promotion of development in the colonies was a motivating factor
behind initiatives such as the Empire exhibition.
On an aesthetic level it is evident that despite the stylistic differences between the two
advertisements they both address their respective audiences in European terms. The
picturesque scene ofthe waterfall is evocative of a European romantic painting in the same
way that the landscape of the Cape poster was an echo of modernist views of the
Mediterranean landscapes. The "Ancient History" advertisement however reflects a more
profound ideology in that the image of the timelessness ofundeveloped nature in Africa is
equated with a description of a history that "stretches back into the dusty attics of time"
where "there are traces of tribes and rites and rituals so ancient that their origin is beyond
the knowledge ofman." This not only ignores the collective knowledge of the oral history
of the indigenous people but provides an opportunity for "myth making" which was
exploited throughout the region, for both commercial and political purposes. 13
The political and commercial possibilities of the denial of "real" culture and history is
enormous for colonial enterprise. During the nineteenth century this not only spawned the
literary work of writers such as Rider Haggard but, during the later half of the twentieth
century, inspired another fiction, "The Lost City" to promote tourism in the region (figure
4.22). These two examples oftourism posters from the 1930's serve to emphasise the nature
of the influence of the colonial mode of thinking and how it affects the development of a
sense of identity in the design arts. These and other factors have inevitably influenced the




1. Forty makes reference to radio design in the late 1920's and maintains that in spite of it
being state of the art technology, "the first (radio) was housed in a cabinet which imitated
a piece of antique furniture, and so referred to the past" (1986: 11).
2. According to Panofsky:
"In 1433 Jan van Eyck made one of the great discoveries in portraiture. In
the portrait of a Man in a Red Turban, completed in October 21 of that
year, the glance of the sitter is turned out of the picture and sharply
focussed on the beholder with an air of skepticism intensified by the
expression ofthe thin mouth with its slight compressed corners. For the first
time the sitter seeks to establish direct contact with the spectator We
feel observed and scrutinized by a wakeful intelligence. (quoted in Kress and
van Leeuwen 1996: 125)
3. Significantly, South African women's magazines confirm this view. Hence throughout
the 1980's Fair Lady had an aspirational slogan, "The Woman You Want To Be" printed
on the spine. Interestingly during the first half of the 1990's this changed to "The Woman
You Are" and by 1998 the information age was reflected in the slogan "For Women Who
Want to Know" (Fair Lady February, 1998).
4. According to Meggs, stereotyping involves "the casting of a duplicate of a relief printing
surface by pressing a moulding material (damp paper pulp, plaster, or clay) against it to
make a matrix. Molten metal is poured into the matrix to form the duplicate printing plate"
(1983: 147).
5. By 1812 the system of flat plate against flat plate was replaced with the cylinder and
reciprocating bed carrying type and with the invention of the automatic ink roller had the
effect of speeding up the printing process. Jean is of the opinion that in this manner
technological innovation was to give real meaning to the concept of the freedom of the
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press, embodied in the Declaration of the Rights ofMan which had been issued at the
height of the French Revolution in 1789 (Jean 1987: 113).
6. The application of steam power to printing revolutionized the industry when Friedrich
Koenig, a German engineer working in England, redesigned the press to make it possible
(Craig and Barton 1987: 117). They go on to explain that "Koening's press, first used for
The Times ofLondon on November 28, 1814, increased the number of possible impressions
almost five-fold - to 1,100 per hour as compared to the Stanhope" (ibid.).
7. The Nabis included, amongst others, artists such as Maurice Dennis (1870-1943), Pierre
Bonnard (1867-1947), and Edouard Vuillard (1868-1940).
8. In 1858 Singer developed a domestic sewing machine, but it was too expensive, so the
company introduced a hire purchase scheme to expand the market. (Brierley 1995: 6) Over
a hundred and fifty years later, it is interesting to note the role that credit plays in the
expansion of the market in South Africa. cf Edgars Club and retail credit cards such as
those offered by Pick 'n Pay and Woolworths.
9. Goodrum and Dalrymple note that "woodblocks cost around $300 apiece, while
halftones ran $20 for a picture the same size. Magazines thus exploded with pictures and
by 1910 had permitted all forms of magazine printing to exploit the various styles of the
artists" (1990: 162).
10. The importance that both companies gave to advertising is reflected in the increase of
advertising expenditure (adspend) ofboth companies during the period 1865-1900. In 1865
Pear's annual advertising bill was £80 but by the 1870's this expenditure increased to
between £100 000 to £130 000 after J. Barratt took control of the company (Jobling and
Cowley 1996: 247).
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11. A number of papers have been written on this subject most notably Soft-soaping
empire: commodity racism and imperial advertising by Anne McClintock in which she
quotes an advertisement for Pears Soap published in 1899, the year the Anglo-Boer War
erupted:
"The first step towards LIGHTENING THE WHITE MAN'S BURDEN
is through teaching the virtues of cleanliness. PEARS' SOAP is a potent
factor in brightening the dark corners of the earth as civilization advances,
while amongst the cultured ofall nations it holds the highest place - it is the
ideal toilet soap." (McClintock 1994 in Robertson et. al.: 132-153)
12. Bayer fled to the United States and worked at art director at the Container Corporation
of America. Moholy-Nagy fled the Nazis and established The New Bauhaus in Chicago.
(Illinios Institute of Technology.) Tschichold fled to London to become the influential
designer for Penguin Books. As Robert Hughes pointed out in his television series The
Shock ofthe New, it is ironic that the vision of the socialist inspired avant-garde ofEurope
was to be realised in capitalist America where they had fled because of the war. No doubt
the dictum of less is more made good economic sense there (1973).
13. Hence the work ofrespected archeologists was ignored and the origin of the Zimbabwe
Ruins was described as a "mystery" by colonial interests that sought to deny the existence
of an indigenous culture.
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Chapter Five: Aspects of Advertising in South Africa
Advertising is a form of communication and it is interesting to speculate that the rock
paintings are the earliest forms ofvisual communications design (Meggs 1983: 4). However,
Sobieszek points out that the most rudimentary form of advertising, the spoken
announcement, can be traced to the public criers in ancient Egypt (1988: 16). In common
with other cultures, traditional Afiican dress, body ornament and markings, can also be said
to have functioned as a type ofvisual communication intended to inform another party of
clan affiliations, religious belief, region of origin, social and marital status. However, the
focus of this body of research is upon visual communication as a part of the capitalist
economy and, as such, advertising in South Africa is inextricably linked with the
development of the press since the mid-nineteenth century.
A brief history of early advertising in South Africa
South Afiica's first newspaper, the bilingual Cape Town Gazette and African Advertiser or
Kaapsche Stads Courant en Afrikaansche Berigter was published in the Cape Colony on
Saturday the 16th August 1800 (figure 5.1). Published by John Robertson and Alexander
Walker the newspaper closed after 13 months when the government assumed responsibility
for all printing. However public dissatisfaction had already been expressed about the
expense ofthe newspaper and its advertising costs (Barenblatt and Sinclair 1989: 16). The
weekly South African Commercial Advertiser was published by George Creig during
January 1824 and South Africa's oldest daily title, The Natal Witness was published by
David Buchanan at Pietermaritzburg in 1846. Thereafter there was rapid growth of the
newspaper media in South Africa (Bryce ed. 1990: 9). 1
Each of the early South African newspapers depended upon paid-for government notices
and private advertising for revenue. When one reads these early newspapers one is struck
by the fact that advertising is carried on the front page and "news" was relegated to the
third or fourth page. In the case ofthe Natal Mercury this remained the case until as late as
pt October, 1953 (figure 5.2). The first edition of the Natal Mercury was in fact called The






November, 1852. The charges for advertising were published as "four lines and under. .....3
shillings and 3 pence per additional line" (NM&C & SG 1852: 1).
Besides official government notices in early editions of The Natal Mercury, shipping details
were published noting times of arrival and departure as well as details of the products they
carried. All these advertisements contain no images but the text reflects the development of
commercial activity in the region. As Strutt points out, the discovery of gold in 1886
changed the importance ofDurban as a harbour city and this saw the importation of more
sophisticated goods e.g. imported fabrics and Japanese goods were widely advertised in
various editions ofthe Natal Mercury during 1888 (1975: 347). Whereas the early editions
ofthe Natal Mercury contained largely agricultural, commercial notices and advertisements
for jams, jellies, preserves and SYfUps, by 1890 text based advertisements began to give way
to a more graphic style (Sunlight Soap in Natal Mercury 18th July 1891) (figure 5.3). This
occurred during the period that business in Europe and America began to appreciate the
selling power of advertising and "brands" were developed (Barenblatt and Sinclair 1989:
16). As already discussed, one of the first brands to use art in advertising was Pears Soap,
a brand that was widely advertised in South Africa at the time (figure 5.4).
It appears as if international trends became influential upon advertising in South Africa
during the Second Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902). As British troops disembarked in Durban
local traders were quick to exploit an expanded market (figure 5.5). British brands were
advertised in new ways in that the consumer (the British soldier) was featured in the
advertisement in a South African war context. In the process it could be argued that the
Boer War began to change the way South African advertisements looked. For example
Bovril advertisements were fiercely patriotic to the British cause and Bovril products were
promoted throughout the Empire. McClintock maintains that companies such as Pears' and
Bovril began to represent their products as a "magic medium capable of enforcing and
enlarging British power in the colonial world" (McClintock 1994: 146). Hence in "How
Lord Roberts wrote BOVRIL" she observes that "the letters BOVRIL march boldly over
a colonial map of South Africa - imperial progress consumed as spectacle" (figure 5.6 a).
"In an inspired promotional idea, the word BOVRIL was recognised as
tracing the military advance of Lord Roberts across the country, yoking
figure 5.3
All the Valuein .the Soap
fgure 5.4
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together, as if writ by nature, the simultaneous lessons of colonial
domination and commodity progress. In this ad, the colonial map enters the
realm of commodity spectacle." (ibid.)
In a later Bovril advertisement aimed at British soldiers in South Mrica in 1901 a
propagandist painting "The Relief ofLadysmith" by John H. Bacon was offered "free to
purchasers ofBovril in Bottles" (figure 5.6 b). This constitutes one of the earliest examples
of art being used as a marketing tool in South Africa. After the war the English influence
was to become even stronger. Green and Lascaris contend that
"the English influence after the South African War was paramount. And it
shows in the press advertising: Peek Frean 's and Bovril. It was not just the
product mix. Ads sounded English. You did not advertise German
engineering genius in those days. But "British throughout" was a feature
sure to sell Aston bicycles." (1988: 29)
In this way it could be argued that the advertising during the Boer War also introduced a
merging of political and commercial interests that would be repeated less than a hundred
years later during South Africa's transition to democracy. As with other aspects of the Boer
War this form of advertising represents a precursor to both advertising and government
propaganda during the First World War (WW1) when "psychological methods" were used
to great effect during the First World War. There are many famous posters deriving from
this period; perhaps the most celebrated is the one entitled "Daddy what did you do during
the War?" (figure 5.7) (Dyer 1992: 43). Unlike Alfred Leete's "Britons Kitchener Wants
You" (c.1915) (figure 1.8) this form ofguilt laden propaganda enters the domestic domain
and this was a technique that came to be used to sell goods and services once the war was
over. Inevitably this more complex approach to communications design required specialist
treatment. In part this explains why the practice of advertising agents was to shift from a
mere space broker to a communications specialist.
To this end agents in the United States of America and Britain began offering additional
copywriting, layout and artwork services to advertisers. According to Bryce, the first South
African agency as such was the Cape Town based South African Contractors Ltd. which
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was founded in 1899 by Cecil lames Sibbert (1990: 10). Sibbert developed subsidiaries in
the Eastern Cape, Natal and the Transvaal which he collectively sold in 1927 to LW.
Schlesinger who owned African Films and African Theatres as Associated Advertising
Contractors (op. cit. 13). 2
According to Bryce "by the end ofthe First World War, another medium was being offered
to advertisers: magazine titles began to appear with increasing frequency. Now the industry
was beginning to formalise itself and the first real practitioners came on the scene" (op.
cit.10). According to Marketing Mix there are few titles that go back into history, the most
notable being today's giant, Huisgenoot (launched 1916) and the Reader's Digest (SA
edition launched 1948) (Anon. Marketing Mix October 1994: 64).
As Barenblatt and Sinclair point out, early advertising agents did not organise themselves
into an industry. This was done by the Newspaper Press Union (NFU) which was founded
in 1882 primarily to protect editors from harsh libel laws .3 In 1912 the NPU resolved to
have all newspapers register their tariffs and to regulate the commissions payable to
"recognised" (accredited) agents. To this end the NPU initially recognised four agencies;
the Central News Agency (CNA), SA Advertisers, FG Pay and Universal Advertising
Company (1989: 18).4
Prior to the 1920's the advertisements carried in South Afiican newspapers tended to feature
illustrations that promoted the actual product. But, by the beginning of the 1920's, in
common with the rest ofthe world, advertising strategists turned from promoting things to
selling "ideas." An early South African example is "Come! Let us inspan a few Castle
Lagers!" (Outspan 20 May 1927) (figure 5.8 a). Uncharacteristically for the time not only
is the bottle of beer not shown but the image and copy creates a "lifestyle" approach to
advertising by showing an illustration of people around a fire drinking the product.
Interestingly the headline "South Africans know the joy of trekking, hunting and camping
in this great country of sunshine and open spaces." is a precursor of the 1970's Chrysler
radio advertising campaign "We love braaivleis, rugby, sunny skies, and Chevrolet." It is
interesting to note that when in 1962 advertisements for the same product included women
(not necessarily as consumers) in a life-style orientated advertisement the conventions of
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Manet'sLe eDejeuner sur l'herbe (1863) were used (figure 5.8 b & c).
Clearly this type of advertising was more complex than just illustrating the product with
accompanying text. Hence the demand for a more professional approach within the local
industry resulted in a dramatic growth in the number of advertising agencies in South Africa
and by 1924 there were fourteen agencies recognised by the NFU offering full
advertising/art services (Barenblatt and Sinclair 1989: 18).5 This growth was also a
consequence ofthe growth ofthe economy and a degree of sophistication in the market. By
the late 1920's large retail shops such as Greatermans (1927) and the OK Bazaars (1929)
opened their doors. In the words of the OK Bazaars advertisement of the time: "The
Greatest Event in Shopping History is about to take place" (Bryce 1990: 58).
However, during October 1929 the Wall Street stock market crashed and an economic
depression spread throughout the world, including South Africa. According to Ewen, this
resulted in an overproduction of goods for depressed markets throughout the world. In an
effort to stimulate consumption marketing trends became focussed upon the consumer
(1984: 51-54). In the United States and Europe this is the period during which the early
European Modernism of the 1920's, which was mentioned in the previous chapter, was
introduced to the general public through magazine advertising as a means of encouraging
consumption (HelIer and Fili 1995: 8).
However, in the fledgling South African advertising industry the value of"art" (commercial
and fine) was still a contested area as evidenced by the low status accorded to art and artists
in Our Long Haired Friends in the October, 1931 edition ofSouth African Advertising. A
survey of early South African trade journals (1930-1965) reveals that while there was a
gradual recognition of the value of artwork in the advertising process (c.1931) what was
referred to as "Art for Art's sake" was considered to be "feeble" and "pointless" ("Harrow"
in South African Advertising 1931: 19). Under the heading "Critical Commentaries - 5:
Discussion On Commercial Art" "Harrow" writes: "Advertising owes no small part of its
development to the co~ercial artist, and more recently to the specialist in commercial
photography. The artistic standard and attractiveness of advertising today shows an
enormous improvement on the standards often to fifteen years ago" (ibid.). However, in
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the same commentary he writes,
'"Art for art's sake' is certainly not a policy which the knowledgeable
advertiser will adopt. Without doubt, there is a good deal of feeble, pointless
'art work,' which benefits nobody but the artist and the blockmaker. Let it
be admitted that art, as understood by the average commercial artist, is not
necessarily advertising as understood by the man who foots the bill." (ibid.)
This early editorial implicitly begins to define the fine art (art for art' s sake) and design art
(commercial art) divide. I contend that the antagonism between artist and advertiser is, in
part, explained by the fact that prior to 1966, fine art courses were the only art courses
available at South African universities and art schools (personal interview with Andrews,
1997).6 Linked to the dearth of locally trained professionals was the dependency of the
local industry upon "overseas" expertise. Green and Lascaris maintain that "Advertising was
aimed at the white settler and could have come out of any provincial newspaper of the day.
Lipton's Tea, Carter's Liver Pills, the Union Line - their ads are all there and look like a
simple extension of campaigns run back home" (1988: 29).
However, by 1935 the trade journal South African Advertising began to feature articles that
promoted the advantage ofunderstanding of the South African market.
"(But) what does the British manufacturer know of South Africa? Nothing,
or practically nothing. Of 4,000 national advertisers in Britain, how many
are marketing their products in South Africa? An almost negligible quantity.
And their reason for not having their products on the South African market
is because oftheir abysmal ignorance of conditions here." (AJ.L. 1935: 19)
Significantly, this period saw international companies such as Lever Brothers opening an
office, Lintas, in Durban in 1935. In doing so Levers no longer sourced advertisements
solely from their London office (Bryce 1990: 13). However, according to Bryce "creative
people" were still sought "overseas" throughout the 1940's. Interestingly, one such person
was the popular artist, Validimir Tretchikoff (ibid.). In order to encourage the development
of local talent, "commercial" art courses were introduced as part-time courses in South
African art schools. According to Andrews these courses were incorporated into a generic
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National Diploma in Art and Craft during the 1950's until a specific National Diploma in
Graphic Design was introduced at the then Natal College For Advanced Technical
Education in 1966 (personal interview with Andrews, 1997).
In South Afiican newspapers and magazines throughout the 1920's line drawings began to
be displaced by black and white photographs although it is significant that the photographic
company, Kodak refrained from using photography in their advertisements until the 1930's
presumably when printing techniques in newspapers and magazines had improved
sufficiently to do justice to their product (figure 5.9). In turn, black and white was to be
replaced by colour photography, especially in magazines after WW2. It can be argued that
full colour revolutionised print advertising. The October 1956 edition of a South African
ind.ustry journal, Advertising and Selling admitted that although no research information
on the use of colour advertising in South Africa existed "we can look to the U.S.A. as a
guide. As subjects for advertising campaigns, there is no reason at all to believe that
European South Africans react in any way differently to their counterparts in the U.S.A.,
Britain or indeed any white Western country (where according to E. Peterson the editor of
Printers Ink) run-of-newspaper colour produces more outstanding sales results and
successful advertising campaigns than ever before" (Anon. 1956: 23). This improvement in
technology also came at a time ofeconomic growth in South Africa and this revolutionised
the advertising industry as a whole. This is the period that witnessed the growth of the
"creative" agencies in the United States (Staniszewski 1988 : 91).
In South Afiica the Nationalist Party Government came to power in 1948 and by the early
1950's the term Apartheid was introduced. Significantly, at a time when the United States
government outlawed racial segregation in US public schools (1954), the South African
government introduced the Natives Resettlement Act which led to the formal segregation
of the various racial groups in the country with the establishment of Soweto and other
townships. Perhaps, in order to control other aspects of South African society television as
a medium was shunned. In the interim, commercial radio was permitted and Springbok
Radio was launched on 1st May, 1950. According to Bryce commercial radio provided a
massive boost for the South Afiican advertising industry in that of the one hundred and nine
weekly broadcast hours, twenty nine percent were devoted to advertising (1990: 16).
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Schudson maintains that elsewhere in the world television was the medium that
revolutionized the advertising business by giving it a stronger emphasis upon the visual
elements (1993: 62). Ironically television was only officially launched in South Africa in
1976 the year of the Soweto uprisings and this forced the South African government to
introduce draconian media restrictions to control the images ofunrest in the townships. In
the United States (c.1956), according to Schudson the explosion in consumer products
available meant that advertisements had to change dramatically because of the need to grab
the viewer's attention (ibid.). Schudson contends that while in the United States television
had made advertising more visual it became even more so in Europe because of the need to
advertise across national and linguistic barriers (op. cit. 270).
Once again developments in print technology contributed to this visual trend. In 1956 the
South African Society of Advertisers sought information "from abroad on how to use
colour effectively" (Bryce ed. 1990: 18) and 1957 saw the first full page colour halftone
advertisement for SA Breweries. According to Allan Raff, co-director of the Red and
Yellow School of Advertising, "the lack of television advertising but the availability of
advanced print technology contributed to the high standard of print advertisements in South
African newspapers and magazines" (personal interview with Raft: 1996).
Improved print technology and the emphasis upon the visual also changed the way
advertising agencies worked. According to Raft: prior to the 1960's, art directors in the
agencies were technicians or illustrators who carried out the ideas developed by
copywriters. During the first halfof 1950's art and copy writing were separate departments
and according to Raft: until quite recently, creative directors in most agencies in South
Africa still tended to come from writing backgrounds (ibid.).
According to an editorial in the October 1994 edition of Marketing Mix the real impetus
for full colour printing in advertising (and the consequent growth in the magazine sector)
came with the launch of high speed gravure printing processes in 1963 (Anon. Marketing
Mix October 1994: 64). A.W.T. Russel, the former head of design at Metal Box (SA)
maintains that "the thin consistency of the inks used in gravure printing allowed for rapid
drying and this, together with rotary technology, halved the press time." Russel contends
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that "this speed together with colour capabilities and high resolution obtained from the
copper drums revolutionised high capacity printing" (personal interview with A.W.T.
Russel, 1997).
It could be argued that as the emphasis on images in advertisements became possible with
these technological developments, the use of "art" as a rhetorical device, became a viable
"tool" in the communication process. Schudson comments that, "advertisements with little
or no copy that are common today would have been unthinkable fifty years ago."
Interestingly, he goes on to say that although it would be a mistake to identify "reason" with
words and "emotion" with pictures it is true that new possibilities for the visual in
advertising has stimulated the development of emotional, affected, or "mood" advertising
(1993: 63).
Majority markets
Since the 1930's the advertising trade press has encouraged the advertiser to realise the
potential ofthe "black" consumer. cf "4 out of every 5 are non-Europeans" (figure 1.13).
However this potential was never fully realised because of the restricted earning capacity
ofthe majority of South Africans due to prevailing segregationist polices. Consequently only
the two official languages were catered for in South African advertising, namely, Afrikaans
and English. Often the Afrikaans version was too direct a translation of the English
advertisement and in doing so lost impact due to its non-idiomatic quality. Language
however is not the only element that requires translation in an advertisement; the concept
too is linked to a specific culture. This is particularly true of elements such as humour and
notions about Art mentioned above. This presents a particular set of challenges for
advert~singdesigners in a de-segregated South Africa which will be discussed in due course.
The 1930's saw the intensification of the "Americanisation" of South Africa. This was
certainly encouraged after the declaration of the Republic of South Africa in 1961 as
colonial ties with Britain were loosened. Significantly, this occurred during a period when
refrigeration, and improved storage facilities in stores and in homes in the United States had
made more brands and product categories simultaneously available (Schudson 1993: 62).
Research of newspapers and magazines in South Africa during this period reveals that
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similar trends are discernable in "aflluent" South Africa.
Although the British influence in South Africa had always been strong, the undisputed home
ofadvertising was, and still is, the United States of America (Douglas 1984: 16). Douglas
contends that because American agencies and advertisers control the vast majority of the
money spent on advertising around the world, it is not surprising that the style and
techniques of American advertising would be adopted in many countries (ibid). This is
particularly true of South Africa where multi-national advertisers such as Coca-Cola and
Johnson & Johnson have adapted their US advertisements for use in the local market.
Often products that are not made in the United States are advertised and marketed to
resemble American products. This is particularly true of tobacco products that originate in
the Southern African region which are sold with images of cowboys or positioned globally
to promote the notion of the "Big Wide World OfPeter Stuyvesant." However the main
constraint upon the widespread influence ofglobalized advertising is the recognition of the
importance of regional differences of language, culture and trade constraints that exist
between countries. One of the ironies of the globalization ofmedia and marketing is that it
is accompanied by a growth in national and regional consciousness (Poggenpohl1997: 30-
34 ). Sharon Poggenpohl contends that the desire for a local "identity" can be seen as a
reaction to the homogeny implicit in globalization (1997: 19). This was recognised by Reg
Lascaris ofTBWAHunt, Lascaris in a SABC radio interview when he stated that "one of
the biggest challenges confronting global advertising today is the need to cater for the
differences of language and culture" (SAFM: "Talk at Will" August, 1997).
An important strand in post-modernism has been a move to insert a regional dimension into
art and design and thus it is to be expected that as South African society changed during the
transition from a country, internally divided and isolated by the world, to a democracy
integrated within the global economy, the issue of a "local" identity in both art and
advertising design should become an important one.
The search for identity c. 1988-1994
By the late 1970's and early 1980's the practice of "importing" advertising artists from
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"overseas" slowed as graduates from local design schools began to assert themselves.
Similarly political events such as the Soweto uprisings (1976) led to the international
isolation ofthe country which also discouraged immigration from Europe. Although it could
be argued that the education of local design artists remained essentially Eurocentric, it is
almost inevitable that as the commercial and political environment changed a different sense
of identity would emerge.
Just as academics since the late 1980's became concerned with restoring the "other" to their
rightful place in the various histories in South Africa, so advertising sought to correct the
image ot: not only the past, but for commercial reasons also the imperfect present. One of
the most prominent examples of this trend is to be seen in South African Breweries (SAB)
advertisements for beer since the mid-1980's which showed multi-racial groups enjoying
SAB products. Ironically at the height of Apartheid, "mixed" consumption of alcohol in
unsegregated public venues was anathema to the system of racial segregation. Throughout
the 1950's and 1960's the control ofthe manufacture and consumption ofbeer was a highly
politicized issue to the extent that, according to Maylam and Edwards it played a major part
in the Cato Manor riots in Durban in June 1959 (1997: 128).
By the 1970's political control continued and hotels had to apply for International Hotel
status in order to offer alcohol to a racially desegregated clientele. However, as petty
apartheid laws were either repealed or became un-enforceable, desegregated alcohol
consumption was still not the norm by the late 1980's. However, according to Green and
Lascaris the SAB advertisements projected an image of society not as it was but rather as
it could be. The images ofmen (irrespective of colour) drinking and enjoying each other's
company was by 1990 still an aspirational image and emphasises the power of advertising
to contribute to a social ideal and a democratised ideology. Green and Lascaris confirm this
power when they state that "It (aspirational advertising) won't just reflect hope, it could
accelerate these wished-for realities" (Green and Lascaris 1990: 84). Thus, Daniel Cook,
the guest curator of "Mapping Terra Incognita" - a retrospective exhibition of works by
Andrew Vester (b. 1937) 1957-1997 describes a review of Verster's work by a visiting
academic Carol Becker as follows:
"At the time (1990-1994), the disjunction between his stated political beliet:
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and the seemingly irresponsible (in the face of South Africa's spiralling
violence) lyrical quality of his paintings was difficult to account for. This
disjunction was resolved by Professor Carol Becker (Dean at the School of
Art Institute ofChicago) when she previewed the HOTLANDS series while
on a visit to Durban. She noted that Verster was 'not painting South
Africa's violent present, but its glorious future.'" (quoted in Cook 1997: 27)
Significantly, Cook notes that Becker was, unintentionally, echoing Nelson Mandela's ANC
Youth League Manifesto that "works of art can and should reflect not only the present
phase of the national liberation struggle but also the world of beauty that lies beyond the
conflict and turmoil ofstruggle" (Mandela quoted in Cook 1997: 27). This is the view that
informed many of the advertisements produced during the transition to democracy.
Schudson also links the aspirational quality of advertising with politics when he draws
parallels between the conventions of capitalist advertising and aesthetic conventions of
Soviet Social Realism which was the official, state-sanctioned and state governed art that
was practised in the Soviet Union from the rise of Stalin to power until the collapse of the
Communist system at the end of the 1980's. 7 He calls this convention"Capitalist Realism."
Hence he simplifies the characteristics of Soviet Socialist Realism as follows:
• Art [advertising] should picture reality in simplified and typified
ways so that it communicates effectively to the masses.
• Art [advertising] should picture life, but not as it is so much as life
as it should become, life worth emulating.
• Art [advertising] should picture reality not in its individuality but
only as it reveals larger social significance.
• Art [advertising] should picture reality as progress towards the
future and so represent social struggles positively. It should carry an
air of optimism.
• Art [advertising] should focus on contemporary life, creating
pleasing images of new social phenomena, revealing and endorsing
new features of society and thus aiding the masses in assimilating
them. (1984: 214-215)
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A significant amount of South Afiican advertising conformed to these principals during the
late 1980's and the early part of this decade. This occurred at a momentous time for the
country. During the later part ofthe 1980's, influential individuals and eventually Nationalist
government ministers entered into secret negotiations that led to the unbanning of the anti-
apartheid movements, the dismantling ofapartheid and the birth ofwhat was then popularly
referred to as the "new" South Africa. However as the euphoria of Nelson Mandela's
release from prison in 1990 receded and during the period 1992-1994, South Africa began
to experience the spiralling violence that Cook refers to above (1997: 27). This led to a
great deal of anxiety and uncertainty at a time when interim constitutional talks (Codesa)
were convened at the World Trade Conference Centre at Kempton Park. These talks were
accompanied by the threat ofa right-wing uprising and the assassination of the Communist
Party leader Chris Hani in 1993 almost catapulted the country to the brink of civil war.
A sense of identity
During this period the notion of"nation building" became a theme that advertisers adopted. 8
In doing so one might contend that a significant number of South African advertisements
adopted elements of "Capitalist Realism" as defined by Schudson e.g. Pick 'n Pay's
"Together We can make it Better" (c. 1988/89) (figure 1.6). Curiously, seven years later
South African Breweries (SAB), the sponsors of the South African football team (Bafana
Bafana), have again ambiguously blended these elements in the jingle "One Nation One
Goal."(1997) The building of a nation however requires a sense of nationhood. Colin
Richards in his essay "About Face - Aspects of Art History and Identity in South African
Visual Culture" maintains that "Ploughing the waves of sea is probably easier than finding
common ground in conflicting nationalisms in South Africa" (1991: 104).
Richards quotes Albie Sachs on the subject as saying "we know what we struggle against
......But we don't know who we ourselves are. What does it mean to be a South African?"
(op. cit. 103) Sachs believes that culture and identity interweave, "Culture is a very deep
thing. It's about who we are. It's what we mean when we say we are South Africans"
(ibid.). Richards comments on nation building and observes that: "Notions of nation-
building permeate cultural rhetoric across time and the political spectrum: from Mangaliso
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(Robert) Sobukwe's pan africanism to the African National Congress (ANC) humanistic
cultural pluralism, from F.W. de Klerk's "new" South Africa to Treurnicht's "old" South
Africa" (ibid.).
Hence nationhood and cultural identities are also often framed within prevailing political and
cultural ideologies. A specific ideology is discernable in a significant number of
advertisements of the period that promoted a sense of nation building. While symbols of
the "old" South Africa such as the flag and sporting emblems such as the Springbok were
being reviewed, so elements of culture from South Africa's former marginalised cultures
were used to create a sense of a new identity. At this juncture it is significant to note that
when the general public were invited by the multi-party Negotiating Council (c. 1993) to
make submissions for the design for the "new" flag there was an apparent consensus about
the need to create an alternative that was distinctly "African." Numerous submissions
included the colours black, green and gold that were not only the party colours of the
African National Congress (ANC) but also in part those of the opposition Inkatha Freedom
Party (IFP). Commentators at the time agreed that theses were colours that were
"traditionally" African.
What constitutes "traditionally" African however presents a problem. According to Pieterse
during the nineteenth century in popular novels, songs and images, the "Zulu" was
frequently used to represent Africa or black people to British and other audiences. He
explains that the British admired the Zulus as a "martial race" (1992: 104). However, in a
society in which ethnicity had been used by the Apartheid State to "divide and rule" the
majority, such stereotypical images were not acceptable. This was particularly so in a violent
political environment in which the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) projected itself as a
"traditional" Zulu cultural and political movement. According to Buntman, consequently
the notion of Zulu ethnicity on a symbolic level was more likely to inspire emotion and
strong opinion rather than to be an easily manipulated signifier available for the advertising
agency's uses as it had in the past (1995: 16). Buntman maintains that much of the above
explains why BushmanlSan images were so attractive to advertisers in the late 1980's and
early 1990's because "to the average viewer and consumer, BushmenlSan are largely









should be borne in mind that, during the early 1990's, one ofthe controversial slogans of the
Pan African Congress (pAC), was "One settler One Bullet" so it is significant that she goes
on to say that:
"Bushmen evoke a Van der Postian, utopian and idyllic past, untouched by
apartheid, development and industrialization. In the world represented by
these advertisements South Africa can move from the Edenic world of the
Bushman, where blackness, Africa, the environment and indigenous people
are unthreatened; to a part-Western, part-African, post-apartheid
multicultural society where all members of the population share common
roots." (ibid.)
Both Buntman and Tomaselli maintain that the myth of the bushmen allowed consumers to
embrace the idea ofbeing part ofblack Africa and multi-racial South Africa without making
the audience and consumer identify with other socio-political groups. Thus Buntman
maintains that the "Bushman thus became available for nation (or company) building"
(ibid.). An example of this is the logo for the South African Olympic bid in 1995 (figure
5.10). The superimposition convention used by the San to depict a number of hunters
running together was copied by designers at Ogilvy & Mather from Patricia Vinnecombe's
Site B4 in the southern Drakensburg (Vinnecombe 1976: vii) (figure 5.11 a). In the logo
design the figures have been reversed to create a sense of forward movement and the
monochromatic figures have been rendered in the colours of the rainbow. Io The San rock
art theme has provided official sponsors of the team, such as Vodacom, with a number of
related ideas to create an number of mainstream advertisements to promote their own
products (figure 5.11 b).
It is significant to note that when the new logo was unveiled on the 17th November 1993 the
National Olympic Committee of South Africa chairman, Sam Ramsamy stressed that the
logo had nothing to do with the then "current national symbols furore nor did it compete
for the protea" (Daily News, November 18, 1993: 5). It is equally revealing that the
unveiling took place forty metres below the ground in a subterranean launch at the Wonder
Cave near Kromdraai north ofJohannesburg to the tune of the theme of Steven Spielberg's










indigenous culture with images and meanings created by Hollywood films continues to
influence the quest for a South African identity.
When the emphasis of South Afiica's OlYmpic bid shifted to be promoted as an African bid
during 1995, the logo was changed to a map of Africa in which the "rainbow" was
transformed into the striations ofa zebra pelt. In the process a well used signifier of Africa,
the zebra skin, became the a symbol of the rainbow nation and Africa as a whole (figure
5.12 a). This logo was in fact based on one developed by laan Bekker at Lindsay-Smithers-
FCB for the Johannesburg City Council's un-successful civil bid in 1993 (figure 5.12 b).
According to Bekker the image of the continent and the colours were chosen to reflect
"all associations that I considered good ones as opposed to the idea of
darkest Africa - which I think is a completely colonial and imperial
throwback to previous centuries. I tried to depoliticise the whole approach
and to concentrate on a purely physical reference to the continent."
(1994:7)11
Buntman's text draws attention to the fact that most ofthese images and advertisements are
directed at what she describes as "the white elite" (1995: 12). Notwithstanding everything
that Buntman has said about the dangers of advertisers using "ethnic" imagery it is
significant to note that the mural painting and beadwork of a minority group, the Ndebele,
also came to be widely used in South African advertising during this period (figure 5.13).
Commenting upon the popularity of the "Ndebele style," Ivor Powell makes the point that
"one is far more likely to see Ndebele designs in the suburbs oftraditionally white cities than
in the traditionally black townships" (1995: 138).
Schneider has pointed out that Ndebele mural painting developed as a part of the South
African Tourist Bureau's promotion of a "tourist village" at KwaMsiza during the 1950's
(Nettleton and Hammond-Tooke ed. 1989: 103-122). Beadwork, unlike wall paintings can
be transported by the tourist and this undoubtably facilitated the purchase and popularity
ofjocolos, mepotos etc. Inspired by the commercial possibilities ofbeadwork, Operation
Hunger encouraged Ndebele women to produce saleable items during the 1980's. In this
process older pieces were destroyed to make less tightly threaded contemporary pieces.
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Because of the subsequent demand these pieces show little detail other than a simple V-
shape.
Stylistically these contemporary pieces tend to be more colourful than the traditional pieces
in order to attract the attention of a purchaser and the predominant colours used are often
those that the "new" flag designers recognised as being "traditionally African." i. e. green,
gold and black (figure 5.14). Hence according to Powell "the production of beadwork
largely shifted away from its traditional forms towards the making of trinkets with a
sufficiently "Mrican" look to catch the eye of the casual tourist's eye" (1995: 126). Thus
the V-shape and "traditional" colours used by producers within the folk art (craft) niche to
attract the attention of a consumer, influenced advertising designers within the design art
niche to use it to not only attract attention but to acquire a sense of an African identity.
In this way the "ethnic" has become a commodity largely devoid of its original meaning that
has been used by others for either political or commercial purposes. In fact what has been
created is not "Mrican" but rather a melange that has resulted in a "pan African" identity.
Hence ''Ndebele-like'' paintings are used to "decorate" litter bins in Durban in the heart of
KwaZulu Natal. A global product with a strong American identity, Coca-Cola attempted
to create a local identity by using a visual and verbal pun with their "Afri-can" using similar
motifs (c. 1996) (figure 5.15). This type ofadornment has not only been limited to products
and their promotion but has been placed on buildings. Significantly in an attempt at
Afiicanisation the Neo-Classical buildings of the South African National Gallery (SANG)
in Cape Town have been painted by Ndebele women. The logo for the SANG is a clear
indication of how this in turn provides a series of post-colonialist, post-modernist
opportunities for the graphic designer to merge Neo-Classical architectural form with an
African identity (figure 5.16).12
It is significant that in 1997 in an article titled "Struggling to relate to Africa" in the Mail
and Guardian (June 6 to 12 1997) Nkwenkwe Nkomo 1997 as a judge of the 1997 Loerie
Awards is quoted by McCloy as describing advertisements which feature appropriated
Ndebele design or a Basotho blanket as "bongo-bongo ads." He goes on to say that "most





although the standard of entries at "this years Loerie Awards was higher than in previous
years" the view of many of the judges was that the "the advertising industry is still
struggling to relate meaningfully to a multi-cultural society" (ibid.).
Technique and medium as signifier of identity
Another signifier of an African identity that has been used widely is the medium of relief
printing. Although certain materials and techniques may not be specific to a region it is how
they are used within a culture that creates the sense ofidentity (Athavanker 1997: 2). Hence
reliefprinting may be a global medium but the lino prints of John Muafangejo (1943-1987)
and Azaria Mbatha (b.1941) are culturally different to those of Picasso (figures 5.17).
Carving in Africa is a well established tradition and Steven Sack notes that in South Africa,
as early as the 1920's, Tivenyanga Qwabe (b. c.1900) helped establish relief carving in burnt
wood as a popular style (1988: 22). It was to this heritage that established white artists such
as Cecil Skotnes (b. 1926) were to look to express an African identity during the 1960's
(Berman 1970: 18-19).
Trained at Rorke's Drift, both Muafangejo and Azaria Mbatha's work was born of
economic necessity when one of the founders of the art centre at Rorke' s Drift, Una
Gowenius insisted that 'usefulness' should inform all activities at the mission (ibid.) Hence
according to Koloane the Rorke's Drift Centre was the first institution to give expression
to the linoprint technique and this was particularly important because:
"the linoprint technique is one of the most accessible mediums available for
artists living in the crowded social conditions of the townships. The
technique does not require elaborate space facilities and sophisticated
equipment. One ofits primary virtues is that it can be executed in any place
and at any time. It is this portable quality which enables the township artist
to perserve (sic) in his creative experience." (Koloane 1985: 76)
Unlike Skotnes's oeuvre Muafangejo and Mbatha's work is intended to be largely didactic.
According to Orde Levinson, unlike the Cubist work ofPicasso, the typographic elements
in their work may be expressive but it is also meant to be read and universally understood
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work retained its culturally specific identity. The same could said of the Namibian
Muafangejo whose bold black and white images were used by the exiled African National
Congress as backdrops for the "Release Nelson Mandela" concerts held at Wembley
Stadium in London in 1988 and 1990. The fact that Muafangejo's work is largely concerned
with the specific traditional culture ofhis Owambo community, the Kwanyama, is incidental
in that the requirement ofthe designers of the concert backdrop was for an African identity
which was encapsulated in both the form and content of the work.
Significantly, in mainstream South African advertising at the time, a less radical set of
images using the same technique were designed by Ogilvy & Mather, Rightford, Searle-
Tripp and Makin for the Chamber of Mines. In a set corporate advertisements that was
published in the press during October and November 1989, graphic designer Riccardo
Cappeci was commissioned to prepare over two thousand wood-cuts for a short animated
television advertisement (figures 5.18 a & b). In order to achieve the large number ofprints
required he produced a set of drawings which he then cut onto wood blocks with the
assistance of requisite "black"students at the M.L. Sultan Technikon. 13 Significantly both
workers and managers were rendered in what was perceived to be an "African" technique
to create what appeared, at the time, to be an attempt at a new South African identity. A
closer analysis of the images with their bold distortions and perspective emphasising the
hands and machines of workers (and managers) is, however, reminiscent of the socialist
spirit of the Mexican revolution in murals ofDiego Rivera (1886-1957) and significantly,
the posters and murals that Ben Shahn (1898-1969) produced for the Federal Arts project
which has been described as representing a "capitalist-democratic realism" that portrayed
the "proletarian-citizen set to work by Roosevelt's New Deal" (Wood et al. 1993: 24)
(figure 5.19).
It could be argued, therefore that what creates a new identity for the Chamber ofMines is
a subtle reference to socialist-inspired murals emphasised by the expressive use of the
"traditional"medium. This view is confirmed by the copy which has an ambiguous headline
"Mining. The Foundation Of Our Nation" which, with hindsight can be recognised as an
early example ofcorporate advertising promoting their own image and the notion of nation




recorded music, and entertainment (figures 5.20 a & b).
The quest for identity since 1994
Research for this dissertation began in 1994 the year of South Africa's first democratic
elections. Inevitably events during the period 1994-1998 have helped shape the focus and
content ofthis text; hence subtle shifts within society's attitudes towards what is considered
to be art has been of interest, as has the transformation in the audience for both art and
advertising. During this period unemploYment, homelessness, illiteracy and crime levels have
remained high, if not grown, in both rural and urban environments. A minority of black
South Africans have benefited from post-election reforms and, partly due to this, a new
middle class has emerged which has given rise to new markets. This has fuelled the current
growth in "adspend" documented in Chapter One and is also reflected in the number of new
agencies that have opened since 1994 most notably the agencies with a specific "black"
identity such as Herdbouys.
Herdbouys was established by Peter Vundla in 1987 when he and four other Ogilvy &
Mather employees broke away to form South Africa's first "black" advertising agency.14
However the lack of education opportunities for black designers has meant that the vast
majority of graphic and advertising designers in South Africa are still white although
affirmative action and the awarding ofimportant contracts on the basis of an integrated staff
has forced many changes. One important contract awarded to Herdbouys was for a new
identity for South African Airways (SAA). The controversy that surrounded this award
raged at the bi-annual "Design Indaba" held in Cape Town during February 1997. Clearly
at issue was not just the awarding of the contract on the basis of affirmative action but the
issues surrounding the creation of a national and corporate identity for an airline that has
to compete globally primarily as an African airline. The brief as described by Vundla was
to position SAA as an "African airline but with an identity that inspires international
confidence" (Vundla 1997). 15
Public participation in the design was invited through the national press during 1995.
Unbeknown to the South African public, however, an international design consultancy in
New York, Landor Associates Designers & Consultants Ltd. were contracted by Herbouys
figure 5.20b
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to "advise" the South African team of designers. The advertising design industry in South
Africa was particularly angry at the "importation" of outside consultants. 16 Although the
new corporate identity for SAA was not revealed at the Indaba, the design solution unveiled
later in the year conventionally plays on the notion of the flag as the SYmbol of national
identity (figure 5.22). In the process the new South African Airways livery is curiously
similar to the "old" British Airways design and Garuda Indonesian (figure 5.23), both of
which the international consultants, Landor & Associates designed (Steiner and Haas 1995:
188).
As already mentioned, by comparison, British Airways had launched itself as a "global"
airline in 1997. This has as much to do with global marketing trends as it does with the
global merging of financial interests and infrastructure to compete with national carriers
throughout the world. BA has used 50 images representing different cultures from around
the world to decorate 308 aircraft to "celebrate and unite the global village that BA serves."
(www.british-airways.com) Significantly, South African culture is represented by three
women from previously marginalised groups. Cg'oise Ntcox, of the Ncoakoe group/clan
ofthe San is one (figure 5.24). "This design depicts seven jackals resting under trees and
draws on the San's prehistoric memories and mythology. Cg'oise is one of a group of a
dozen or so artists who work at the Kuru Development Trust, an organisation of self
development ofthe region's San people. At the Trust they have been introduced to various
techniques to keep alive their artistic tradition" (Fair Lady, August, 1997: 17).17 The other
tail (figures 5.25 a & b) is designed by two artists, Emmly and Martha Masanabo (no dates
given) who are described on the British Airways website as representing the Ndebele people
of Southern Africa: "highly respected artists in their village of Wolwekraal, in the
Mpumalanga district, and their work is notable for its imaginative design and colour. They
have produced one decorated panel each, using beadwork and mural-style painting in
primary colours and dynamic patterns" (www.british-airways.com).
The controversy surrounding aspects of the development of a new corporate identity for
SAA provides a hint of the problems that confront South African designers in the struggle
to establish a new identity during the post-apartheid era when politically there was a desire





Government of National Unity (Richards 1991: 104). The notion of "commonality"
continues to inform attempts by advertising agencies in post-apartheid South Africa to find
a series ofcommon cultural and other denominators that are appropriate to use to address
the "new" South African market. This has been the case since 1990 when, as quoted in the
previous chapter, Green and Lascaris maintained that a new set of marketing criteria was
required that "put the emphasis upon the things that joined us rather than the things that
kept us apart" (1990: 35).
Difficult as it is to comment upon contemporary trends, perhaps cognisance should be taken
of Said's view that "when European culture finally began to take account of imperial
'delusions and discoveries' - in Benita Parry's fine phrase for the Anglo-Indian cultural
encounter - it did so not oppositionally but ironically, and with a desperate attempt at a new
inclusiveness" (1994: 228). It could be argued that perhaps the same (desperate) attempt
at a new inclusiveness is what has informed both art and advertising's transition in South
Africa over the past decade.
However, this transformation has been complicated by the fact that previous colonial
governments and the Apartheid regime often used culture as a tool to divide rather than
unite. As Colin Richards said in 1991 "within our borders the material and SYmbolic
conditions for open exchange between black and white are effectively absent. We still know
little about each other beyond the narrow roles history has cast for us" (1991: 104). The
lack of "material and symbolic conditions" for open exchange between South Africans is
still prevalent in 1998. This presents advertising designers with the challenge of selecting
which images can be used to create a "new" sense ofidentity that will adequately reflect the
transformations in politics, society and culture that have taken place since the first
democratic elections of 1994. The period prior to the second set of elections in 1999 can
be characterised, politically as one in which a growing trend towards an Africanist ethos is
evident in many aspects of life (Mbeki 1996). 18
Predicably this sense of identity is reflected in advertisements addressed to the majority of
the market. To this end Ogilvy & Mather, Rightford Searle-Tripp and Makin use "super
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In this campaign Africa is positioned in the global context. Hence the headline "My life has
been a two million mile trip home" or the variation used on billboards: "Born
London Birth Africa." In this advertisement the sophisticated, internationally recognised
model leans against a traditional African drum on the right hand side of the double page
spread. On the left hand page the bark of a tree is used ambiguously to create a sense of
natural fabric that echos the garment she wears. Golden browns and the hint of ethnic
pattern on the drum signify Africa. In this manner both the model and the notion of Africa
become objects of desire. The fashion photography and advertising layout echoes
promotional images fr.om Hollywood films of novels such as King Solomon's Mines or as
already mentioned, Sol Kerzner's Lost City which according to Hall represents "Rider
Haggard's city ofSheba, or Wilber Smith's Opet (sic.)"(Hall1993: 38-39). Hence the regal
pose of the "star" Campbell recalls images of the Queen of Sheba as informed by the
Hollywood notion ofAfrica. In these terms Hall's critique of the Lost City is instructive.
"(But) there is a dark side, a shadow to the benign magic of zebra chairs,
designer toilet paper and leopard skin duvets. For the Africa of the Lost City
is not the Africa of history - ofWest Africa's kingdoms, Mapungubwe, the
Shona city of Great Zimbabwe, the Swahili emporia of the East Coast,
Nubia's empires. It is rather the Africa ofEurope's colonial imagination -
the dark, unchanging continent with no history of its own, a massive blank
in the history ofcivilization that can only be filled by imagined invaders from
the outside. (1993: 40)
In this advertisement one is able to observe how the shallow space of the fashion layout
creates a void into which the advertiser can "invade" and create mythical messages. It is
instructive to note that Ogilvy & Mather were presented with a Loerie Award in 1995 for
a previous advertisement for "Sales House : Men of Africa" which featured the voice of
local actor Henry Cele who had acted as Shaka in William C. Faure's 1989 film Sham Zulu
(figure 5.27). In the television advertisement Cele's voice-over echoes the deep voice of his
character in the film. Thus aurally the persona of Shaka was infused into the advertisement.
The subsequent print advertisements featured the signifiers that Hall refers to, animals and
animal skins which are used to contrast with the sophisticated western clothing that the




Whyte and Thorpe point out "as a symbol the ethnic image is both powerful and multivocal"
(1989: 124). They maintain that the ethnic links black people in a tangible fashion with
cultural traditions which are no longer negatively perceived as they were during the colonial
period, but are becoming the focus ofboth a local and a pan-African consciousness centred
on change and liberation" (ibid.).
Garth Walker of Orange Juice Design which is affiliated to Ogilvy & Mather, the agency
that made both Sales House advertisements had the opportunity to screen "Men of Africa"
for a German audience of academics, students and designers at an advertising design
conference at Potsdam during June 1998. According to Walker "they were shocked at the
Fascism in the ad!" (personal interview with Walker, 1998). It is instructive to consider the
views of an independent group of observers (especially with a formerly East German
perspective) with respect to how the implicit chauvinism in such prize winning advertising
is an indication ofhow various political ideologies still pervade a great deal of South African
advertising. However given the Imperialist inspired advertising and promotions mentioned
at the beginning ofthis chapter when, during the Boer War in 1901, reproductions of "The
Relief of Ladysmith" by lH. Bacon (no dates given) were offered "free to purchases of
Bovril in Bottles" (figure 5.6 a), such an approach to advertising is not unusual in South
Africa even a hundred years later.
Hence just as San culture was "emptied" ofits original value and meaning for consumption
by a predominantly white South African audience at the beginning of the decade so, at the
end ofthe first four years ofa democratic dispensation in South Africa, a specific notion of
African culture can be observed to be subject to a similar process of "myth-making." As
a result a sense of a common South African identity remains as elusive as ever.
Notes
1. The rapid growth in the newspaper industry throughout South Africa is borne out by the
number ofpublications that followed each other in rapid succession. The Natal Witness was
published in 1846 and the following year the Eastern Province Herald appeared in Port
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Elizabeth. The Kerkebode, the official mouthpiece of the Dutch Reformed Church was
published in 1849. The Friend was published in Bloemfontein in 1850, in 1852 the Natal
Mercury in Durban. The Cape Town based The Cape Argus and the Johannesburg Star
followed in 1857 (Bryce 1990: 9).
2. This company was to become African Amalgamated Advertising Contractors (Mamel)
which after a number ofmergers was to be an important component of South Africa's sixth
largest advertising agency, McCann Erickson with gross billings of R231 million during
1996 (Adfocus 1996: 26).
3. Barenblatt and Sinc1air point out that the advertising industry did however establish the
Association of Advertising Agents (AAA) during the 1930's. The AAA grew out of the
advertising agents committee that was convened by the head of Cape Advertising
Contractors, Stanley Ashmead-Bartlett c.1930 in Cape Town. These early meetings were
attended by the head of each agency and were intended to sort out problems between
agencies, act on behalf of the industry in matters of mutual interest and to promote
professionalism. Committees were formed in all the main centres and when Bartlett moved
to Johannesburg he transformed the local committee into the national executive of the
AAA. The need for greater professionalism and to establish the position of agencies as
principals of law, prompted the 1959/60 chairman, David Hart of Grant Advertising to
establish the Association ofAccredited Practitioners in Advertising (AAPA) (Barenblatt and
Sinclair 1989: 20). The AAPA which has since reverted to its original acronym~
proposed that a joint body that represented the AAA and the media should be established
to accredit agencies and on 1st January 1983 the Joint Accreditation Committee (JAC) took
over the task ofrecognition. However since 1987, rulings by the Competitions Board have
made this system ofaccreditation redundant and a free trade situation applies (op. cit. 23).
4. According to Bryce by 1912 as the newspaper groups had grown in status and size and
consequently the proprietors had taken control of the NPU (Bryce 1990: 10). In 1912 the
NPU resolved to make all the newspapers register their tariffs and to regulate the
commissions payable to agents. It was agreed that a 15 percent commission and discount
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was the maximum that was to be allowed. In reality this was not always strictly adhered to
and by the 1980's the system was amended to enable a more flexible combination of fees
and commission (ibid.).
5. This figure grew to thirty-one in 1965, three of whom were linked internationally. By
1988 the number of internationally linked agencies had risen to fifteen. In 1996 there are
were so many agencies and specialist studios that Marketing Mix chose only to list the "Top
Thirty" twenty seven ofwhom were internationally linked (Adfocus, 1997).
6. Fine Art courses had been established over fifty years earlier. The Cape Town School of
Art was established in 1880 with another in Port Elizabeth the following year. The Durban
Art School was established in 1884 as an extension of drawing classes that had been
established for railway draughtsmen. Graphic Design as a specific discipline was only
established during the mid-1960's (personal interview with Andrews 1997).
7. Schudson points out that Socialist Realism was defined at the First Soviet Writers'
Congress in 1934 and called upon the artist to present a "correct historically concrete
representation ofreality in its revolutionary development." According to Schudson, art was
obliged to do so in a form that will educate "the working masses in the spirit of socialism"
(1984: 214-215).
8. Nation Building had been proposed in the late 1980's by the editor of the Sowefan,
Aggrey Klaaste as a non-governmental, selfhelp exercise (Green and Lascaris 1990: 187).
9. In 1992 the Director of the Centre for Cultural and Media Studies at the University of
Natal, Keyan Tomaselli made similar points in a paper The Post-Apartheid era: The San
As Bridge Between Past and Present which he presented at the "Eyes Across the Water-
Visual Sociology and Anthropology Conference in Amsterdam (1992). Subsequently he
edited an edition of Critical Arts, "Recuperating the San" which focussed upon how the
"new" South Africa has recuperated a different, affirmative image of the San in comparison
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to the negative, prejudiced representation of "bushmen" previously popularised by pro-
apartheid media" (1995: i). Buntman has also subsequently revised and expanded her 1994
text as Selling with the San: Representations ofBushman People and Artefacts in South
African Print Advertisements published in Visual Anthropology (1996: 33-34).
10.The term "Rainbow Nation" suggesting unity in diversity was coined during the struggle
by Desmond Tutu after protesters had been sprayed by the police with purple dye. During
the transitional period the term came to be used by Archbishop Tutu to symbolize unity in
the "new" nation. By the time ofthe OlYmpic bid the term had gained broad currency within
South Africa.
11. A full interview with Bekker and a comprehensive display of the application of the
Johannesburg bid identity is featured in the April 1994 edition of Image and Text.
12. It is interesting to note that when Durban architect, Roy Farren was commissioned to
design a new electrical sub-station for the Berea, the newly elected City Council questioned
the cost of his design and asked why he had not used "beadwork" (sic) to embellish the
structure (personal interview with Farren, 1997).
13. Unfortunately Cappeci works and resides in New York so was unavailable for comment
however, a colleague, Dennis Bronner supervised the print sessions and provided valuable
facts and insights.
14. Many "black" M L Sultan Technikon graduates were employed by Herdbouys and
before their acquisition by the international advertising agency Bates Wells in 1998, of the
56 employees over a half of the staff were non-white (personal interview with Vijay
Archary, 1997).
15. SAA had already used the art and the material culture of the region to promote the
company during 1991 when a series of press advertisements and calenders developed by
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Lindsay Smithers declared that It Took an African Airline To Elevate Flying to a Fine Art.
This advertisement represents an example of what Tomaselli (1995) had described as
"recuperating the San" in order to create a new identity at the beginning of the decade.
Buntman discusses this campaign in the same vein in her essay Selling with the San (1995
& 1996).
16. A number ofissues surrounding the SAA project were raised by various members of the
design industry during the plenary sessions of the 2nd International Design Indaba held at
the BMW Pavilion, The Waterfront, Cape Town during 27-28 February 1997.
17. An interesting insight to this "use" of art is to be gained in a Mail & Guardian article
that maintains that Cg'ose Ntcox was unhappy about only receiving seven cows for her
work. The article alleges that the Kuru Development Trust "pocketed half of the BA fee
(£1 900)" and David Hillman, a partner at the London design group Pentagram was quoted,
in the same article, as saying that "it is not unusual for unknown illustrators to be ripped
off' (Mail & Guardian July 17 to 23 1998).
18. This speech was delivered at a ceremony marking the acceptance of the new
Constitution in 1996. The term "Africanism" is sometimes used with its sister phrase
"Afiican Renaissance" which Mbeki also championed in the same speech (Siluma 1997 in
Sunday Independent October 1997 : 8).
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Chapter 6: Business and Art in South Africa
"With us, art can go so much further." Standard Bank
advertisement (Hunt Lascaris/SBSA 1996).
Although by strict definition sponsorship does not constitute direct advertising, it plays a
very important role in the overall marketing strategy of many South African companies. 1
The association ofgoods and services with sponsorship ofthe arts not only creates goodwill
but can be exploited in advertising. The advertising that surrounds Standard Bank's
sponsorship of the annual Standard Bank National Arts Festival, which was established in
Grahamstown by the 1820 Settlers National Monument committee during the 1970's,
reflects a particular identity that is addressed to a niche market that supports events such
as the Grahamstown Festival. (figure 6. 1) The Standard Bank not only supports this event
but also sponsors the Standard Bank National Drawing Competition and in addition the
Standard Bank Investment Corporation has expanded and ensured the growth of the
University of the Witwatersrand' s African Art Collection which is housed in the Gertrude
Posel Gallery (Berman 1994: 462). Another important commitment to the arts was the
establishment of the Standard Bank Gallery in Johannesburg (figure 6.2).
McAllister maintains that many companies are attracted to "high culture' sponsorship
because "a large benefit that corporations receive from sponsorship is the link between the
corporation and the corporation's product and a noble referent system" (1996: 197).
Sponsorship creates a tie between sponsor and sponsored, especially in cases such as the
National Arts Festival, to minutely pervasive levels (op. cit.198). Hence the Standard Bank
is not only perceived to be the sponsor of a "noble" event but the association with "high"
culture is particularly valuable in that it establishes an image for the bank that can be
exploited pervasively in its mainstream advertising. As mentioned in Chapter Four Pears
Soap provided a prototype of this form of promotion with the "Bubbles" trade cards
distributed to collectors for their scrapbooks. Close on a hundred years later the Standard
Bank exploits similar positive associations with the arts in an advertisement for "Achiever
Plan" (1993) (figure 6.3).
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In this advertisement the "artistic reward" of the artist, in this instance a musician, is
associated with the rewards ofinvesting with the Standard Bank account. The image of the
violinist is bathed in a golden light in the manner of an "old master." The product is thus
subliminally linked with fine things and the achievement of pleasure. The copy reinforces
this message "C major by 3. Tchaikovsky by 8. Soloist by 16. But I've only just become an
achiever." The implication is that Standard Bank's product is part of the hierarchical
progression in artistic and performance terms that values one form (of art) above another.
Up until the mid-nineteenth century architecture, painting and sculpture were the three
principal visual arts of Europe and they flourished because they received substantial
patronage from the most powerful and wealthy individuals, groups and institutions within
European society (Walker 1983: 9). However, by the end of the millennium the situation is
very different. Culture is no longer dominated by the fine arts but by the mass media.
Similarly, the powerful institutions and individuals who previously acted as patrons of the
arts have also shifted to some extent. They are no longer the church, monarchy, aristocracy,
national or local government or organised guilds and it could be argued that a significant
shift in the nature of patronage of the arts occurred during the first half of this century.
Within the new paradigm, Andy Warhol' s self promotion can be seen as a consequence of
the desire, if not the need, for artists, especially the avant-garde, to promote themselves
more effectively to the point where Tomkins describes the art of Warhol as "the art of
publicity" (1982: 216). It is instructive to note however that Picasso was probably the first
avant-garde artist during the twentieth century to use modem marketing techniques to
promote himself and his work. It is equally important to note in the self promotion of the
artist invariably other important interests such as gallery owners, publishing houses and even
royalty are also involved. A case in point is when the Royal family of Monaco, the
Grimaldis, offered the Grimaldi fortress in Antibes to Picasso as a studio after WW2. The
fortress had been a halfhearted regional museum before the war and the curator offered it
to Picasso in the hope "he might leave something behind" (Bernier 1991: 126). Picasso
exploited the opportunity to allow Carpa to photograph him in his new studio with the
Michelangelo sculptures in the Grimaldi collection (figure 6.4). Commercial use of the




respect to the Standard Bank's "Achiever Plan" above, however Carpa's photograph of
Picasso can be interpreted as a particularly subtle variation on the theme. Significantly, this
and other photographs of Picasso relaxing on the beach with family and friends were
distributed widely in the mass media at the time. In this particular photograph it can be
observed how Picasso's large drawings in the background are equated with the grand scale
ofthe "DYing Slave" ofMichelangelo in the foreground. Indeed it could be argued that the
relaxed Picasso with open shirt leaning against the Michelangelo subliminally equates
Picasso the "modem master" with the work of a recognised master of the Italian
Renaissance. 2
Warhol used a more complex set of techniques when he surrounded himself with the rich
and famous at his "factory" during the 1960's. These images were published in book,
magazine and movie forms. Hence the celebrities that came to bask in the glory of the artist
became the subject ofhis paintings and movies and in turn enhanced the celebrity of Warhol
and his work. In doing so, he not only contributed to the commodification of art and its
producer but, paved the way for him to epitomise both the artist and the "product" as a
commodity. (figure 6.5y
Fine Art as Popular Art
While an important aspect of this dissertation is the notion of "high" or Fine Art having
functioned as a commodity for over one hundred and fifty years, yet still retaining a certain
aura or value it must be recognised that it was artists such as Warhol and the advent ofPop
art during the 1960's that brought about a blurring of the distinction. In fact, Pop Art as the
name indicates was a popular movement that heightened the perception of arts as
commodity (Mamiya 1992: 133). Mamiya contends that artists in the Pop movement
"appropriated the mentality that was fundamental to mass production and utilized the
strategies that had bought about corporate dominance. In this manner, Pop art did more
than reflect consumer culture - it brought about a realignment of the cultural community so
that it was more consistent with corporate models, and in so doing, it contributed to a
validation of that very system"(op. cit.15).
It is common to find specialist Fine Art magazines such as Ventilator or Art News publishing
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interviews with artists with the intention of promoting their ideas and work. These articles
are often accompanied by advertisements from galleries that promote the artists that they
"represent" in ways that are not dissimilar to consumer advertising (figure 6.6). A recent
development is the establishment of web-sites such as www.culturbox. which features the
art and views of South African artists such as William Kentridge (b.1955) for promotional
purposes. (www.kulturbox.viewsde/univers/doc/kentr/s-kentr.htm)
Hobsbawn maintains that it is ironic that avant-garde art lends itself so readily to be used
in mass culture; specifically advertising (1994: 181). The accumulative effect has been that
art has become "popular" and "fashionable" over the past forty years. In addition Hewison
is ofthe opinion that during the late 1950's there was a clear need to find a way out of the
cultural stalemate that matched the ideological and military stalemate of the Cold War:
"Both capitalism and communism seemed to have produced authoritarian,
hierarchical, bureaucratic and intellectually alienating systems, with mass
destruction the bleak concomitant of mass production. The old cultural
models seemed worn out, and ways were sought to subvert the established
categories that enforced conformity. (1986: 45)
Some have argued that with the advent of the Pop movement the era of the avant-garde
artist, isolated from society, had ended. According to Hewison, with the Pop movement the
avant-garde became affirmative and "affirmation propounded by the avant-garde is rare."
(op. cit. 4) Significantly less conservative domains such as rock and roll music and its
promotional products became a vehicle for the promotion ofFine Art as a Popular Art form
when well established Fine Artists such as Peter Blake designed the cover ofSgt. Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967) for the Beatles, while Richard Hamilton created the
"individually numbered" White Album cover and collage insert for them in 1968 in order to
extend the notion ofthe "limited" edition into the Popular Art (music) context. Further, the
act of designing a minimalist white square as an album cover was an audacious act,
especially so in an industry that required images of the performer on the cover in order for
the consumer to recognise the product. I would contend that during the 1960's the
involvement of fine artists in popular music promotion is a significant example of art's
engagement in the marketing process.
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The involvement ofartists in design for popular music has continued unabated over the past
thirty years, but in South Africa, until recently, very little money was invested by the South
African music industry in promoting South African artists. However, as with business
support for the fine arts, the lack of support for South African musicians has recently shown
encouraging signs ofbeing reversed. A relevant case in point is Mango Groove's video for
their song Another Country (1995) in which the animated drawings ofWilliam Kentridge
are used. As a group of performers, Mango Groove have come to represent a cultural
crossover of African and euro-centric musical forms. Curiously Another Country is
performed as a celebration of the "new" country animated by Kentridge's brooding
images. Stephen 's Ink (1994) which is the focus ofthe video shows a street in Johannesburg
streaming with protesters and this work relates to the period c.1990-1991 when mass
processions were legalised. (figure 6.7)
Subsequent images ofviolence that accompanied the IFP march on the ANC headquarters
at Shell House in Johannesburg in 1994 had caused a degree ofunease amongst many South
Africans (Spiro in Greers 1997: 37). However in the video the empty billboard on the side
ofthe building, located just off centre is used as a screen to project the filmed image of the
lead singer, Claire Johnston singing lyrics of re-assurance in the "new" nation. In doing so
this example of a Popular Art form captures the paradox implicit in much ofKentridge's
Fine Art work in a way that remains essentially faithful to his original intention. In his own
words Kentridge has maintained that he is interested in:
"the way in which history disappears, how disremembering happens,
particularly the South African landscape around Johannesburg which is
nondescript, which owes all its features to events and to people on them
(sic) rather a landscape that is given shape by mountains rivers and gorges.
It is an entirely social landscape." (Kentridge 1994)
In this video one observes how art that might be seen as relatively inaccessible to most
South Mricans is used within the mass cultural context. Subsequently a drawing from
Stephen 's Ink has been purchased by Gencor for the Gencor Collection hence one can also
see how the change of context does not necessarily detract from the original value of the
artwork. The status of the original remains intact, it is as if the original image has been
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"borrowed" for commercial purposes.
Business and art
The examples ofPicasso, Warhol and Kentridge are but few examples in which different
interests become involved in promotion of fine artists as popular or design artists. Indeed
the second half of this century, especially in the United States and Western Europe has
witnessed the development of art as a "big business" and it could be argued that post-
apartheid South Africa is experiencing the birth pangs of a similar trend. The growing
tendency ofbusiness in South Africa to become involved in the promotion of art is but one
aspect of this international development. After WW2 the United States experienced a
significant growth in its economy, driven largely by consumer spending. By the late 1950's
there was a significant growth in the number of Corporations in America. This dynamic
growth promoted the need for the expansion of foreign markets. For South Africa this
expansion occurred at a time when the colonial power, Britain, was adjusting to the post
war reality that saw her demise as a world and colonial power. In part this explains why,
during the late 1950's, American influence in South Africa became stronger. Geographically
and climatically South Africa is similar to the US and this began to influence the nature of
the architecture and the consumer products that were imported as well as the way of life as
a whole. According to Green and Lascaris the merging of South African and American
culture is best illustrated by the General Motors advertisement of the 1970's already
mentioned in the previous chapter: "Braaivleis, rugby, sunny skies and Chevrolet" (1988:
38).
However, it should be recognised that the"Americanisation" of South African culture was
not unique. It was part ofan international trend that was spearheaded by the availability and
popularity ofAmerican music and the influence ofHollywood movies. Inevitably, American
marketing and advertising models and methods were to be influential in South Africa as
well. According to Osborne, the growth of the large corporation and the popularisation of
art described above occurred at the time of a significant change in the relationship between
business and the arts in the United States (1966: 13). In 1966, August Heckscher, President
Kennedy's National Advisor on the Arts, described the attitude ofbusiness towards the arts
as traditionally hostile to cultural interests. He described business as being the source of
. ,.
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much ugliness (from smoking factories to glaring billboards) which mark the public scene.
However he noted a new phase in the relationship and he attributes the change in attitude
to the fact that:
"The arts are no longer the concern of the few but are sought after and in
one way or another are enjoyed by a growing majority of the people.
Business interests awake to their own involvement in this strange cultural
ferment. The arts in their various forms comprise a vast market to be
exploited." (Heckscher in Osborne 1996: 13)
As previously noted the context in which the merging of high and low culture occurred
resulted in the celebration ofPop Art which contributed to the "growth in enjoyment by the
majority ofthe people" that Heckscher referred to in his article. However Heckscher goes
on to refer to the philosophy of the lawyer-economist, Adolf A. Berle, whose contention
was that the corporation was a social organisation, concerned with its own survival and
continuity and therefore inevitably concerned with the overall environment within which it
operates. According to Heckscher writing in 1966 this view was "accepted by virtually all
the managers of the great corporations". This is the philosophy that has an echo in the
Business Arts South Africa (BASA) initiative that was launched by the South African
government some thirty-one years later in 1997. Encouraged by tax incentives to
philanthropic enterprises, and non-profit arts institutions falling into this category,
companies in the United States began to consider seriously the maintenance of a favourable
atmosphere in the broader social sense as a legitimate purpose for the expenditure of funds.
(ibid.) Significantly, in South Africa, one of the main aims of the newly established BASA
is to act as a conduit for representations regarding tax incentives to government (BASA
1997).
The Power of Art
During the Renaissance, secular interests - significantly banking interests such as the Medici,
realised the power ofart. The Catholic Church overtly used art as a propaganda tool during
the Reformation and recent history in South Africa witnessed the political use of art as a
"cultural weapon" in the struggle against apartheid.
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It must be recognised that, besides direct contributions such as the Nedbank Arts Trust
which is administered by the Bartel Arts Trust (BAT) in Durban, corporations act as patrons
of the arts in the traditional sense of the word. They commission architects to design
architectural "statements" and purchase art for their offices. What is of particular interest
however, is the way in which this patronage can be used to promote the commercial
interests of the company. An early example of this is an advertisement in the early 1970's
for Trust Bank which prominently featured their Mies v.d.Rohe inspired head office building
in Johannesburg. The "Banking will never be the same again" (1972) campaign (figure 6.
8) was aimed at creating an image ofa modern bank far removed from the staid, traditional
image of other banks. 4 The modernity of a pure glass building signified what the copy
claimed for the Trust Bank as a "modem" and therefore a "progressive" bank.
The thrust of their advertising campaign featured the black glass monolith of their head
office and interestingly this not only echos the image of the Frigidaire in the previous
chapter but also refers to the image of the black monolith that Stanley Kubrick used as a
symbol of enlightenment in his futuristic film 2001 a Space Odyssey which had been
released in 1968. Although Kubrick's film is sceptical about the power of technology the
overall image of2001 was one that, paradoxically, emphasised the efficiency of technology.
As previously discussed the notion ofthe benefits oftechnological advance and the ideology
of modernism were exploited by manufacturers earlier in the century. Though the term
"modernism" is loaded with many meanings an important meaning is one in which "between
the wars it became the badge of those who wanted to prove that they were both cultured
and up to date" (Hobsbawm 1994: 184). Undoubtably the desire to prove that they were
"cultured" and "up to date" is a factor that has influenced many business people to become
sponsors of the "modem" arts.
Business and Arts South Africa (BASA)
In September 1996 Colin Tweedie, the Director General of the Association for Business
Sponsorship of the Arts (ABSA) in Britain visited South Africa to advise the Department
ofArts, Culture, Science and Technology which had invited him, to report on the feasibility
offorming Business and Arts South Africa (BASA). (personal interview with Brown 1997)5
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launched by the Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology in 1997 with the
Deputy President Thabo Mbeki as its Patron. Openly modelled along similar lines to its
counterparts in the United States of America (Business Committee for the Arts), Great
Britain (Association for Business Sponsorship of the Arts) and Japan (Association for
Corporate Support of the Arts in Japan) BASA has been formed "To promote and to
encourage sustainable partnerships between the private sector and the arts, to their mutual
benefit and to that of the community at large" (BASA 1997: 1).
Unlike its British and American precedents which were estab~ished by corporate and
commercial interests, the South African initiative is driven by Government. In post-apartheid
South Africa the government has a clear motive for wanting to encourage a marriage
between art/culture and business interests. During the early part of this decade cultural
activists argued that the Apartheid regime had used the tax base of the entire nation to
sponsor the cultural interests of a minority group in subsidising the various provincial
Performing Arts Councils (PAC's) and the visual arts institutions. Various groups convened
meetings and conferences that finally resulted in the formation ofthe National Arts Coalition
in 1993 which became the basis ofthe Arts and Culture Action Group (ACTAG) which was
appointed by government soon after the national elections in 1994 to advise on the state of
arts and culture in South Africa (Frost 1997: 5). Representations and recommendations by
ACTAG and other interested parties to Government became the draft for the Arts, Culture
and Heritage White Paper (1996) which formally proposed, amongst other things, that the
private sector should be encouraged to support the arts. 6
In the meantime, as a consequence of much of the criticism, many symphony orchestras,
ballet and opera companies came under fire not only for financial reasons but also for their
alleged "eurocentric" cultural bias. As a result, business interests have been called upon to
fill the vacuum. In the interim, State and municipal subsidies to the arts in general have been
cut and government clearly sees business involvement as a panacea for the lack of public
funding. Increasingly, the museums and municipal art galleries in South Africa have been
subjected to the same forces; financial and cultural. The cuts in funding have severely
restricted the capacity of the museums and galleries to acquire new works and Geers has
noted that this occurs at a time when "current collecting policies of South African museums
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are influenced by the fact that they have historically neglected to acquire works by some of
our most important black artists, which as a result are now both rare and expensive" (1997:
10).
According to the Director of the Durban Art Gallery (DAG), Carol Brown, there is a need
for museums and galleries to approach business and wealthy individuals to become involved
in acquisitions and support (personal interview with Brown 1997). To this end the French
beverage company Pernod Ricard donated a sculpture by Jeremy Wafer to the DAG and has
subsequently undertaken to provide cocktails at all exhibition openings.7 If one is to
consider the number of sponsored exhibitions held at the Durban Art Gallery over the past
two years one can see that there is already a clear and growing trend towards obtaining
funds from different sources. For example, Andrew Verster's retrospective at the DAG in
August 1997 was sponsored by a number of interests viz. Standard Bank, McCarthy Retail
andBASA.
Significantly, during the period 1996/97, a number of exhibitions held at the Durban Art
Gallery were sponsored by foreign governments via agencies such as the British Council,
Alliance Francaise and US Information Service. In this way the intertwining of art and
commerce (and foreign government policy) is about to become a way of life for cultural and
art workers in South Africa. Further evidence of this is, the Standard Bank International
Economic Benefits ofArts and Culture conference convened in Grahamstown during 1997
which Brown describes as: "ground-breaking talks.... with delegates from community art
centres academic and state organisations.....and a lesser but nevertheless important number
from the business sector" (Brown 1997). However as already noted, Marilyn Martin, the
.Director of the South African National Gallery, maintains that "sponsorship money is
nervous money, they don't like controversy" and her view implies the danger of corporate
(and foreign government) interests only approving support for what they perceive to be
"uncontroversial" exhibitions and publications.
The Benefits to Business
IfShoms is correct and to the powerful "art has no value only uses" then under the heading
The ''Benefits to business" some ofthese uses become clearer in the BASA launch brochure
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when the capacity of the arts and culture to "regenerate the inner city is highlighted." In a
crime-ridden South Africa the prospect of a vibrant, attractive central business district
(CBD) presents business with a special incentive to encourage cultural activities. Culturally
vibrant city centres are also viewed by BASA as essential to the growth of tourism which
in turn offers many opportunities for business.
"SATOUR has declared 1997 the start of a three year campaign to market
the country to international tourists through vibrant and diverse arts and
culture of South Africa. The era of the arts being regarded as an area for
charitable donations is over, there are now increasingly sound business
reasons for the arts and business to enjoy mutually beneficial partnerships."
(BASA 1997)
Significantly, listed thereafter under the "Benefits to business" is "more specifically, benefits
to businesses that sponsor the arts include an enhanced capacity to pursue high profile
marketing strategies. The arts have been effectively used to brand commodities and for
corporate image building" (ibid). It has already been observed how effectively Standard
Bank has exploited this benefit. 8
At the Standard Bank International Conference on Economic Benefits of Arts and Culture
(1997) this theme was repeated by a number of delegates who noted that "a society cannot
be healthy or viable without culture" (Brown: Sunday Tribune, 3rd August, 1997: 16).
During the 1960's the majority of US corporate heads had accepted Berle's theory that
business interests can only thrive in communities that are peaceful, healthy and prosperous.
In a South Afiica that is in the process oftransformation from a violent past to an uncertain
future this vision is more than just a commercial concern. Implicit in the call for art
sponsorship in South Africa is, a merging ofpolitical and commercial interests. A vision in
which art and culture becomes an exploitable commodity not only for advertising but also
for social engineering, nation building and tourism promotion is described as "A thriving
artistic and cultural life is a crucial component of any democracy. It is through arts and
culture that South Afiica will develop a sense ofnationhood" (BASA: 1997. "The Benefits
to Business").
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In common with the published aims of the BASA the aim of the American BCA was to
encourage corporations to support the arts and guide them in that effort. To this end, a
booklet produced by the BCA in 1986 entitled Involving The Arts in Advertising: A
Business Strategy described three ways ofbusiness becoming involved with the arts. The
first was "Underwriting arts exhibitions and programs and supporting the catalogues,
programs, and advertising that accompanied them." Recent sponsorship of exhibitions at the
Durban Art Gallery confirm that this has already begun.9 The second item listed in BASA
document is the "Sponsoring (of) public service advertising for arts institutions and handling
the placement in the appropriate media" (ibid.). However the third "strategy" is the most
significant in that it draws the attention of Business to the benefit ot: "Making use of the
arts in advertising the company's own products and services." As explained The Standard
Bank's involvement in the sponsorship of the National Arts Festival is an example of how
profitable and effective this strategy can be.
During the 1960's US business practice had a great influence in South Afiica and it is not
inconceivable that many bankers and business leaders would try to emulate their US
colleagues. The Florentine patrons, the Medici, were bankers and it is significant that, in
South Africa, banking and related insurance companies in particular, e.g. Volkskas, Sanlam,
Standard Bank and AA Mutual Life seem to enjoy the role of patrons. According to
Margolin many business leaders in the United States, in public speeches over the years,
compared themselves to the Medicis. For example, he quotes Willard Butcher, then
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Chase Manhattan Bank Corporation, as
referring to his colleagues on a national arts and humanities committee in 1986 as
"Corporate Doges" (1992: 195).
Corporate Art Collections
In South Afiica during the 1960s the tobacco giant, Rembrandt van Rijn, no doubt
capitalising on the company's namesake whose image is carried on its products began to
assemble large collections to be followed by other patrons such as Mining Houses and
Insurance Companies. Ironically they may find that their art "investments" have out-
performed their other investments as has been rumoured to be the case with the Chase
Manhattan Bank Collection. Clearly, the investment value of art should not be overlooked
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as a motive for the establishment of prestigious collections. Margolin explains that "the
purchase of art as an investment is something that a business person can understand,
particularly since the function of art objects as economic tokens is now a widely accepted
part of the art market. The buyer need not be a connoisseur as much as a shrewd investor
who can anticipate the future value of a work of art" (op. cit. 201).
Hence the possession ofa valuable artwork or artefact "becomes a metaphor for recognising
a good investment opportunity" (ibid.). Consequently it is interesting to observe the number
of times that when a Managing Director (MD) or Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of a
company appears on television or in a magazine, invariably, they are interviewed or
photographed in their offices with a painting behind them or with a sculpture on their desk.
In the portrait ofJohn Newbury the Executive Chairman ofNissan (SA) which accompanied
an article that celebrated his achievement in winning the Institute ofMarketing Management
(!MM) Marketing Person of the Year in 1993 he stands in front of an oriental screen
surrounded by Japanese figurines, ceramics and a number of models of the vehicles that
Nissan manufactures (figure 6. 9).
The text acknowledges that "the award recognises his quest for the continual improvement
ofNissan SA since he took the helm just over ten years ago. This improvement is explained
in the mission statement of the Japanese Kaizen philosophy" (Marketing Mix
NovemberlDecember 1993: 47). Kaizen is described as a philosophy which "means making
small, consistent improvements, or doing it right the first time and better the second" and
the article maintains that "it is easy to visualize the larger-than-life personality of John
Newbury, personally articulating the company philosophy" which has "translated to bottom-
line results and has been clearly felt in the market" (ibid.).
The inclusion ofJapanese artefacts in the photograph provide a number ofvisual markers.
They serve to link the South Afiican subsidiary with the parent company in Japan in a subtle
manner that not only represents a Japanese identity but the Kaizen philosophy which is used
by Nissan SA to embody the "fine art" of manufacture in Japan. Hence the miniature
vehicles on the left are equated with the ceramic miniatures on the right which visually
signify the company's mission which strives to aims to "supply high quality and good value
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products." In the context of the article the image of John Newbury, in a conservative pin
strip suit represents not only the man who has "taken the company from survival mode in
the mid-Eighties into a position of profitability and substantial market share in the early
Nineties" but a man of taste and refinement.
In the Nissan SA example Japanese art works are useful in signifying a particular company
loyalty and philosophy. However many other South African companies and subsidiaries use
their art collections to signify a very different set of commitments in South Africa. In this
context the "progressive" or "conservative" nature ofthe art collection can act as a signifier
not only of personal taste but of a corporate commitment to political and social
transformation. According to Spiro, who was the acting director of the Johannesburg Art
Gallery when she served on the art committee that purchased work for the Gencor
Collection, the Chairman, Brian Gilbertson, in spite of initially not always being comfortable
with the committee's selection, has, more recently "shown the collection to high-ranking
colleagues from other major South African corporations and a tour of the collection is now
a standard part of the agenda ofinternationaI visitors to Gencor" (1997: 42).10
An early precedent for corporate support ofthe arts in South Africa is to be observed in the
commitment of Anton Rupert' s tobacco giant, the Rembrandt van Rijn Corporation
According to Berman even "in the name - Rembrandt van Rijn - chosen for the corporation
which he created projected his private predilection for the arts" (1994: 359). Company
policy, internationally, was to direct a portion of its profits to the benefit of the community
in which it operated and according to Berman in South Africa this policy was "given public
expression in a country wide art competition, conceived in support of the 1960 Union
Festival - the celebration of 50 years ofUnion." This form of corporate support was assured
of national coverage when selected works toured the country as "The Joy of Living. "
Interestingly this title focuses upon the association of art and pleasure which is not far
removed from the notion of "smoking pleasure" promoted in much of the Rembrandt
Corporation's subsequent advertising.
A precursor of visually exciting cigarette advertisements at the cinema were made by the
Rembrandt Corporation when, according to Berman a series of short advertising films were
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made to promote established local art. In 1964 the Rembrandt van Rijn Foundation was
established with an exhibition site at Milner Park, Johannesburg where the Rand Easter
Show was held annually. At this point it is important to note that although the Rembrandt
Corporation is based in South Africa it has been a major international tobacco corporation
since its inception. Hence it is likely changing attitudes to the sponsorship of the arts in the
United States of America would not have been lost on its founder Dr Anton Rupert who
according to Berman had, with his wife, already established an impressive private collection
of South African art known as "The Rembrandt Collection" (ibid.).
The annual Rand Easter Show provided a high profile for both national and international art
exhibitions which were also sponsored by Rembrandt to tour all the major centres ensuring
national exposure and publicity for both the art and its sponsor. Subsequently the link
between support of the arts and education became close when in 1980 the Rembrandt
Foundation building at Milner Park was transferred as a gift to the University of the
Witwatersrand Art Department two years after the inauguration of the University's
"African Tribal Art Collection" sponsored by the Standard Bank at the Gertrude Posel
Gallery in 1978 (op. cit. 462).
Rembrandt was not the only South African corporation to recognise the benefits of
associating its goods and services with the arts. During the 1960's the insurance and finance
giant, Sanlam also used works of art selected from its collection to produce calendars.
Sanlam's use ofthe calender as a promotional item began with the issue of calendars as part
of a wider campaign by the National Road Safety Council (c. 1967). According to Evelyn
Cohen, who wrote the text for Art Collection SANLAM Kunsversamelling, "Sanlam
embarked on its art collection almost by chance" (1993: xii).
"The then managing director, Dr A.D. Wassenaar, himself an art lover,
suggested a calendar of reproductions of works by South African artists.
Twelve artworks were duly borrowed and reproduced. The Sanlam calendar
was a resounding success and to this day owners of the original calendars
still treasure them as collector's items." (ibid)ll
Thereafter, Dr Wassenaar began to assemble Sanlam's own art collection. To this end
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Sanlam was initially advised by F.L. Alexander, the art critic of Die Burger. One can
surmise that the "element ofchance" that Cohen refers to is that Sanlam soon realised that
their clients enjoyed calendars illustrated by artworks rather than public spirited road safety
campaigns. Art on calendars has a longer "shelf life" and significantly, Cohen goes so far
as to describe them as "collector's items." Calendars with art works would also be more
widely displayed than road safety campaigns and consequently the Sanlam logo would be
given wide coverage in homes, offices, school rooms, libraries and in the company's own
banking halls.
In the South African context as previously described, the collection of art work by the
premier Afrikaner banking interest (which was established in March 1918 specifically, to
create an opportunity for Afrikaans speakers to become involved in the South African
economy) would be influenced by other Afrikaner nationalist aspirations. The notion of
national pride implicit in the term "our art" as in "our" land is value laden. A collection of
cigarette cards issued by the United Tobacco Co. (South) Limited (c. 1960) illustrates how
the two notions can be merged (figure 6.10 a & b).
Collectable cards were a well established marketing device by 1960. Curiously, fine art
reproductions had been used by Sunlight Soap at the end of the nineteenth century as a
promotional item (Forty 1986: 76). Our Land/Ons Land (no dates given) features a series
of one hundred drawings in colour by Charles E. Peers. An investigation of the images
included in this collection reveals that, with few exceptions such as "Flower Sellers, Cape
Town" and "Ricksha Boy," Durban the only people shown in any significant numbers are
Voortrekkers. For the most part the images are barren landscapes. The first image of"Table
Mountain from Blaauwberg" is described as "The age-old mountain which has witnessed
the passing ofDiaz, da Gama, Drake and the landing ofJan van Riebeeck in 1652" (Anon.
c.1960: 1). The style of the coloured drawings are in the "manner of' early lH. Piemeef
(1886-1957) or Hugo Naude (1869-1941).
In an article titled "Tainted Landscapes" Hazel Friedman maintains that "South African
landscape is to white Afrikaans culture what braaivleis and rugby are to its consumer
culture" (1994: 26). She maintains that "As Afrikaners lost touch with the land through
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urbanization and the Depression of the 1930's, so did the obsession with landscape grow.
Painting it catered to the nostalgic need for consolation in the face of the traumas
accompanying this rural exodus" (op. cit. 27). However landscape painting in South Africa,
like the land itself: is a contested area. Friedman maintains that "landscape has become
entangled with Afrikaner identity..... .it has used the grammar ofgodliness to sanitise a vision
of racial power" (op. cit. 26).
Carruthers and Arnold maintain that the Imperial vision is exemplified by the work of
Thomas Baines (1820-1875) who portrayed the land as vacant to be possessed and
controlled (Carruthers and Arnold 1995: 87). However Coetzee maintains that this ideology
was perfected by Pierneef (1886-1957). When the South African Railways and Harbours
commissioned him to paint thirty two panels for the newly built Johannesburg station in
1929 the responsibility for the advancement oftourism lay with them. According to Coetzee
the panels were to serve a practical purpose and advertise the country in general (1992: 21).
In an interview with Barry Ronge in the Sunday Times Coetzee maintains that the panels
are "full ofnothing but politics. They are not landscapes, they are culture-scapes. They were
created according to a programme of Afrikaner nationalism" (ibid).
Coetzee comments on Pierneers panels as speaking of the "possession and control" of the
land which is a form ofcultural imperialism in an artistic mode. Coetzee asserts that Pierneef
uses similar motifs ofuninhabited land to create a Afrikaner nationalist vision. Undoubtedly,
in these panels Pierneefcontributed to the establishment of a tradition of landscape painting
in which space is used symbolically. It is significant to note that Aldolf Jentsch (1888-1977)
also painted desert scenes which are equally barren and timeless. According to Esme
Berman both these artists were in the vanguard of artists coming to terms with the African
environment.12 This is the imagined environment that has proved to be so attractive to South
African advertisers who are afforded the opportunity to imprint upon it their own images
and values (1984: 209).
In the Sunday Times article Barry Ronge pointed out that at the time of its planning, the
Johannesburg station building for which the panels were made, was seen as the symbolic
showpiece ofthe powerful mining industry. The mining industry went so far as to pressure
figure 6.10a & b
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government ofthe time to "accept the enormous budget by insisting that one of the world's
foremost mining cities needed a fitting port of arrival and embarkation for tourists" (1992:
21) In this sense Pierneefs work can thus be seen as the celebration of the economic might
of the capitalist mining empire.
The Gencor Collection
Sixty five years later (1994) these same mining interests, in the form of the mining
conglomerate, Gencor Ltd. were to appoint Kendall Geers as an art consultant to assemble
an art collection which, in the words of the Chairman, Brian Gilbertson was to "illuminate
a great subject: the transition from the old South Africa into the new. This struck a chord,
for Gencor was then undergoing its own transformation, from the traditional South African
mining conglomerate to today's focussed international mining company" (1997: 7).
Margolin maintains that in the United States:
"corporate art does not have a specific theme or style as did works
sponsored by the Medicis and the Doges, whose values shaped form and
content of the work they commissioned. Conversely, corporate sponsors,
when they engage in public rhetoric about art, depend on art's prior cultural
value to legitimate themselves and their products." (1992: 197)
However, in South Africa it can be argued that corporate patronage in South Africa has
always gone beyond these confines. As mentioned with reference to the United Tobacco
cigarette card collection, in South Africa patronage clearly has tended to have a political
dimension. Tellingly, Gilbertson refers to the tranquil landscapes of the past when he writes
in the Foreword:
"I have often thought that these radically new artworks on our walls - so
different from the tranquil scenes offannlands, mountains and animals of the
past - enabled all at Gencor to adapt more easily to the immense changes
that were taking place around us, in our business, social and political lives.
Perhaps we were even encouraged to embrace the new opportunities that
flow from such revolutions. (1997: 7) 13
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This excerpt takes on deeper meanings when one considers that what Gilbertson refers to
as a "traditional South African mining conglomerate" was in effect "a conservative
Mrikaner mining house" (1997: 24) participating in an industry that is not renowned for
enlightened employment and human rights practices (cf migrant labour system and De
Beers Anglo American submission to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, November,
1997). The "new opportunities that flow from (the changes around us)" were made explicit
elsewhere in the Foreword: "often these days our corporate visitors will make a brief tour
ofthe important works. It is rare for them not to show a strong and positive response" (op.
cit. 7).
Although Gencor has, hitherto, not used its collection as part of any advertising campaign
the association ofthe corporate interests with a newly defined concept of South Mrican art
clearly has significant dividends. Some of these benefits may not be obvious and it is
intriguing to note that Gencor's commitment to the notion of a "new" South African art
occurs at a time when the re-structuring of Gencor has resulted in a significant shift in the
companies operations "off shore" to the newly established base in London. Market
uncertainty about Gencor's intentions prompted Gilbertson to appear on "Business
Tonight" to reassure the market that "for the unforeseeable future Gencor will remain a
South African based company" (Gilbertson on "Business Tonight," SABC 3 15th January
1998).
In this context Gencor's commitment to a "progressive" art collection that celebrates the
political and social transformation in South Africa while (allegedly) relocating can be viewed
as a cYnical exercise. Ifthis is the case it is not the first time that art has been used to create
a "smoke screen" to disguise other business objectives. According to Andrew Verster BMW
sponsored "Tributaries: A view of South African Art" which was exhibited in Germany
during 1987 purely "so that they (BMW) could remain in South Africa" at a time when US
car manufacturers such as Ford were heeding the anti-apartheid calls for dis-investment
(personal interview with Verster 1998).
Verster describes "Tributaries" as "the most important [exhibition] in changing the image
of South African art but it wasn't their vision it was [the curator] Ricky Burnett's vision. 14
figure 6.11
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All they [BMW] wanted to do was promote a new image of art in South Africa for a
German audience so that they could remain here." According to Verster BMW's lack of real
commitment to the "new image of art in South Africa" was evident "when they
commissioned Hans Hallen to design a flashy new headquarters at Midrand and stuffed it
full with 'art in the park' paintings." Clearly Gencor has learned a few things with the
establishment of their headquarters.
The power of art to serve very specific ideological and business objectives abounds
throughout the history of business sponsorship of the arts in South Africa. In the
commercial context the precise date ofthe change to the "new image of South African art"
can been established by consulting the Standard Bank Calendar. Two years after Bumett's
"Tributaries" and a year after Sack identified "The Neglected Tradition" the 1989 Standard
Bank Calendar broke with the tradition of featuring only the established artists of the "old
order" and was dedicated solely to the works from the Standard Bank African Art
Collection at the University of the Witwatersrand (figure 6.11).15 The subsequent
advertising and promotional opportunities that have arisen from this collection which is now
housed in the Gertrude Pose1 Gallery represents an astute and rapid marketing adaptation
to a new political and aesthetic ideology.
Notes
1. McAllister maintains that "sponsorship is advertising" and there are several factors that
have led to a significant increase in sponsorship in the United States and the United
Kingdom since 1980. The factors he mentions such as deregulation and media clutter apply
in the South African context. In addition he mentions the important factor of the rising costs
of traditional advertising which prompted promoters to "view sponsorship of large and
small events as a way to stretch the traditional advertising dollar, especially through free
publicity" (1996: 181-182).
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2. Not only did the Grimaldi sponsorship ofPicasso bring glory to them at the time but also,
upon his departure the old fortress became the Musee Picasso, one of the great attractions
of Antibes (Bernier 1991: 126).
3. It is interesting to note that "Warhol" as a commodity has been taken to an extreme to
the point where the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts Inc. market a number of
items including a range of "decorated" Porcelain coffee mugs with Warhol' s images and
signature on.
4. In the 1990's when money is available at any time from Automatic Teller Machines
(ATM's) in the street and in shopping centres it is difficult to imagine the restrictive practice
of banking less than forty years ago. Not only were clients restricted to limited banking
hours but the architecture normally associated with banks was that of a fortress. (cf.
Reserve Bank Building, Durban.)
5. ABSA in the United Kingdom (UK) had been formed c.1976 as an independent body
owned by 300 businesses and formed to support the arts through a combination of
sponsorship and a sharing of skills. Through a system of tax incentives and plural funding
- where government matches donations or makes significant contribution, over the past 20
years ABSA has raised $97 million in new money for the arts. ($65 million from business
and $32 million from government). (Sunday Tribune, September 29, 1996: 23)
6. The National Arts Coalition which was launched in Johannesburg during December 1993,
was important in forming the Arts and Culture Task Group (ACTAG). Central in all this
activity was Mike Van Graan the secretary-general of the Arts for All campaign, of the
National Arts initiative and of the National Arts Coalition. The ACTAG report was
presented to government in August 1995 and became the basis of the draft white paper on
Arts and Culture which was subsequently past into law as the Arts, Culture and Heritage
White Paper of 1996 (Frost 1997: 6).
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7. According to Brown Pernot Recard originated from the bohemian favourite Absinth.
(personal interview with Brown 1997) The involvement of alcoholic beverage companies
in using the arts is dealt with in more depth in Chapter Seven.
8. It is clear that the BASA launch brochure draws strongly upon the example established
by its predecessor in the US, the Business Committee for the Arts (BCA) which was
founded, in part due to David Rockefeller's efforts, in 1967 (Margolin 1992: 195).
Rockefeller, then the Chairman of the Chase Manhattan Bank, maintained (as Deputy
President Mbeki was to repeat 31 years later) that it was the arts that would determine
America's success as a civilised society. Margolin quotes Rockefeller as saying, "The
ultimate dedication to our way of life will be won, I am convinced, not on the basis of
economic achievements alone but on the basis of those precious yet intangible elements
which enable the individual to live a fuller, wiser, more satisfying existence" (1992: 11).
9. In Europe and the USA it is evident that this type ofsupport has accomplished significant
results in the cultural sphere. Corporate support for various opera houses, ballet, theatres
and art exhibitions is a well established practice there. Increasingly, in South Africa this is
also the case. While there has always been support for exhibition catalogues, exhibition
promotion and art competitions by corporations, ego Standard Bank National Drawing
Competition and the AA Mutual Vita Awards. It is significant to note the number of
recently published art history texts have been subsidised by banking and mining interests.
Two recent publications that reflect this trend are, Kendal Greers' Contemporary South
African Art (1997) which features the Gencor Collection sponsored by Gencor, while Jane
Carruthers and Marion Arnold's The Life and Works of Thomas Baines (1995) was
sponsored by The Anglo American and De Beers Chairman's Fund, The Ernest
Oppenheimer Memorial Trust, First National and Syfrets Banks. Carruthers and Arnold
(1995) credit the sponsors for providing contributions that "went towards the defraying of
costs of this publication." (1995: 4) This type of sponsorship enables lavishly illustrated
texts of high quality to be published at a price that the South African public can afford.
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10. The Gencor Collection is housed in Gencor's new headquarters at 6 Hollard Street,
Johannesburg. The collection was assembled during the period 1994 -1997 by Kendall
Geers assisted by an art committee that included the Chairman's wife, Rensche Gilbertson,
the architect ofthe new building, Mark Pencharz, Trevor Julius the interior designer, Lesley
Spiro, the then acting Director ofthe Johannesburg Art Gallery and Des Dussing, Gencor's
project manager for the new building, who was also chairman ofthe committee (1997: 24).
11. This form ofsponsorship is typical ofthe nature of sponsorship before the 1990's which
was often initiated at the ''whim of the CEO" According to McAllister when the corporate
executive "favoured tennis, the company would sponsor tennis events. The increase in the
amount ofmoney involved in sponsorship, however, has altered the approach to sponsors"
(1996. 182).
12. It should be noted that even Berman differentiates the quest for a South African
"identity" during the 1960's from earlier efforts when she notes that "during the 1960's the
quest for identity had become a universal concern; the development in local painting should
not therefore be attributed to chauvinistic impulses, such as had motivated the earlier ideal
of a "national art." It was spurred on by a growing consciousness of the dissimilarities in
physical surroundings, cultural ethos and sociological habit, which distinguished the
experience of South African artists from their counterparts in Europe or the USA."
(Berman 1994: 209)
13. It is interesting to note that the South African petroleum company, Engen (formerly
Mobil) was a subsidiary of Gencor before it was unbundled. (Spiro in Keers ed. 1997: 26)
Margolin quotes Herbert Schmertz (1987), the then Director and Vice-President of the
Mobil Corporation, as saying "we remove the arts and humanities from the category of
things done because they are nice - like ladies being chauffeured down from Scarsdale to
roll bandages for the Red Cross - and we demonstrate instead that patronage is just another
aspect ofthe market place, another move you make there to sell your products and services
and enlarge your share" (Schmertz in Margolin 1992: 195).
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14. Verster is not the only artist or critic ofthis view. The sculptor Andries Botha described
Tributaries as "seminal" (personal interview with Botha 1998). The academic and critic,
Colin Richards describes it in his essay "Desperately Seeking Africa" as "the single most
dramatic coming out of the 'transitional'" (Richards 1990: 1).
15. No black artists were represented in the 1986 Standard Bank Calendar. All the works
that were featured were from the Standard Bank Art Collection and the artists included
were: Ernest Ullmann (1900-1975), John Mayer (b. 1942), John Thomas Baines (1820-
1875), Gregoire Boonzaaier (b. 1909), George Boys (b. 1930), Maud Eyston Sumner (b.
1902), Aubrey Fielding (1903-1981), Adolph Jentsch (1988-1977), Aleksander
Klopcarnovs (b.1918), Jacob Hendrik Piemeef(1886-1957), Matinus Johannes (Tinus) De
Jongb (1885-1942) and Pieter Willem Fredrick Wenning (1873-1921).
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Chapter 7: Art in Advertising
"All they want is some kind of class. They wouldn't use somebody who
produces beautiful knitting." (Andrew Verster 1998)
As outlined in chapters Four and Five the relationship between art and advertising in the
west has been established over a long period of time. While Chapter Six sought to
investigate the complex relationship between business and art in South Africa through
patronage and sponsorship, this chapter seeks to discuss the specific rhetorical devices that
advertisers use to enhance their products and services by using art in their advertising. While
some of these devices, such as "the masterpiece phenomenon," "the artist as bearer of
cultural value," "signffiers ofproduct performance," and "the blurring of art and ads" (sic)
have been identified in the American context by Victor Margolin in his essay, "Product
Appeal and the Aura of Art" (1992: 194-207), this chapter seeks to investigate these and
additional devices in the South African context.
Dyer explains that "the word 'rhetoric' arises frequently in any analysis of advertising since
it refers to those techniques, usually verbal, that are designed and employed to persuade and
impress people" (1992: 158). While the historical origins of rhetoric can be traced back to
Ancient Greece and Rome to describe "the effective or artful use of speech and writing"
(ibid.) this chapter will focus primarily upon visual rhetoric. 1
Many of the advertisements discussed in this chapter will be drawn primarily from South
Afiican print media i.e. newspapers and magazines. Unlike television and radio advertising,
which are aimed at a general audience, the specific nature of print media enables advertising
to be aimed at specific audiences. It has already been observed how in the past, language,
ethnic and racial segmentation have been major determinants in identifying target markets
in South Africa. Cultural notions that are intrinsically linked to specific groups inevitably
have an impact upon the way in which the visual arts can be used in advertising. This is
particularly true ofa multicultural society where it cannot be assumed that everybody shares




language groups in South Africa do not even share the same sense ofhumour. Humour is
significant in that it has become an important feature in the irreverent use of art as lampoon
or as pastiche. Often the references made in lampoon or pastiche require a shared cultural
perspective to be effective e.g. Michelangelo' s "David" in Levi jeans (figure 7.1).
Art and corporate goodwill
The 1996 "Makro Christmas in Africa" catalogue which contains details of gifts for staff,
friends, clients and colleagues is "illustrated" by the woodcuts ofRoy Solomon Ndinisa (no
dates known) (figure 7.2). This example illustrates how corporate patronage - "Makro is
proud to invest in works of art by prominent rising artists, especially during this season of
peace and happiness" (1996: 68) goes beyond sponsorship and has very specific uses in the
marketing process. There are several reasons why a bulk merchandising company such as
Makro would wish to associate themselves with the Natalie Knight Gallery and employ the
art ofNdinisa in a Christmas catalogue. "Makro Christmas in Africa" exploits the power of
colourful artwork to capture attention and stand out against the catalogues of competitors
that proliferate during the festive season. The headline "Christmas in Africa" and the lino
cut images powerfully confront the tradition ofEurocentric Victorian Christmas imagery.
This style is also within the tradition of non-profit agencies such as The South African
Institute of Race Relations / African Art Centre that has published Christmas cards with
lino-cut artwork by Rorke's Drift artists since the 1960's as part of a fund raising drive.
Implicitly, therefore, the catalogue creates a feeling of corporate goodwill.
As previously discussed, various forms of relief printing, especially lino, are value laden in
terms ofexpressing the notion ofan Afiican identity. However the copywriter, (presumably
informed by the Natalie Knight Gallery) describes Ndinisa as "impressed by David
Hockney's works, and even finding similarities to his own style." However scenes of
"Tribal Life" (no dates given) and "political subjects such as imprisonment during the
struggle, (which) are also reflected on many ofhis dramatic works" have no precedent in
Hockney's work. According to the brochure notes Ndinisa attended art classes at an
organisation in Pretoria called PAMDA, under the guidance of the late Professor Waiter
Battiss. However Ndinisa's work is still validated in terms of art in the northern
Hemisphere, hence, besides reference to Hockney, much is made of the fact that his work
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has exhibited at the Knight Galleries International in Toronto (1995) and that Ndinisa "was
invited as a guest artist to the Arts and Events Gallery in Toronto in 1996" (ibid.).
The financial and political dividends of formal arts sponsorship in South Africa were
discussed in the previous chapter but the "Christmas in Africa" brochure represents an
example ofad hoc patronage that various companies use from time to time. This essentially
opportunistic form ofsupport usually manifests itself in the form of art competitions which
can easily be a part of corporate goodwill advertising. To that end Lion Match not only
launched an art competition in 1991 but used it as an opportunity to position the company
at the forefront ofthe transformation process at the time. In order to do this the competition
was targeted at the primary consumers of the product and only advertised in black market
magazines: Bona and Drum (figure 7.3). The competition announcement featured a
photograph ofHamilton Budaza (b. 1958) described as an ex-student of the Community Arts
Project (CAP) in Cape Town. Lion Match commissioned him to produce an artwork on the
theme "Lion Matches and Friendship" in order to inspire artists wishing to enter the
competition. In the call for participation entrants were encouraged to "simply draw or paint
a picture, or create a linocut" and the competition rules noted that "it is possible that the
picture that wins the First Prize (R3 000) will be featured in Lion Match advertising in the
future" (Drum, August 1991 p.23 - 24). Thus the apparent altruism ofthe "Lion Match and
Friendship" competition has a number ofvery specific advertising and corporate objectives
that are achieved by using the visual arts produced by both the trained (Budaza) and the
untrained hand of the general population.
The goodwill generated by a professed commitment to development is implied in many
competitions. This is particularly true of art competitions aimed at children, ego Sanlam
Child Art competitions which were officially supported by the Natal Education Department
(amongst others) throughout the 1970's. However a first prize ofR3 000 and the loss of
copyright in future advertisements does not constitute a meaningful commitment to the
upliftment of artists within the black community. Verster comments "the sponsors of
competitions are not interested in art at all. They are more interested in having their names
and logo on the entry forms" (personal interview with Verster 1998). However, this early




unscrupulous) the practice of appropriation of the "raw material" by advertisers can be.
Professional artists are equally vulnerable to this practice.
The winner of the Standard Bank Young Artist Award in 1991, Andries Botha (b. 1952)
maintains that while the Standard Bank: has been "scrupulous and fair in all their dealings
with him" he is cYnical about the motives ofmany other corporate sponsors of competitions
for professional artists. According to Botha, artists in South Africa are vulnerable to
exploitation because ofthe limited nature of sponsorship available for the arts (as opposed
to sport) which enables commercial interests to have "no deep, profound commitment but
they can get a lot of stuff for nothing. All they want is value for their bottom dollar"
(personal interview with BothaI998). Nevertheless since 1991 there has been a growing
trend to use (appropriate?) the art and design of the unskilled as a signifier of a "local"
identity which will be discussed as "the power ofthe vernacular" later in this chapter. In the
interim it may be instructive to consider the more conventional rhetorical devices in order
fully to appreciate recent shifts in South African advertising.
The power of the antique
As explained in Chapter Four, during the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries,
art images tended to be used, primarily, as a means of calling the consumer's attention to
the product. Even at this early stage images from antiquity seemed to lend themselves
readily to this type ofdevice (figure 7.4). Given the nineteenth century penchant in the west
for Neo-classical styles denoting higher values, it is not surprising that frequent references
to antiquity were made in the promotion of products. In more sophisticated contemporary
advertising, the capacity of"Classical Art" (and here the term is used to include the art and
architecture ofthe Italian Renaissance) to exploit the hierarchical values and meanings that
western society has accorded these historical periods is best observed in "Unquestionably
Rare" an advertisement for Glenfiddich Whisky (figure 7.5).
This advertisement is aimed at the high end of the market as an 18 year old, pure malt
whisky. Hence the unique selling proposition (USP) of"rare' is identified as a characteristic
of Glenfiddich Whisky.2 The referent to rarity are the antique books which also signify an
aristocratic interest in "rare" and fine things. By implication the consumer of Glenfiddich
figure 7.6
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would be (or could become) in possession ofboth material and intellectual property. This
makes the advertisement highly aspirational. However the main signifier of quality is not the
antique but Antiquity. The notion of "perfection" and the "ideal" is embodied in the
Classical hence an ionic capital is used as a pedestal to display a fine "work of art"-
Glenfiddich. To reinforce this message, the notion that fine art is not mass produced, and
thus rare, is transferred onto the product (Margolin 1992: 198). Subliminally, the notion of
the Classical being the embodiment of perfection is also "carried over" into the bottle on
which the word "Excellence" is prominently displayed.
The frame
Another value laden "prop" that is often used to "display" products in advertising is the
picture frame. Frequently products are framed as if they are the "masterpieces" on display
in a museum. An advertisement for Michel Herbelin watches in the October 1997 edition
of Cosmopolitan is an excellent example (figure 7.6). Curiously, although the product is
framed within simple classic frames, they are "stacked" in an manner reminiscent of
eighteenth century displays. Subliminally this is in keeping with the extravagance and
relatively ornate character of the French product. However, the overall product image of
Michel Herbelin is essentially a modern one. The layout of the advertisement creates a sense
ofmodernity by emphasising the angularity of the "Classique," enlarging it with the simple
logo Michel Herbelin (paris) at the bottom. In this manner, the notion of tradition becomes
merged with the modern (new). In this advertisement one can observe the significance of
the frame and the exhibition setting in creating a sense of status and value.
A variation on the theme of the picture frame is to found in the window or a doorframe as
used by the German romantic artist Casper David Friedrich (1774-1840) to create an illusion
of a painting within a painting. In many of Friedrich's paintings a person was portrayed,
with their back to the spectator, contemplating the view beyond (figure 7.7). However,
whereas Friedrich used this device symbolically for religious reasons, a direct reference to
his work is used for commercial and humorous effect in "One night at The Vineyard will
change your view of hotels in Cape Town" (1995) (figure 7.8) The fact that tourists to
whom this advertisement is addressed might be aware of the paintings ofFriedrich not only
ensures a high degree of recognition value, but also the gentle hint of humour creates a
figure 7.7
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positive mood in the communications process.
Margolin's Masterpiece phenomenon
Margolin maintains that the rhetorical device most often used to enhance the status of a
product is its comparison to a so-called masterpiece. This he refers to as the "masterpiece
phenomenon" (1992: 199). He goes on to maintain that "for a work of art to function
effectively as masterpiece in a product advertisement it must be recognizable as such by
large numbers ofpeople. Just as celebrities have degrees ofname recognition for advertising
purposes, so do works of art" (ibid.). As discussed above often the picture frame is
fundamental in creatin~ a sense of general recognition as a masterpiece. This is particularly
true of the ornate or baroque frame which is frequently used in advertising. An obvious
example is the one that surrounds "The Laughing Cavalier" (1624) described in the
advertisement as a "copy after Frans Hals, contemporary of Rembrandt van Rijn" (RVR
304£) (figure 7.9). This cigarette advertisement is an example of another device in which
the product emerges from within the frame of the "masterpiece" into the "real" world of
consumption. In the process, metaphorically and physically, the image of the product creates
a bridge between the realm of revered artwork and that of everyday commodities. Hence
each Rembrandt van Rijn Filter De Luxe cigarette can be described as "a masterpiece." This
is the device that informed "The Art of Rubens, the Technology of Agfa" mentioned in
Chapter Two (figure 2.7).
Besides specific works from antiquity, art produced during the Italian Renaissance has a
special attraction for advertisers not only because of the status accorded the Renaissance
in the west but also because of the notions of ideal beauty that are held to be evident in the
works ofRenaissance masters. In South Africa this is particularly true ofLeonardo's "Mona
Lisa" (1503), Michelangelo's "Creation of Adam" (1508-1518) and Botticelli's "The Birth
ofVenus" (c. 1489-1490). In an advertisement for Sweetex, (figure 7.10) published in the
South African You magazine (1994), it is important to note how the juxtaposition of the
image "created by Botticelli" with that "created by Sweetex" is used to reinforce the notion
of"ideal" beauty embodied in the goddess images ofBotticelli. The notion that the beauty
in a woman's body has been "immortalised by art" is the focus of the advertisement. It is




feature on Cindy Crawford (1995) (figure 7.11).
Often classical and classically inspired images lend themselves for use in advertising because
ofthe visual clarity oftheir composition. Further, the value laden association of such works
within western society enables them to be used as an instantly recognisable icon which is in
its simplest terms "the Greek word for image" (Read ed. 1966: 414). Hence the classic
"moment" or "ideal" pose in Classical Art is the perfect vehicle for print advertising in that
it provides an image that is easily "read" on a visual level and understood in terms of the
various meanings and values that it represents. This is confirmed in the widespread use of
naked male and female models for the promotion ofproducts which utilise the notion of the
"ideal" albeit in a contemporary sense, but not in a manner that is dissimilar to that
encapsulated in classically inspired art.
This is the context in which the Durban based advertising agency, Mathews and Charter's
"Let your body speak Italian" advertisement for Ellesse jeans needs to be considered (figure
7.12). It is significant to note that the product (denim jeans) is not shown at all. The only
signifier of clothing is the seam label in the top left hand corner. The notion of "speaking
Italian" (style?) is encapsulated in the photographs of the muscular male figures which in
turn make allusions to the male gods ofRoman antiquity and the realism of the Renaissance
masters.
The masterpiece and medicine
A representative from the marketing division of a pharmaceutical company, Novartis, in
answer to the question as to why art is so widely used in the promotion of medical products
gave the unequivocal response that "the competition is so great that we will use anything
that works to get attention" (personal interview with Coppin 1997). According to Coppin
"expensive calendars with good quality reproductions of artwork compliments the
professional status of the medical practitioner and is more likely to be attractive to the
patients as well." Leonardo da Vinci is widely used in the medical context possibly because
his work embodies not only the connotation ofhigh art but, as a Renaissance man, he also
represents the enquiring scientist who made informative scientific studies. This explains the
widespread use of his anatomical drawings such as "Universal Man." In the same way
figure 7.12
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Rembrandt's "The Anatomy Lesson OfDr Tulp" (1632) also offers a variety ofvalue laden
possibilities for advertising within the medical profession (figures 7.13 a & b).
Canonical works by artists such as da Vinci are so widely recognised by various audiences
that they are often subject to lampoon even within the fine arts (figure 7.14 a & b). In the
popular and commercial domain this can take many forms and is evident in a "flyer" for a
vitamin pill, Royl6. This promotional item was published by Vesta Medicines in 1992 but
can still be found in doctors waiting rooms throughout South Africa (figure 7.15). In many
popular art history texts Leonardo da Vinci's "Mona Lisa" (La Gioconda) (1503) is
purported to represent a stereotypical image of feminine perfection and it is within this
paradigm that the Royl 6 "Mona Lisa" is used to personify "feminine serenity." Ironically,
the notion that a woman should be her "serene, sweet self ... everyday of the month" can
also be viewed as a continuation of a crude tradition of promoting quasi-medical feminine
products in South Africa since the beginning of the century. cf "Feluna Pills for females
only" (1918) (figure 7.16).
Art as signifier of modernity
At the turn ofthe century the Austrian architect, Adolf Loos, took a radical stance when in
his seminal essay, "Ornament and Crime" he declared that "the evolution of culture is
synonymous with the disappearance of ornament from architecture" (quoted in Sparke
1995: 117). Loos provided the moral and aesthetic justification for modernist design and in
the process, Victorian "clutter" of the nineteenth century, described in Chapter Three,
became synonymous with bad taste. The "formal purity" ofEuropean Modernism which
Loos inspired, with it's emphasis upon the simple, unadorned, geometric, shape in which
form followed function was the modem style that was to spread throughout the world to
become the International Style in both art and design.
Ironically, the austerity of the credo of "less is more" was at odds with the conspicuous
consumption ofearly capitalism and (mass) producers initially ignored it. However, HelIer
and Fili have explained how the taste for the "modem" came to be used by advertisers
during the 1930's to enhance the sales of their products and significantly this "industrial
design was initiated not by forward-thinking businessmen but through clever advertisers and
figure 7.13a
figure 7.13b
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packagers who transfonned Modernism into a commodity" (1995: 65). As noted in Chapter
Five commodified modernism was also introduced to the South African consumer through
product design particularly refrigerators, stoves and motor vehicles. However during the
1940's, the American influence in advertising of these and other products such as cigarettes
became widespread. According to Berstein, the use of the various modem art movements
in advertising ofthese products communicated that "the brand is in touch" (Berstein 1997:
29). Hence aspects ofCubist and Futurist painting were adopted as ornamental motifs that
imbued new life into otherwise traditional layouts of cigarette packets (figure 7.17).
Without exploring the ideological implications of white as a signifier of "taste," it is
important to recognise pure white space in an advertisement has a functional role to play
in attracting the reader's attention. A surprisingly early example of the "modem" use of
meaningful white space is seen in the NatalMercury (1915) in an advertisement for Nugget
Boot Polishers (figure 7.19). Note how this advertisement stands out in the "clutter" of the
other advertisements on the page. This example is also interesting in that it is an early piece
ofbranding ofa product with a clear logo, "Nugget." This product identity is still used by
the company today. (Another example ofearly branding still in use today is the Art Nouveau
inspired Coca-Cola logo.) However effective blank space may be, in print advertising, it
should be noted that this device is not a cheap alternative.
Modernity as signifier of youth
An example ofhow South African advertising has used aspects of modem styles to convey
meaning and value but, with different connotations, is to be observed in how the Cape Town
based division of Ogilvy & Mather, Rightford, Searle-Tripp and Makin (O&M) used Piet
Mondrian's Neo-Plasticism in their "Red Yellow Blue" campaign for Volkswagen's CTI
Golf (1984). This campaign was so commercially successful that it has subsequently been
used as case study in many South African marketing courses of how advertising can play
a major role in the building of a brand (Barenblatt and Sinclair 1989: 243-244). The CTI
Golf campaign shows how art can be used within the total marketing mix from the initial
development ofthe brand concept to the exterior design of the vehicle, through to the final
brand positioning and the communication style. Throughout the modernist style of the
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incorporated into the design and advertising (figure 7.20). This example is also significant
in that it represents a creative design process in which the judicious use of fine art adds
"value" in the revitalisation ofan old product. According to Barenblatt and Sinc1air this was
achieved by a unique working together of designers at the Cape Town office of 0& M and
product developers at Volkswagen.3
The Jumbo Golfwas a much bigger car and was to be "positioned" further up market than
the proposed "entry level" CITI Golf it was about to replace. Hence product differentiation
was required to avoid confusion. According to Barenblatt and Sinc1air in order to create a
unique identity, for the CITI Golfit had to be seen as a totally new product (ibid.). The "no
frills" CITI Golf was marketed as a "fun" city car and was launched in limited range of
colours: red, yellow, and blue which were considered to be the fashion colours of the
decade. These primary colours were "colour keyed white bumpers, white wheels and
modem CITI graphics at the rear" (ibid.).
With an emphasis upon economy the limited choice of colours undoubtably contributed to
keeping costs down. Mondrian's reasons for limiting colour were much more esoteric and
idealistic and in 1937 he wrote of a future in which we all lived in a "realized art" in the
sense that even domestic items would be art (Josephson 1996: 1). Striving for this concept
of a pure universal art, Mondrian and others in the De Stijl movement emphasised the
modernity of their quest. Writing on the subject of 'Neo-Plasticism: the General Principle
ofPlastic Equivalence" in 1920 he noted that one should not "forget that we are at a turning
point ofCUlture, at the end ofeverything ancient: the separation between the two is absolute
and final" (1993: 288).
In order to give the car a "modem" urban feel, The "Red Yellow Blue" campaign exploits
two notions about the work of Piet Mondrian. Firstly, the spirit of the city environment of
New York implicit in his later work "Broadway Boogie Woogie" (1942-43) and "Victory
Boogje Woogie" (c. 1942) which he described as an attempt to express "movement in
equilibrium" (Mondrian in Chipp 1968: 362). This is merged with earlier de Stijl principles
of limiting colour to red yellow and blue within a black and white grid, e.g. Mondrian's
"Composition with Red Yellow and Blue" (1921) to create the modem, vibrant and
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distinctive feel that the advertisers needed. In the process it could be argued that the
integration ofthe styling ofthe product and the advertising campaign that followed created
an image of "balance between the universal and the individual" that the 1922 De Stijl
Manifesto had sought, albeit with a very different purpose in mind.
The artist as bearer of cultural value
Margolin has identified the device whereby the representation of "the artist as a bearer of
cultural value" is widely used in American advertising. It was noted in Chapter Three that
the modernist emphasis upon individuality and the commodification of art resulted in the
importance of "authorship" and this has resulted in the modem notion of the artist as the
possessor of a great deal of status. It was observed how the status of the authorship has
been adopted by artists, designers and contemporary marketing strategies as "the designer
label" with the signature acting as a logo. Normally the signature is used in advertising as
an act of endorsement. Sports products are often signed by high profile sports stars. e.g.
cricket bats signed by Jonty Rhodes. But the use of other forms of celebrity endorsement
of products is an important and well established practice in advertising. Normally this is
limited to appearance ofmovie stars recommending beauty and perfume products or sports
stars recommending healthy foods or endorsing sports apparatus and clothing lines.
While it has been observed that the notion of an artist in a generic sense is often used in
South Mrica, it is rare for a recognised local artist, other than an actor or musical
performer, to be featured in an advertisement. In the specialist musical press it is to be
expected that well known performers will be featured endorsing the brand of instrument that
they play. Possibly because of the low status accorded fine art and artists in South Africa
most ofthe examples in mass media advertising features recognised international artists such
as the "art" director, Orson Welles who appeared in a series of advertisements
recommending Minolta Photocopiers. Significantly in this example the artist is used to
promote a medium ofvisual reproduction in which the copy is advertised "as good as the
original."
International film directors such as Wells and Alfred Hitchcock are not only know for their
artistic output but both have physical features that are instantly recognisable. In the same
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manner Andy Warhol promoted himself as a recognisable "image"and a "name brand" to
be used to good effect in advertising in the United States (figure 7.2J). In South Africa such
examples however are the exception to the rule and the notion of the artist tends to be
restricted to either the signature or in the authorship of a specific piece of artwork that is
intended for advertising. Two examples ofhow this occurs is to be observed in the BMW
"Art Car" series that was discussed in Chapter Three and the promotion of Absolut Vodka.
Message in a bottle : fine art and alcohol
The association of art and alcohol consumption has been well established from Classical
representations of Bacchus the God of Wine to rowdy wedding scenes by Brueghel
(c. 1525/30-1569) to the point where during the late nineteenth century the image of the
French artist as a consumer is well documented in the biographies of the Post-Impressionists
and has subsequently become a part of the popular image of the artist at the time. On the
commercial level, fine artists such as Pierre Bonnard designed posters to advertise
Champagne and the popularity ofAbsinthe amongst bohemians at the turn of the century,
a beverage which was eventually to be banned, was graphically captured by Picasso in "The
Absinthe Drinker" (1902). Further, many post-Impressionist and Cubist still-life paintings
contained wine bottles and consequently the notion of the Parisian cafe-society has become
linked with popular notions ofthe French avant-garde of the nineteenth and early twentieth
century. This is the association that encourages agencies such as Hunt Lascaris (Cape) to
place a South African wine, Zonnebloem Laureat on a table with a wedge of Camembert
cheese, nuts and a cut ofbeef in front of a "Pissarro-esque" street scene (figure 7.22).
In this advertisement a number of advertising textual and visual rhetorical devices are
employed. The headline makes reference to "A Masterpiece in the Fine Art of Claret
Blending" and thereafter the copy is at pains to link the South African wine to the
recognised quality of French viticulture, hence it is maintained that, in the words of
cellarmaster Wouter Pienaar, "Laureat represents a significant achievement for us in that
we have created an harmonious and beautifully balanced wine blended in the Bordeaux
tradition" (Hunt Lascaris: 1996). At the bottom ofthe advertisement the slogan "The Fine
Art ofWme" is dominant linking the process ofwine production with the notion of fine art.
In turn a French identity which is already valued in viticulture (and art) is created for the
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South Afiican product by incorporating it into a pastiche of a French Impressionist painting.
As Barthes emphasises it "Wine is felt by the French nation to be a possession which is its
veryo~ just like its three hundred and sixty types of cheese and its culture. It is a totem-
drink, corresponding to the milk of the Dutch cow or the tea ceremonially taken by the
British Royal Family" (1973: 65).
A further referent to fine art is made by photographing the product in a composition in
which the items on the table merge with the painted street scene in the background to
become a "still-life" painted in the manner of a French "master." Hence a subtle variation
of the "masterpiece phenomenon" is at work without the master being identified. The
association ofthe "art ofwine making" with fine art production is a long standing one hence
the use of artwork on the actual product in the form of labels is to be expected. Given the
fierce competition for market share amongst wine producers on international markets there
has been a marked trend during the 1990's to use artworks as a source of identity for both
the individual product and the country of origin.
A recent example in South African wine promotion is the "Art on Wine" series in which
designer Micky Du uses the work ofartists such as Norman Catherine (b. 1949) and William
Kentridge (b.l955) on wine bottle labels (figure 7.23 a & b). However an earlier precedent
in South Africa occurred during the early 1980's when Durban artist Andrew Verster was
commissioned by J. Walter Thomson (JWT) to produce a painting for the Stellenbosh
Farmers Winery that "gave the atmosphere of their flagship Zonnebloem Premier Grand
Cm" for their first "Fine Art ofWme" series which was published in Time magazine during
June, 1984 (figure 7. 24a). Verster maintains that in this instance style was all important.
"They [the advertising agency] wanted a Hockney but they couldn't afford him but my style
at the time was considered close enough" (personal interview with Verster 1998). The only
briefgiven to Verster was that the bottle and label should feature in the painting and as such
is a precursor ofthe strategy currently employed by Absolut Vodka that trades on the style
of specific artists. 4 In this instance style alone proved to be not enough and, according to
Verster, the double page advertisement appeared only once. Subsequently artists such as
Graham Berry were commissioned by JWT to produce work that featured the product more
prominently (figure 7.24 b). Interestingly the new "The fine art ofwine" campaign was only
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published during 1987 when Air France advertised their service as "The Fine Art OfFlying"
(figure 7.24 c). 5
French companies have clearly recognised the possibilities of associating their products with
art in international markets. In the process the ParisiennelFrench identity as an important
art centre is merged with consumer products. In the case ofalcoholic beverages the assumed
link between Paris based artists and alcohol at the turn of the century (e.g. Van Gogh and
Picasso) has created a number of possibilities which have been used by producers such as
Pernod who approached the Durban Art Gallery (DAG) for permission to serve their
product at all exhibition openings (personal interview with Brown 1997). No doubt Pernod
have also been inspired by the success of Absolut Vodka in using artists to create specific
art works to promote their product.
According to Christine Brown in an article "Absolutly Ingenious" published in Forbes
Magazine in 1991: "Through brilliant promotion, Carillon Importers' Michael Roux has
made Absolut the leading imported vodka in the US, selling some 2.7 million cases a year"
(1991: 128- 129). Brown goes on to outline the complex relationship between Roux's
patronage of the arts and its commercial value in the $9-million advertising campaign to a
point where he found himself as an art patron with the power to elevate artists from the
ranks of the unknown. For example Romero Britto, a locally known Miami artist whose
"turnover" and prices doubled within a year of the Absolut commission in 1991 (ibid.)
(figure 7.25).
Significantly, according to Roux, the idea of using "contemporary artists to move vodka
came originally from the late artist-promoter Andy Warhol." In 1985 Roux paid Warhol
$65,000 for a painting ofan Absolut bottle and five years' reproduction rights (figure 7.26).
"Absolut Warhol" was an overnight sensation, linking the vodka to the chic art set. The next
year Warhol suggested that Absolut commission a painting by his protegee Keith Raring"
(op. cit. 129). Carillion Importers (Cl), a subsidiary of Grand Metropolitan, then published
lithographic editions of these works. Clearly, making the advertisement art is seen as an
important part of the overall marketing strategy, hence unsigned prints were sold to the




It is important to note that in the Absolut advertisements each artwork is no different from
other paintings in the artist's oeuvre, other than that they contain an Absolut bottle as a
central focus. Margolin refers to this device as "the blurring of art and ads" (1992: 207).
According to Brown, initially the commissions tended to reflect Roux's personal taste for
exuberant pop art however on analysis one can detect that a pop art treatment is most
appropriate for this type of advertising in that the commercial product or object is always
the subject ofthe painting or sculpture. (ibid.). Since the mid 1990's the Absolut campaigns
have been shifted into what can only be described as a post-modernist phase. This may have
been prompted by the need to develop the brand globally. In keeping with the successful
global advertising strategies of the Italian fashion company, Bennetton, which had
successfully incorporated controversial topical issues into their campaigns (figures 8.1 a &
b), Cl commissioned a series ofpaintings and sculptures by Soviet Artists that incorporated
the Absolut Vodka bottle in "Absolut Glasnost."
In keeping with the trend of giving global products a local flavour the South African
distributors Seagrams SA commissioned the Johannesburg advertising agency, Net#Work
to design the print campaign for Absolut in 1996. Net#Work's first attempt to arouse
creative interest was aimed at first year students at the AAA advertising school and from
this project Andre Stewart's "Absolut Reconstruction" was chosen to launch the campaign
in South Africa (figure 7.27). The success of Absolut Vodka's use of art as advertising
prompted Smirnoff Vodka to launched what is known in industry parlance as a "me too"
marketing strategy in which Surrealist inspired images are used internationally (jrontpiece).
In the South African Smirnoff campaign the local identity uses a bottle filled with an
Ndebele mural design superimposed upon the drab buildings ofJohannesburg (figure 7.28).
Art as signifier of identity
The complexity ofthe issue of a sense of identity in both South African art and advertising
is a thread that runs throughout this dissertation. But it must be recognised that the notion
ofidentity, be it personal, corporate, religious, ethnic cultural or national, is a complex one
and this complexity is not unique to South Africa. Identity can be tasted, smelt, felt, heard
as well as seen and cultural identities can be regional, national or continental. As Barthes




wine can provide a particularly strong sense of identity.
Similarly, in many societies a "national style"or national school ofpainting in art can become
a signifier ofa specific national identity that can be exploited by marketeers. Advertisers in
South Africa often use this phenomenon in order to promote products associated with a
particular country or region. The package design for la Vita Pasta is a particular case in
point in that it reveals how Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel fresco "The Creation" (1508-
1512 ) is used as a signifier ofItaly and this image is integrated with the two other signifiers
ofthe region viz. Pasta and the Italian flag (figure 7.29). The use of colour in this packaging
is also significant in that the yellow of the macaroni is linked to the yellow/browns of the
fresco. The two images are framed by a simple gold border which in turn is placed on a
black background which is punctuated with gold squares. The gold squares are arranged in
a manner that is reminiscent of gold tesserae inlays in the copula of a Romanesque church.
The other colour that is used is terracotta which one associates with Italian tiles.
Significantly a small terra-cotta coloured symbol ofwheat is placed on what appears to be
a nineteenth century wood-etched image of a Neo-Classical woman. These two images act
as a medallion in the right hand corner of the pack.
While the packaging ofthis product functions as part of the "masterpiece phenomenon" as
previously explained, it is clear that this is also an example of how a number of different
visual elements can used to create an association with a specific national identity. The
yellow/gold and terra-cotla signifies Italy as much as it signifies the wholesome wheat which
is used to manufacture the pasta which is quintessentially a part of Italian culture, in spite
of its Chinese origins.6 The nineteenth century notion ofNeo-Classicism of the medallion
is merged to the notion ofRenaissance classicism ofMichelangelo. The implicit meaning is
one of quality. This notion of quality is transferred into the wholesomeness of the
ingredients and perfection of cooking that is assured.
The power of the vernacular
On a visual level most post-Modem art and design contests and defies the restrictions
imposed by the ideology of Modernism. This has advantages in multi-cultural societies





identity. In turn this has proved particularly useful to advertisers who wish to market global
products with a "local flavour." e.g. Coca-Cola's "Afri-can" (figure 5.15). In this manner
the language ofmulti-national advertising is given a local "accent" by use of the local idiom.
Hence the power of the vernacular as a signifier of identity. This was one of the prime
motives for Garth Walker to publish i-jusi a promotional magazine for his studio Orange
Juice Design (OID) (figure 7.30).The stated aim of the i-jusi (a street version Zulu for
juice) which is distributed to the industry free of charge is "to create a debate about a new
visual language in South Africa" (Gunning and Walker 1995: 1).
Walker describes the award winning publication as "Ray Gun meets Africa" which is
significant in that Ray Gun is an international showcase for post-modem design when he
wants to promote "local is lekker because we don't need to copy Europe and America all
the time" (personal interview with Walker 1997). Amongst other things i-jusi#1
documented informal typography and advertising on the streets ofDurban "to show how
ordinary South Afiicans use graphic design and advertising in their everyday lives so we can
be recognised as a creative powerhouse" 7 (figure 7.31):
"Get your nose out of the CAs and D&ADs just for a minute and look
around. You'll see a bunch of Joe Citizens painting pictures, murals, signs,
making icons out of beads, wire and wood, laminating photographs onto
cool drink cans, you name it, it's out there. They have no need for decorated
type, the likes ofBodoni serif and Mac technology. They simply take what
they want from the rest of the world, mix it into an African stew and serve
it up original and charming designs. Moreover, designs that have a function.
And it is these designs that end up in Western galleries and museums to be
ogled at by art afiCionados worldwide." (Gunning and Walker 1995: 1)
While the"Joe Citizens" may "take what they want from the rest of the world, mix it into
an African stew and serve it up" this practice has potential pitfalls for the professional
designer particularly in a society as culturally sensitive as South Africa. Initiatives such as
i-jusi inevitably have to tread the fine line of appropriation of the "other"as discussed with
reference to the Lion Match competition. In spite ofthese contradictions and dangers, i-jusi




of the South African design industry to come to terms with a South African identity. For
OID this has been particularly useful when the brief demands a more inclusive approach
such as the poster and promotional material for the Durban Art Gallery (DAG) (figure
7.32).
Since its establishment in 1892 the DAG represented the epitome of European "high"
culture and until recently was renowned primarily for its impressive collection of Victorian
paintings which were displayed in the main circular gallery of the Neo-Baroque buildings
that form part ofthe City Hall complex. In order to reflect the changes in South Africa and
at the gallery, the new curator, Carol Brown, commissioned OID to design promotional
material for the gallery because ofWalker's exploration of different notions of identity and
taste in i-jusi (personal communique with Brown 1997). According to Walker, the images
for the brochure were selected by the curator hence "Monster Field" by the British painter
Paul Nash is juxtaposed with a traditional Zulu ceremonial beer pot by Nesta Nala (figure
7.33). A detail from a Hindu temple inspired work of local artist Bronwen Findlay, "Vase
and Elephant" frames a photograph ofthe Victorian grandeur of the Circular Gallery. In the
top left hand corner is a sculpture ofBafana Mkhize, "Voting" which echos the crouched
figure of John Roome's "Monument to my home Town" on the front cover. The borders
ofthe whole design are permeated by a typeface that forms a rhythm that echos the vibrancy
ofthe street beyond the confines of the gallery. In addition to all this a mandala, based on
Zulu earplug designs, provides a sun that illuminates the whole poster.
Traditionally, Zulu earplugs are artifacts that were made to be worn in a hole pierced in the
lobe of the ear as part of a rite of passage from childhood to adulthood ceremony (Jolles
1997: 49). While by the 1950's the ear-piercing ceremony had lost its ritual significance and
became cosmetic, the pattern of the earplug in the DAG poster reveals yet another legacy
of Durban's colonial past when men manually cleaned the floors of many buildings with
Sunbeam wax polish. (figure 7.34 a & b) According to Jolles, although the workers may
not have made the earplugs themselves he has visited many Zulu earplug factories in Durban
and Johannesburg and has seen "Sunbeam polish tins lying around" and although he can't
prove it scientifically he maintains that "it seems most likely that the pattern was based on





as an important signifier ofZulu identity and status within the various groups ofworkers.
According to lolles, association of the earplug motif with a "traditional" Zulu identity
prompted the IFP to use it extensively on their promotional material (lolles 1997) (figure
7.35). That OID should use this motif as a source for many designs as a signifier of
KwaZulu- Natal, and specifically on the poster and brochure for the DAG, is an indication
of how permeable the borders between the various visual arts have become. 8
Taking from the streets to create fine art was an intrinsic part ofPop Art during the 1960's.
But for it to go back into the streets in the form of design art is a relatively new
phenomenon to be observed in contemporary South African design. This can not only be
seen in the DAG poster but is evident in the Mathews and Charter campaign for Kwa Zulu-
Natal's East Coast Radio (1997). After the Standard Bank had sponsored an exhibition of
west African hair dressing display art in art galleries throughout South Africa during 1995
(including the DAG), Mathews and Charter saw the commercial possibilities of
appropriating the style, including a crude wooden frame for the pun "We've Got Waves To
Suit Any Kind Of Head" (figures 7.36 & 7.37). Ironically since the physical borders of
South Africa have become permeable and prone to immigration from the north, this type of
barber sign has become a popular feature on the streets ofDurban (figure 7.38). However
the Mathews and Charter example and the DAG poster serve to emphasise the role that
"high art" institutions still play in mediating between art, artifact and the public.
In South Africa the blurring of the cultural boundaries can be regarded as a direct result of
the forces oftransformation since 1990. Since then there has been a growing trend to invite
public participation in everything from submission of proposals for the constitution, to the
design of the national flag, livery design for the national airline carrier (SAA) and the
creation ofart for advertising. The blurring of the boundaries between art, advertising and
democratic participation occurred when in 1991/92 a South African advertising agency,
Young & Rubicam. developed a television viewer competition supported by Bona magazine
to promote Colgate toothpaste. The stated marketing problem at the time was that the
"Colgate Smile" was a concept conceived in the United States. In an effort to avoid the
racial connotations implicit in the American white toothpaste smile on pink skin, Young &




October, 1993: 31). Looking for a growth in what, in 1992, was referred to as "the main
market" the viewers of the CCV TV programme, "Nogomgqibelo Show" were asked to
create their own expression of the "Colgate Smile" by using Colgate packs to construct a
design or sculpture. These sculptures were featured at the finals of the "Colgate Spread a
Smile Show" (figure 7.39). According to Shelly Berman, Marketing Manager (Oral Care)
at Colgate-Palmolive, "the aim (was) to incentivise (sic.) purchase and involvement with the
product given that toothpaste is such a low involvement product. At the end of the day
when you are selling toothpaste you are essentially selling end benefits" (ibid.).
The response was overwhelming with more than 15 000 entries and the top 50 sculptures
were exhibited at the Market Gallery in Johannesburg. A number of sculptures were also
animated in a series of television advertisements throughout 1993. The notion ofusing the
work of unskilled artists in adverting in this campaign represents another variation on the
Absolut campaign theme in that the conditions of the competition insisted that the
packaging ofColgate Toothpaste be the sole material in the "assemblage" or sculpture. In
this example, the power of the vernacular as a signifier of identity is a precursor of what
Walker recognised in i-jusi#1 and much of the work subsequently produced by OID.
Walker comments that since the establishment of OID in 1993 the work of the studio has
been feted by "overseas people" while in South Africa it may have "given us credibility but
hasn't earned any bucks" (personal interview with Walker 1996).
However the ability ofthe vernacular positively to affect the bottom-line was evident in the
Colgate campaign when in a declining market Colgate-Palmolive increased market share by
1% 1991-1992. According to an editorial in Marketing Mix "in a market worth R180-
million this translates into a considerable sum ofmoney" (Marketing Mix, October, 1993:
32). The Loerie Awards presented to OID and Garth Waker for design in 1996/1997 also
ensured an increase in market share that caught the attention of South Africa's largest
advertising agency, Ogilvy& Mather. No doubt this helped influenced them to buy into the
company in 1997. Clearly the visual arts can have a great deal of value and meaning in





1. Both the art historian Ernst Gombrich (1909-1995) and the writer Roland Barthes (1915-
1980) explored art and popular culture respectively in terms ofvisual rhetoric and it was
Barthes who developed a theory of semiology, or "science of signs" which, in part, has
informed this text.
2. The theory of a Unique Selling Proposition (USP) was developed by Rosser Reeves of
Ted Bates in the USA. USP has become a philosophy ofadvertising in which every product
is recognised as possessing a characteristic which can be developed to make it unique in its
class.
3. The Volkswagen Golf originally introduced into the South African market during the
mid-1970's as a replacement for the VW Beetle had come to the end of its shelf life with the
introduction of new Jumbo Golf in 1984. However in common with many developing
countries, car manufacturers in South Africa cannot afford to write-off the capital
investment involved in the establishment of a plant and machinery necessary for the
manufacture of specific models. (Hence the VW Beetle was manufactured in South Africa
many years after the model had been withdrawn from more developed markets and this is
the reason why it was still produced in Brazil, until 1995).
4. In 1998 Absolut Vodka commissioned Verster to "decorate" a set of glasses with "fake
stained glass paints" for sale at the Visual Arts Association auction in Cape Town (personal
interview with Verster 1998).
5. IfZonnebloem's "The fine art ofwine" campaign can be described as a precursor of the
Absolut Vodka strategy of using artists to feature the product in their work then the Air
France "Fine Art OfFlying" can be viewed as forerunner of the current British Airways use
ofinternational artists to enhance their new "global" strategy. The copy of"The Fine Art
of Flying" explains that the motivation behind the commissioning various international
artists such as the Venezuelan, Jesus Soto, was to "capture its new spirit" of the airline
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(figure 7. 24c).
6. Marco Polo introduced Chinese noodles into Italy at the end of the thirteenth century.
(Microsoft Encarta).
7. In a further effort to "Africanise," OID Walker has worked closely with students from
the ML Sultan Technikon to produce i-jusi#3 (1996), i-jusi#5 (1997) and i-jusi#7 (1998).
8. Walker is a keen collector ofZulu earplugs but knew little of their history and meaning
other than that "they are very different to Ndebele work and are from this [KwaZulu-Natal]
region." He maintains that he uses the motifbecause "the shapes are strong and the colours
are vibrant" and as such they provide a "very simple way of crossing over a craft aesthetic
into graphic design" (personal interview with Walker 1998).
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Conclusion
This dissertation has attempted to describe the development of advertising during a period
of radical transformation in society, economics, religion and politics. This was the period
in which, amongst other things, the purpose, meaning and value of fine art changed
dramatically. This was also the period in which, to use the words of Marx and Marshall
Berman, "'all that is solid melts into air" (Berman 1982: 15). This text has described how the
"solid" institutions ofthe old order "melted" and were replaced by the uneasy, but exciting,
world of modernisation and modernity. According to Berman modernisation refers to the
economic, social and technological innovations associated with the rise of capitalism while
modernity describes the radically-transformed character oflife under capitalism (op. cit. 15 -
36). In these terms Berman regards modernism in art and design as the quest to articulate
the experience ofmodernity and as such this text recognises advertising as an important part
ofmodem culture.
Although Berman maintains that the experience of modernity was primarily focussed in
western Europe and America the developing world was [and still is] not immune (op.
cit.125). This was particularly true of colonies such as South Africa when their importance
as markets for mass produced products was recognised during the second half of the 19th
century. To this end the initial introduction ofbrands such as Sunlight Soap and Bovril was
discussed and linked to the colonial interests they served (figures 5.3- 6b). This text has
described how, with the marketing of these products, the role of the "commercial" artist
became more complex as advertising began to play a role in the expansion and creation of
markets by presenting commodities as objects ofdesire. Inevitably, in this quest, advertising
began to address issues of taste and status.
In the interim the avant-garde in art and design in Europe began to lose their opositional and
marginal role. Indeed the idealism of artists and designers at the Bauhaus had actively
sought to utilise the modernisation process to create a better world for the mass. This desire
was echoed in Russia by the aptly named "constructivists" who significantly renounced pure
fine art in favour ofa graphic design orientated "agitprop." Ironically the rise ofboth Stalin
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and Hitler extinguished the development of these trends in both Russia and Germany, but
the well documented exodus of artists and designers to Britain and the United States
ensured that modernism (as defined by Berman) would take hold within capitalist economies
rather than the socialist idealism envisaged by the Bauhaus and Constructivist experiments.
This text has described how the notion of progress implicit in modernity became a useful
marketing tool in the promotion of"modem" products such as fridges and stoves which
were marketed primarily to women in South Mrica as convenience products (figure 4.16).
This occurred particularly at the end ofWW2 when according to the Fredric Jameson, "a
new kind of society began to emerge (variously described as post-industrial society,
multinational capitalism, consumer society, media society and so forth). New types of
consumption; planned obsolescence; an ever more rapid rhythm of fashion and styling
changes; the penetration of advertising, television and the media generally to a hitherto
unparalleled degree throughout society" (1998: 19). While all these characteristics may have
been slow to manifest themselves in South Africa (particularly for political reasons, the
development ofmedia and the delay in the introduction of television until 1976) they were,
and still are, important indicators of change that are described in this text.
By the 1960's the "metanarratives" ofmodernism as the French philosopher Lyotard calls
them were challenged (1987: xxiv). The Utopian spaces of modem architecture may have
been the first to fall into disfavour with the masses that they were intended to uplift but the
euro-centric, male dominated view ofmodernism was to be vehemently challenged by post-
colonial and feminist critics alike. This text has not only absorbed and reflected many of
these views, but has attempted to explain the consequent breakdown between high and low
culture within the South African context, albeit a South Mrica that during the period 1960 -
1990 was subjected to increasing cultural, political, technological and economic isolation.
High modernism's disregard for the "other" be it woman's art, indigenous culture or
popular art, was parallelled by a conservative regime in South Africa that used colonial
notions of cultural superiority to divide and rule the country under the system known as
apartheid which only began to collapse towards the end of the 1980's. By this time the term
postmodem had been defined by theorists and philosophers to describe a new condition that
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prevailed elsewhere with the alleged collapse of modernism and its concomitant notions of
modernity and modernisation. Like modernism, postmodernism is not merely a description
of a stylistic change in art and design but reflects fundamental shifts in culture, science,
economics, politics and philosophy.
Once again South Africa could not remain immune and the isolation from the world that the
apartheid regime sought was a practical impossibility in a world intent upon globalization,
not only of economies but of culture and politics. That this process was fuelled by
technological developments such as the expansion of computer and satellite television
networks is almost without doubt. The role of television coverage of the Vietnam war
during the 1960's in influencing support for the war is well documented. Similarly when
South Africans were subjected to strict media restrictions during the various States of
Emergency the rest of the world were exposed to the images of terror in the townships
which hardened international resistence to apartheid and undoubtably contributed to its
demise. The same might be said of events elsewhere in China and eastern Europe to the
point where wars are now fought on television ("War in the Gulf' on CNN) as
entertainment. This is the 'obscene' universe that Baudrillard writes about in his essay
"Ecstasy ofCommunication" to explain the annihilation of human values in the media age.
This is the age in which the media (especially television) is both the receiver and distributer
of information (Baudrillard 1985: 128). According to Baudrillard it is in this context that
advertising is "no longer a more or less baroque, utopian or ecstatic scenario of objects and
consumption, but the effect of an omnipresent visibility of enterprises, brands, social
interlocutors ~nd the social virtues of communication" (1985: 129).
Here one needs to consider how often, on television and in the print media potent news
images are juxtaposed with advertising images. As a postmodem commentary and
exploitation ofthis phenomena the Italian fashion company Benetton under the guidance of
creative director Oliviero Toscani has deliberately used anti-fashion images of aids sufferers,
disaster victims and other controversial images in order to promote their products in the
global marketplace (figures 8.1). The Benetton advertisements which are not only printed
in magazines but are displayed as large outdoor billboards give credence to both




contributed to the destruction of the public and private space. This research project has
attempted to reflect these trends especially in respect to its relationship with the arts and
chose, as Baudrillard does, to identify cultural centres and museums as an important focus
of promotional activity. In his words:
"No longer limited to its traditional language, advertising organises the
architecture and realization of super-objects like Beaubourg [Pompidou
Centre] and the Forum des Halles, and of future projects (e.g., Parc de la
Villette) which are monuments (or anti-monuments) to advertising, not only
because they will be geared to consumption but because they are
immediately proposed as an anticipated demonstration of the operation of
culture, commodities, mass movement and social flux. (1985 : 130)
This text has also concerned itself with the other effects of the postmodern condition on
advertising in South Africa. Much has been said of the importance of identity in the initial
stages of the post-apartheid era. The quest for a sense of identity was not only viewed as
a political imperative during the period 1990-1994 that witnessed South Africa's transition
to democracy, but also reflects the contradiction of the importance of national and regional
identity at a time of globalization in the media that destroys notions of difference. As
Aynsleyexplains;
"It is now likely that the urban populations around the world share more
attitudes and common life expectations with one another than they do with
rural populations in their own countries. Manufactured and designed goods
contribute significantly towards this apparent commonality of urban
existence, from Buenos Aires to Bangkok." (1993: 59)
Given these circumstances and South Africa's legacy of apartheid the quest for a common
identity is likely to remain an elusive concept. That advertisers sought to exploit the
possibility of an identity for the "new" South Africa during the period of transition to
democracy has been dealt with at length and no doubt provides an example that will be
repeated again and again as political and commercial opportunities arise in the future. Hence
the visual arts as much as they posses and express a sense of identity will remain vulnerable
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to exploitation.
This is not to imply that the visual arts have been aloof from the process of change and one
ofthe implicit features ofthis dissertation has been to explain how fine art from its inception
became a commodity for consumption. While many histories ofart describes how fine artists
worked in opposition to consumer culture, most concede that by the 1960's seminal
postmodernists, such as Warhol, became complicit with it (Docker 1994: 117). This feature
ofpostmodernist art has provoked as much criticism from Marxist theorists as that which
is normally reserved for advertising itself In this the American Marxist critic Fredric
Jameson differs from Baudrillard in his belief in the omnipresent power of the media as the
central force but instead proposes that the global spread of the market with its own 'logic'
has absorbed cultural and economic systems to make up the latest phase of the world
capitalist system which he calls - "late, consumer or multinational capitalism" (1998: 20).
Learning from Las Vegas (again)
If the role of history is to provide an understanding of the past in order to explain the
present then, perhaps, there is no more fitting conclusion to this dissertation than an article
published in the global news magazine Newsweek during the final days of this research
project. The article, entitled "Vegas Meets Van Gogh," reports on the plans of the casino
entrepreneur Steve WYnn to use his art collection to "help attract ultra-high-rolling gamblers
to his $1.8 billion Bellagio hotel and casino, opening Gct. 15" (Newsweek August 1998 pp.
66-67) 1 (figure 8.2). The journalist Peter Plagens describes the Bellagio as a "3,000 room
Renaissance fantasy, set on an artificial Lake Como" and explains that "the paintings will
hang in the Bellagio Gallery ofFine Art, a state-of-the-art facility inside the hotel, near the
casino" (Plagens 1998: 66).2
When Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Stephen Izenour wrote Learningfrom Las
Vegas in 1972, the kitsch, spontaneity and mixed messages in the architecture that they
described as a part ofLas Vegas' urban design became the inspiration for much ofwhat has
subsequently become known as Post-modernism (Heller and Lasky 1993: 162). If there is
anything to be learnt in this instance it is that the actual artwork now appears to have
entered the promotional domain and that no doubt the status and value of art will,
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henceforth, be used (and abused) in other crass and unusual ways in the future (figure 8.3).
However this development has had a long gestation period since the work of art became a
commodity - an object to be desired in an economic system in which all the visual arts
function, to a greater or lesser degree, alongside other commodities as objects for
consumption. As noted in Chapter Three Gablik maintains that "Commodity fetishism is
the distinguishing mark of our culture, and the artist's consciousness has been fatally
enriched with this knowledge" (1991: 37).
Much has been said throughout this text about the importance of culture, especially the
creation of a notion of a national identity in post-colonial societies such as South Africa.
However it needs to be recognised that the culture that has nurtured the use of art as a
marketing tool is a "promotional culture" 3 which, because of globalization, is now
pervasive worldwide. Many have noted that the paradox of globalized culture is that it
encourages the growth of local identities almost as an anecdote (Poggenpohl 1997: 30),
hence the quest for identity in both South African art and advertising cannot be considered
in isolation.
It has also been noted that both artists and art museums were amongst the first to become
a part ofthe new promotional culture. As Baudrillard has pointed out even the architectural
design of major art museums in Europe and the United States is intended to act as a
significant promotional vehicle (1985: 130). Hence it could be argued that both the
Guggenheim Museum in New York and the Pompidou Centre in Paris not only created a
great deal ofpublicity because of the audacity of their design but they still serve as cultural
icons in their respective environments (figures 8.4 a & b). In keeping with Baudrillard's
views all indications are that this tradition continues with the establishment of the
Guggenheim museum in Bilbao, Spain and in South Africa with the proposed "Newtown
& Culture as Habitat" development in Johannesburg which was described by the Mail &
Guardian as "a master plan that hopes to improve the life of the area by bringing new
concepts about shopping, living, recreation and cultural production" (Mail & Guardian
August 28 to September 3 1998: 8). 4




around the world have had to compete, not only with each other, but with the popular
culture of the street and with the media for an audience. In order to do this many large
museums in Europe and America have established large retail outlets within their complexes
to sell "art" merchandise and books (figure 2.1 a & b). In addition, coffee shops and
restaurants have been established that resemble the theme restaurants of franchised hotel
groups and in the process created the equivalent of a "cultural" Disneyworld.
This has changed the primary role ofthe museum which has for the past two hundred years
valorised art. However, according to Hein, within the trend to popularise culture, the
museum not only serves to "preserve the inherited past, but to define the present and to
articulate a sense ofit that can be transmitted to generations of the future" (1992: 543). He
goes on to explain that:
"Once the domain of the private collector and the educated connoisseur,
museums now draw the same crowds as department stores, amusement
parks, and beaches and for much the same reasons, people go there to get
information, to be entertained, to shop, to eat, and to socialize with friends."
(ibid.)
All indications are that this trend is emerging in South Africa as well. The reasons for cuts
in municipal and government subsidies to cultural institutions has been explained in Chapter
Six and it is likely that in addition to increased corporate sponsorship (with all its attendant
dangers) museums and galleries in South Africa will be under pressure to become income
generating institutions (personal interview with Brown 1997). To that end the new buildings
for independent galleries such as the Natal Society of Arts (NSA) already give expression
to the need for attractive shops and refreshment outlets on their premises. While the success
of such ventures is to be commended, it is an inescapable fact that, in this scenario, the
consumption of the art and culture on display in the gallery space is merged with the
consumption of food and commodities on sale elsewhere in the complex.
While the DAG has been slow to follow the lead of the NSA and other museums in South
Africa in developing these types of facilities, the Gallery is at the forefront of another trend
in targeting a new audience for art. Events such as "Red Eye" merge the low culture of
figure 8.5
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"rap" perfonners from local townships with the "high" perfonnance "art" of the Vita Prize
for Art (1998) winner Steven Cohen. Perfonnance art, such as Cohen's work, lends itself
to, and is perhaps designed for, subsequent promotion and publicity 5 (figure 8.5). It could
be argued that the "grand gesture" of much of contemporary perfonnance art is, in itself:
an attempt on the part of fine artists to come to terms with the same media clutter that
forces advertisers to resort to similar modes of address in order to attract the consumer's
attention.
Within the notion ofa promotional culture there is little wonder that a crisis has developed
for the visual arts. Within such a culture, the issue of appropriation of the creative output
ofart and craft producers, without respect for community ownership of fonn, pattern and
motif and the flaunting ofthe individual artist's copyright is a particularly serious issue but
one that cannot be dealt with in the depth it deserves in this dissertation.6 Within the course
ofthis research project it is clear that a wide gulf still exists between fine art producers and
the "messy world of money" upon which promotional culture and its agent, advertising
thrives. Having said that, perhaps it needs to be recognised, as this dissertation has done,
that advertising has infiltrated every aspect of our lives from the aircraft we fly in, the sport
and entertainment we watch, the supennarkets we shop in, to the art galleries and museums
we visit and even as we wait in doctor's waiting rooms.
Many fine artists have responded accordingly. Artists such as Barbra Kruger and a group
of anonymous women artists in New York, the Guerrilla Girls, have blurred the lines
between art and advertising. They have adopted the rhetorical devices of advertising (and
publicity) to challenge the ideology of consumerism (figure 8.6) and the institution of a
(white) male dominated art and art history in posters such as "WHEN RACISM & SEXISM
ARE NO LONGER FASHIONABLE, WHAT WILL YOUR ART COLLECTION BE
WORTH?" (c. 1987) (figure 8.7).
JeffKoons (b. 1945) has taken an even more radical stance and used both the rhetoric and
a fonn ofpornography and advertising as a means of expression: "I want to have impact on
people's lives. I want to communicate to as wide a mass as possible and the way to
communicate to the public right now is through TV and advertising. The art world is not
figure 8.6
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effective right now" (Koons 1992: 77). The call for a moral and social dimension to artistic
practice, embodied in the "social sculpture" of Joseph Beuys (1921-1986), represents yet
another response to the conundrum that the detached nature of western modernism has
created. As noted in Chapter Three it is sad but almost inevitable that the division between
the fine arts and commercially based design arts should occur at the birth of the "modem"
when both artists and philosophers declared that only the "useless is beautiful" (Gautier
quoted in Chapter Three). Gablik agrees and quotes Flaubert who proclaimed his antipathy
towards society when he declared that "Life is so horrible that one can only bear it by
avoiding it. And that can only be by living in the world of art" (1991: 5). According to
Gablik in her call for The Reenchantment ofArt this attitude, partly, accounts for the failure
of modernism. She maintains that the problem lies in the fact that "the sub-text of social
responsibility is missing in our aesthetic models, and the challenges of the future will be to
transcend the dis-connectedness and separation of the aesthetic from the social that existed
within modernism (ibid.).
In South Africa, with a multicultural society that does not necessarily subscribe
wholeheartedly to western concepts of fine art, perhaps a paradigm shift is possible. The
need for a shift in advertising design has already been noted and bridges need to be built.
The details of such a paradigm shift are not the subject of this dissertation, but clearly the
role of education in this process cannot be underestimated. As stated in the Preface an
important aim ofthis dissertation has been to investigate the relationship between the visual
arts and advertising (design) in order that a framework ofunderstanding can be created.
Future developments
The fact that this conclusion was written twelve months before the turn of the millennium
cannot be overlooked. Nor can the fact that it takes place at the end of a period in South
Africa's history when the government of National Unity is about to be dissolved and a
second round ofdemocratic elections are to be held early in 1999. This is relevant because
this dissertation has sought to explain that both advertising and the visual arts are products
of a particular time and place. This is particularly true of advertising which makes no
attempt to embody metaphysical elements that enable many works of art to transcend the
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limitations imposed by time and space and helps explain the strong sense of nostalgia that
advertisements included in this text may evoke.
As loath as one may be at predicting the future, current trends in advertising and the media
serve to indicate that, as Clem Sunter has put it, "the future is not what it used to be"
(Sunter 1989: 16). This is particularly true of the relationship between the visual arts and
advertising in a globalized culture influenced, ifnot dominated, by a globalized economy and
media. Throughout this research project the importance of technological innovation has
been emphasised. In conclusion it needs to be recognised that once again technological
developments are about to transform the present and shape the future. One rarely notices
when dramatic changes in technology occur hence it is difficult to be precise about the exact
moment when the motor car replaced the horse or when the computer replaced the
typewriter and the same is true of current changes taking place with the integration of
media.
Up to now this text has emphasised the importance of the print medium in disseminating
images, especially the art image, and in the process changing their value and meanings.
However all indications are that the changes effected by the digitization of the image will
be more significant than it already is. It has already been noted that the practice ofgraphic
design has had to be reinvented over the past five years, with changes in the print industry,
with the introduction ofApple Mac computers and powerful image-orientated software. In
the field ofthe education ofgraphic designers one doubts that the true significance of these
changes has been fully absorbed. The speed of the change is likely to accelerate and
appropriate responses are required. This is particularly true as to the nature of the visual
literacy required ofartists, designers and the public at large. In their text, Reading Images -
The Grammar ofVisual Design, Kress and van Leeuwen believe that in the near future the
literacy associated with writing (the "old" literacy) is about to be replaced by a "new" visual
literacy. They maintain that the new visual literacy will be resisted because:
"for centuries now, (writing) has been one of the most essential
achievements and values of western culture, and one of the most essential
goals of education, so much so that the major and heavily value-laden
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distinction made by Western cultures has been that between literate
(advanced) and non-literate (oral and primitive) cultures. No wonder that
the move towards a new literacy, based on images and visual design, can
come to be seen as a threat, a sign of decline of culture, and hence a
particularly potent symbol and rallying point for conservative and even
reactionary groupings." (1996: 15)
In South Africa where there is a high level of illiteracy, the new technology and the trend
towards an integrated oral and visual means of communication offers a number of very
exciting posibilites.7 As noted in Chapter Two, in the 1960's Marshall McLuhan was
concerned with the same issues and was visionary in conceiving the concept of the "global
village" in which the central importance of the visual, aural and oral was restored in mass
communications. But as Brown points out "he was looking at the future through a pair of
binoculars" and spoke in metaphorical terms of technology being an extension of the human
body. From a distance nothing could prepare McLuhan for the fact that computers are not
an extension of our brains "they are the repository of our memory" (Brown 1996: 11). In
the words of Lyotard, "what we are approaching is not the end of knowledge - quite the
contrary. Data banks are the Encyclopaedia of tomorrow. They transcend the capacity of
their users. They are 'nature' for postmodern man" (1987: 51).
On this subject it must be noted that the normal repository of art - the museum - is also
about to be digitized. Of particular importance to the subject of this dissertation is what
Joel Stein wrote in Time Digital, when he described the activities at Corbis, one of the
world's first digital-archive companies, established in 1989 by Microsoft's Bill Gates:
"While Corbis may be sitting on the fuse of the information explosion, it's
still a pretty boring place to work these days. Until the Internet really
happens - until bandwidth becomes fat enough for high-resolution images
and until a standard for digitalising video is implemented - the company can
only plan and scan. Most of the people in the building, which is 15 minutes
from the hipper and younger Microsoft campus at Redmond, Washington,
have boring jobs. Like feeding 40,000 pictures a month into one of eight
giant $150,000 scanning machines that digitalize the images. Or improving
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the tint on those images, or poring over research books for the captions.
Even the few people there who actually create things are making CD-RaMS
about Cezanne, Volcanoes and Da Vinci. And though the discs have
impressed CD-ROM aficionados, most consumers rarely boot up their CD-
ROM drives, let alone for treatises on Da Vinci. Especially at $35 a disc."
(1996: 26)
The article entitled "Image is Everything" goes on to explain why Microsoft, the world's
leading computer software company which currently dictates the "form" of computing, is
so interested in the future of its "content." According to Stein it is "based on a sketchy
suspicion that in the multimedia future, computer based "content" will be as valuable as
movies, television shows and music are today" (op cit. 26). Significantly, Corbis has
concentrated primarily on art images. Lucrative deals have been "cut" with many museums
and with estates of dead artists such as the photographer Ansel Adams. The article points
out that Corbis has contacted all the major art museums in the world, but, until the legal
issues that surround copyright in the electronic environment are clearer, many museum
directors prefer to wait because "we're dealing with a world of hypothetical value instead
of realistic value" (op cit. 29).
European museums have not been so reticent and in 1996 the Louvre published their entire
collection on CD-ROM while in 1995 Microsoft released the whole of the British National
Gallery in digital form on a CD-ROM, aptly named - Art Gallery. Corbis is currently
responsible for titles such as A Passion for Art: Renoir, Cezanne, Matisse and Dr Barnes
and a major treatise on Leonardo da Vinci. Although Corbis does not own the originals they
own the rights of the digitized image. These image rights will be very important when the
Internet is expanded to accommodate high quality images in the future; as a Corbis
executive puts it; "Someone in China isn't going to get to the Louvre" (ibid.).
Through this technology, at the end ofthe millennium, Malraux's "Museum without Walls"
will have been created in cyber space. Given the current invasion of the internet by
advertising it is only a matter of time before visual art images will be used in ways that this
dissertation could only guess at. But whereas Malraux, writing in 1965, was looking
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through the same binoculars available to McLuhan, when he spoke in terms of the
photographically reproduced image, we are now concerned with a globally transmitted
micro processed image. The digitized image is reproduced by high resolution cameras which
are capable ofreplicating even the texture and patina of the original and can be reproduced
and transmitted in a variety of other forms. This confirms the importance of the early
theories of writers such as Benjamin, Malraux, Berger and McLuhan mentioned in the
Preface to this text as still having currency. This is particularly true in view of the fact that
contemporary graphic design software programmes such as Photoshop and Corel Draw
enable designers to "cut" and "paste" photographic and draw images and text from a variety
of sources to be "assembled" and juxtaposed in a manner that utilizes the visual language
developed by the early modernists. These computer programmes and related cinematic
techniques have however, created a "virtual" reality in the public space that the avant-garde
could only have dreamed of
This is the technology that lends credence to the notion that "history is dead" in the sense
that the images and sounds ofthe past are as fresh and as accessible as those of the present.
Strains ofthe past are freely blended with the new as a characteristic of postmodernism in
popular culture (Jameson 1998: 5-10). In marketing terms this cultural "re-run" has already
lead to a consumer revolution in the promotion of music CD's and video recorded films. In
outlets throughout South Africa so-called classics from the past are marketed side by side
with new products at the same price. On the creative level, as Jameson has pointed out in
respect of film, in contemporary rock music strains of the past (often Beatle music) are
blended by musicians (such as Oasis) with great success. Hence in practical rather than
philosophical terms the past is no longer discounted. The current trend to merge image and
sound on the internet and on the new digital video disc (DVD) format ensures that this trend
is likely to go even further. Given the history ofprevious technological revolutions reflected
on in this dissertation the consequences of these developments for the relationship between
the visual arts and advertising is bound to be enormous.
In conclusion it needs to be said that however unpredictable the future may be, one thing
is certain and that is that advertising will adapt to the new circumstances and exploit it to
the full. As with the past this will not only offer a wide range of new exciting possibilities
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for designers, but will have a profound effect upon our cultural, political, economic ifnot
our spiritual lives. Possibly this type ofcomplexity explains the current sense of ambivalence
that many experience as the new millennium dawns. As this dissertation has pointed out this
is in marked contrast to the optimistic mood amongst artists and designers during the
previous fin-de-siecle, which acted as midwife to both modern art and advertising.
Notes
1. The article lists the paintings with their monetary values in brackets as thus: Van Gogh' s
"Peasant Woman With straw Hat Sitting in the Wheat" ($47.5 million), Gauguin's "A
Tahitian Family" ($20 million), Matisse's "Michaela" ($10 million), and Picasso's "Portrait
ofDoraMaar" (for an undisclosed sum) and Monet's "Waterlily, Pond and Path by water"
($32.7million). The rest of the collection includes works by Jackson Pollack, Willem de
Kooning, Jasper Johns, Roy Lichenstein, Robert Rauschenberg (Plagens 1998: 66).
2. To this end, Wynn has "hired the former head ofFort Worth's distinguished Kimbell Art
Museum, Edmund Pillsbury, as the gallery's 'consultative director. 'The inaugural catalogue
also features essays by such eminent scholars as New York University art historian Robert
Rosenblum (plagens 1998: 66).
3. Andrew Wernick (1991) deals with promotional culture in depth in his impressive text
Promotional Culture - Advertising, ideology and symbolic expression.
4. The "Newtown & Culture -as- Habitat" report is a 40 page blueprint for the
reconstruction ofTribune Hall and its adjoining lots and boiler houses in Johannesburg. This
report was funded by the Ernest Oppenheimer Memorial Trust and was released to the
public at a function at the Market Theatre on Thursday 27th August 1998. The proponent
ofthe idea and the driving force behind the project is the art dealer Ricky Bennet (cf. BMW
Tributaries). (Mail & Guardian August 28 to September 3 1998: 8).
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5. In his performance "Dog, Ugly Gir~ Faggot and Jew" Cohen rode about the Durban Art
Gallery on roller skates with fireworks inserted in his anus (Red Eye, July 1998).
6. In multi-cultural societies such as South Africa the rights of communities to their
"traditional" art and craft forms needs to be addressed. Aboriginal leaders in Australia have
already raised the issue and, given the current abuse in the South African context, one can
anticipate similar moves in the not too distant future. In the interim individual artists have
a number ofproblems protecting their copyright. Durban artist Andries Botha explained that
a sculpture of his was featured prominently in a Nedbank advertisement which was set at
the SA National Gallery in Cape Town. "I sold it (the sculpture) to them (the National
Gallery) for educational and cultural reasons and didn't sign away the copyright for it to be
used in an advertisement!" (personal interview with Botha 1998). However given the
complex relations between the bank, the advertising agency and the museum, Botha was
told by his lawyer not to pursue the issue because of the expense.
7. Not withstanding the basic developmental needs ofSouth Africa the current policy of the
South African government is to establish a sophisticated information infrastructure in the
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